East Birmingham Board 10th May 2022

East Birmingham Board Notes and Actions of previous meeting (February 2022)
Notes

Actions

1. Apologies
2. Actions of Last Meeting and
Matters Arising

The Chair introduced the meeting and noted the launch of the Government’s Levelling
Up White Paper.

2.1. Actions from last meeting

The Board noted that all actions from the previous meeting were completed.

2.2. Programme Update Report
Mark Gamble
Birmingham City Council

A presentation was given summarising the implementation plan update report including
the status of the programme and planned next steps. Key progress was as follows:
• Levelling Up Strategy Launch - In November the Council launched Prosperity and
Opportunity for All: Birmingham’s Levelling Up Strategy (download link).
• Projects are progressing: eleven live projects which are being progressed
according to plan. Three new projects (EB009 – EB011) have been mobilised
since the previous meeting of the East Birmingham Board.
• Submission of Full Business Case for EB009: Dolphin Centre Youth Hub: a Full
Business Case has been submitted to GBSLEP seeking an additional £315k to
deliver a Youth Hub at the Dolphin Centre in Ward End Park
• Progression of a Partnerships for People and Place bid: The City Council is
working with partners to formulate a bid to Government for a new pilot project
to address youth employment in East Birmingham
• Commencement of the River Cole Valley and Tyseley Community Commons
Project: a £1.2M project led by University of Birmingham seeking to bring a
section of the River Cole Valley at Tyseley back in to use as a community
commons.
• Programme Development and Mobilisation: the establishment of internal
processes and controls for the East Birmingham Programme is now complete
• Community wealth building and engagement: the programme team continue to
work with a large number of community and stakeholder organisations to deliver
Programme outcomes.

Action: Board Members to
provide any further input on the
emerging programme and/or
other content of the report.
Action: Programme Manager to
incorporate further detail into
future reports concerning:
Team roles and responsibilities,
Transport projects, projects in
development, programme impact
and partner
relationships/projects
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Key activities for the next period were:
• Recruitment of the Programme Team: recruitment of the programme team has
commenced
• Project Development and Delivery: Several projects reach the end of a phase of
activity this quarter, and three further projects will be mobilised.
• Development the of East Birmingham Locality Forum: As per item 3.3 below.
3. Presentations
3.1. Green Infrastructure
Masterplan
Nick Grayson
Birmingham City Council

A presentation was given on the City Council’s City of Nature Plan (download link) which
was launched for public consultation of 8th February 2022. The aim of the plan is for the
council to change the way it manages its parks, and make the most of its green assets to
deliver a “Bolder Greener Birmingham”.

Action: Programme team to
develop first stage GI Vision
document for next Board

The presentation identified the opportunity to develop a Green Infrastructure
Masterplan and Delivery Plan for East Birmingham.
3.2. Football Foundation
Robert Sullivan
Football Foundation

A presentation was given on the Football Foundation’s activities and funding
programmes which are applicable to East Birmingham. Through its Local Football
Facilities Plan (LFFP) the Football Foundation will form a list of priority sites across the
city for an investment package which will improve the city’s football facilities.

Action: Programme Team to
engage with FF and support
development of projects

The Football Foundation is also providing up to 75% investment in to “small sided
facilities“ (such as 5-a-side/recreational outdoor spaces) which will be identified using a
range of criteria including wards of highest deprivation and delivered in close
collaboration with local communities.
3.3. East Birmingham
Locality Forum
Anna Hammond
ICS

A Presentation was provided on the proposed establishment of a locality forum for East
Birmingham as part of the development of ‘place-based arrangements’ within the ICS,
to support local working.

Action: ICS and EB RPU to arrange
workshops to design and convene
Locality Forum.
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The aim is to convene partners to guide, accelerate and support the implementation of
the integration of health with wider public sector services. This will consider the theme
within the overall East Birmingham Programme and the context of objectives of the ICS
place programme
The Locality Forum is to be designed by the ICS in collaboration with the East Birmingham
RPU via a series of workshops to be held during the first half of 2022.
3.4. Transport Update
Sandeep Shingadia
TfWM

An update was provided informing the Board about progress since the previous
presentation in November with respect to the City Regions Sustainable Transport
Settlement (CRSTS) and the East Birmingham and North Solihull transport study which is
being delivered by Arcadis on behalf of TfWM and Birmingham and Solihull Councils.
The presentation covered the findings of the draft report, and the key elements and
timetable for the finalisation of the CRSTS settlement which was anticipated to take place
in March.

4. AOB
5. Date of Next Meeting

Meetings have been arranged for:
•

Q2 2022/23 Thursday 21st July 11:00 – 12:30

•

Q3 2022/23 Thursday 03 November 16:00 – 17:30

•

Q4 2022/23 Thursday 02 February 2023 at 13:00-14:30

Action: TfWM to provide future
updates on:
• CRST prioritisation
• Corridor Study final
report
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Introduction
This report provides an update to the East Birmingham Board on the progression of the East Birmingham
Inclusive Growth Programme since the previous Board meeting in February 2022. The scope of the report
takes in the background, the current Programme status, and a high-level summary of the projects within
the Programme Implementation Plan.

Background
The East Birmingham Inclusive Growth Programme (the Programme) has been established to deliver the
vision and objectives of the East Birmingham Inclusive Growth Strategy (EBIGS) which sets out the Council’s
approach to the East Birmingham/North Solihull Inclusive Growth Corridor in the context of major planned
infrastructural investments including HS2 and the planned Midland Metro extension to Solihull.

East Birmingham Inclusive Growth Strategy Vision
The Council and its partners will make use of the unique opportunities and potential of East
Birmingham to create a clean, safe, prosperous, and well-connected place where citizens from all
backgrounds have access to excellent housing, education, healthcare, green spaces and
employment opportunities. Local communities will work together as part of the team to achieve
their aspirations and will share a strong sense of ownership and pride in their area. The main role
of East Birmingham within the wider city region will be as a desirable yet affordable residential
area with excellent amenities which is particularly suitable for families with children, and as a
centre for low carbon and sustainable industries.
The Enhanced Business Case for the Programme contains the following investment objectives:
1. Improve performance across a range of key socio-economic indicators corresponding with the
seven objectives set out in the East Birmingham Inclusive Growth Strategy to at least the national
average.
2. Deliver 5,000 homes within the area, of which a minimum of 35% will be at least affordable
3. Create at least 10,000 jobs within the area which will pay the Real Living Wage
4. To support the Council’s aspiration to be net carbon neutral by 2030, or as soon after as a just
transition permits.

Programme Governance
The Programme is overseen by the East Birmingham Board which has ownership of the East Birmingham
Inclusive Growth Strategy and provides political direction and support. The key objectives of the Board are
to deliver growth and to bring forward the key interventions to enable residents to shape and benefit from
the jobs and opportunities created.
Day-to-day management of the Programme is provided by the East Birmingham Delivery Board which is
facilitated by the City Council and meets monthly or as required. The Programme falls within the Council’s
Inclusive Growth Portfolio which provides co-ordination with linked activities such as the Route to Zero and
Our Future City Plan Programmes.
East Birmingham Thematic Teams are convened as required where it is necessary to assemble subject
matter experts within a particular domain of activity. However, there remains an expectation that all
delivery should be built and delivered in partnership and across service and investment silos.
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The East Birmingham Rapid Policy Unit (RPU) comprises a multi-disciplinary team of City Council officers
including the programme staff, and a wider membership drawn from partner organisations. The RPU
facilitates the development of the programme by bringing new partnerships, projects, and policies together
and supports quality assurance activities including the application of robust inclusive growth principles to
all activity.
The East Birmingham Ward Members’ Forum has been established for the 26 Councillors from 20 Wards
whose Wards are directly affected by the Programme. The Ward Members’ Forum meets quarterly to
receive an update on the Programme activities and to provide ongoing political engagement.

Programme Team Staffing and Structure
The East Birmingham Programme Team sits within the City Council’s Place, Prosperity and Sustainability
Directorate. Recruitment of the team is currently underway, with the target of filling all posts by the end of
June 2022.
The team currently includes one Graduate officer and a Programme Support Assistant who is with the
Council as part of the Government’s Kickstarter Scheme. During early 2022 the team has also hosted two
student placements.
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East Birmingham Roadmap 2021-2030
A number of strategic developments and connectivity projects are anticipated over the next ten years. This
roadmap provides an indication of the anticipated timescales and employment outputs. Estimated
milestones and job outputs are subject to update as the programme proceeds. Working with the key
stakeholders to maximising the benefits of these investments is a key priority for the East Birmingham
Programme.
2023
Wash
wood
Heath
Start
on Site

2021 EBIGS
Adopted

2022
Wheels
Start on
Site

2027
Metro
EBS
Start
on Site

2026
NEC
Urban
Village
Start
on Site

2029 HS2
Operations
Commence

2028
Wheels
complete
3,000
jobs

2036
onward
NEC
Phase 2
2450
homes

(TBC) Arden
Cross Health
and
Innovation
Campus

2029
Washwood
Heath
complete
2,000+
jobs

2036
NEC
Phase
1 2250
homes

Part 1: Programme Status
Summary of key achievements since previous Board
Since the previous meeting of the Board in February 2022, the following progress has been made.
Project Delivery
Four projects have been completed:
EB003: Meadway Local Centre Feasibility Study
This project has delivered a study which will inform the next steps for the redevelopment of this
important local centre site for an estimated 100 homes, retail space, and a potential service hub
incorporating Council and other stakeholder provision. The next stage of work is expected to consist of
the delivery of housing in parallel with the development of a business case for the local centre itself.
EB004: Tyseley Clean Energy Masterplan for Growth
The output of this project will be presented and circulated to the East Birmingham Board under item
3.2 of the May agenda. The Masterplan report will support the ongoing development of the Tyseley
Environmental Enterprise District as Birmingham’s “Green Energy & Innovation Quarter”.
EB006: East Birmingham to Solihull Transport Corridor Study
This project has delivered a report which will inform the development of the transport programme for
East Birmingham over the next five years in light of the recently agreed City Region Sustainable
Transport Settlement (CRST). The report has been circulated as a paper to the May East Birmingham
Board and presented as item 3.4.
EB008: Community Economic Development Planning Policy Lab
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Birmingham City Council have worked with the Co-operative Councils Innovation Network to produce a
report on Community Economic Development Planning (CEDP). CEDP is seen as a key tool for enabling
communities to take an active role in shaping the economic development within a specific geographic
area, to make the economy in that area work well for that community. The report has been circulated
for information to the East Birmingham Board.
The Programme currently includes a further eleven live projects. Further detail regarding these projects is
provided in Part 2 of this report.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EB001: USE-IT Transfer Network
EB002: Ward End/Cole Valley Skills Hub
EB005: Community Engagement Pilot
EB007: Bordesley Spatial Pilot/Healthy Living Zone
EB009: Dolphin Centre Youth Hub
EB010: Cole Valley Country Parks
EB011: Housing Delivery Pipeline Study
EB012: Net Zero Neighbourhood Phase 1(new)
EB013: City of Nature Pilot (new)
EB014: Pocket Parks (new)
EB015: Partnerships for People and Place Pilot (new)

Additional projects are in the process of development including subsequent stages of activity aligned
with the completed projects EB003: Meadway Local Centre and EB004: Tyseley Clean Energy
Masterplan for Growth.
Approval of Full Business Case for EB009: Dolphin Centre Youth Hub
On 22nd March the City Council’s Cabinet approved a Full Business Case for a £1.5m programme of
improvements to the Dolphin Centre in Ward End Park to include the creation of an inclusive Youth Hub
with full disabled access, integrating Jobcentre Plus services with the local East Birmingham Community
Anchor Network to deliver engagement of young people after a period of not being in employment and
education into healthcare and other key employment sectors. All funding and approvals are now in place
and the project will be starting on site shortly. The improvements include:
•
•
•
•

A fully fitted-out social enterprise café;
A lift and WC for disabled access;
Upgraded digital connectivity technology (including secure closed Wi-Fi for the Youth Employability
Coach and a free public hotspot for the use of the community); and
Internal building infrastructure to enable the effective functioning of the youth employment coach.

On completion of the project, 400 individuals will be engaged annually through new training programmes
delivered at the Dolphin Centre and of these, an estimated 150 unemployed individuals per year will enter
into employment within the first 6 months of receiving the support.
Approval of the Partnerships for People and Place bid
Approval has been given for the Council’s bid for £335k Government funding for a locally designed scheme
of employment support. The focus will be on innovation in earlier support in schools for successful careers
for East Birmingham young people. The pilot project will be delivered during the 2022/23 financial year and
has been added to the Programme as EB012: Partnerships for People and Place Pilot. The project has been
designed in collaboration with Birmingham Education Partnership, City-REDI, DWP, GBSLEP, University of
5
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Birmingham and the WMCA. This work addresses one of the ten recommendations in the City Council’s
report Breaking Down Barriers which was launched in July 2021.
Green Infrastructure Vision Document
Further to the presentation given to the February meeting of the Board, the Council has produced a Vision
document which addresses the implementation of the Council’s City of Nature ambition in the context of
the inclusive growth and the climate change agenda in East Birmingham. It is presented to the May meeting
of the East Birmingham Board as item 3.1 for comment and response and will be followed by a subsequent
Masterplan and Delivery Plan.
Programme Development and Mobilisation
Internal pre-recruitment processes have been completed and recruitment of the Programme Team is
underway. There has been a delay to the anticipated timescales for this activity, however all posts are
expected to have been advertised by the end of May.
The Programme Team and Rapid Policy unit continue to feed into corporate policy across a range of
agendas and are developing opportunities for the scaling up and expansion of the programme in line with
the Programme business case.
Community wealth building, engagement and neighbourhood working activities are ongoing
The Programme team continues to work with Ward Members and local stakeholders including VCSE
organisations and the Neighbourhood Networks partners to empower and support local organisations
through the provision of advice, assistance, and support for funding applications. In total active
engagement is ongoing with over 60 organisations and support has been provided to multiple community
funding bids. Community engagement and capacity building work is being further progressed by projects
EB001, EB005 and EB0100

Key Activities for Next Period
Programme Workstreams:
The work programme for April – June 2022 continues to focus on the following workstreams:
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Key milestones for the next period are as follows:
Recruitment of the Programme Team
Recruitment continues and it is anticipated that the team will be in place during Q1 2022/23. Further
graduate, work experience and student placements will also be supported on an ongoing basis.
Project Development and Delivery
The current phases of EB002 and EB0011 are expected to complete during this period (by June 2022) and
will be followed by future phases of associated activity. The new projects EB012 – EB015 will be fully
mobilised and will commence regular reporting to the programme board. Further detail is provided in Part
2 below under Programme Schedule.
Additional project proposals are in development by the programme team as reported to the November
meeting of the East Birmingham Board and shown in Section 2 below. This activity will be accelerated
greatly by the recruitment of additional Programme personnel.
Commencement of the development of the East Birmingham Locality Forum
A presentation was provided to the February meeting of the Board regarding the proposed establishment
of an East Birmingham Locality Forum which will convene local partners to guide, accelerate and support
the implementation of the integration of health with wider public sector services. Workshops have now
been arranged for strategic partners to define priorities, start work on an action plan, and agree
membership of the Forum. The initial workshop will be on the 24th of May 2022.
Enhancements to Programme Reporting
In line with the principles of the Programme business case, and in response to feedback received from the
Board, future reports to Board will be improved and expanded by the addition of further information to
include:
•
•
•
•

Programme team roles and responsibilities
Further detail on projects in development
A programme impact dashboard with a focus on key metrics including employment outcomes
An overview of projects and activities beyond the core programme projects, potentially including
transport, housing, and key Board partner projects
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Part 2: Implementation Plan
The Implementation Plan provides a high-level summary of the projects and activities which make up the programme including their alignment with the East Birmingham
Inclusive Growth Strategy in terms of objectives themes (EBIGS page 26, summarised in Table 3 below). Projects are presented in terms of their primary objective theme;
however most projects will deliver benefits for multiple themes, and it is expected that all projects will contribute towards the Equality objective.
Project progression is classified with reference to four generic project stages as set out in Table 4. For the purposes of programme reporting the term Project Development
is used to indicate progressing projects at the Concept stage, and Project Delivery is used to indicate the Definition, Delivery and Closure phases. Depending on the scale of
the project, the funding source and governance route there may be sub-stages or variations to this lifecycle.

Table 3: EBIGS Objective Themes

Table 4: Project Stages

Theme

Reference

Stage

Key activities and outputs

Equality

EQ

1: Concept

Inception, feasibility, and initial options appraisal. Production of Project Brief.

Education and Learning

EL

Health and Wellbeing

HWB

Affordable, Safe and Connected

ASC

2: Definition

Development of preferred option. Production of Outline and/or Full Business
Case (if required) and project management plan.

Economy

ECO

3: Delivery

Power, Influence and Participation

PIP

Implementation of project. Delivery of project product/outputs in accordance
with Business Case and Project Management Plan.

The Environment

ENV

4: Closure

Handover of project outputs and evaluation
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Live Projects and Growth Areas
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Programme Schedule

Programme Manager’s Commentary
Projects EB003, EB004, EB006 and EB008 are complete and have been removed from the project register. During Quarter 1 2022/23 the following projects will also reach
completion of the current phase of activity:
Name
EB002: Ward End/Cole
Valley Skills Hub

EB011: Housing Delivery
Pipeline Study

Final Outputs
• Design and costings for Cole Valley walking and cycling improvements
• Designs and costings for refurbishment of Ward End Park House and
the Boat House
• Feasibility report for Ward End Park House
• Housing Delivery Pipeline Study

10

Notes
Outputs will be taken forward by EB010 Cole Valley Country
Parks and a new Ward End Phase 2 which will progress plans
for Ward End Park House and surrounds.
The study will identify a shortlist of sites with the potential
for accelerated delivery of affordable housing. This will
inform the next stages of housing delivery for the area.
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The Following new projects have been added to the Project Register for this Quarter (please see below for further detail):
Name
EB012: Net Zero
Neighbourhood Phase 1

Description
Development of a proposal for an exemplar net-zero carbon neighbourhood at Castle Vale. To be submitted for consideration under the
WMCA Net Zero Neighbourhood Demonstrator funding programme.

EB013: City of Nature Pilot

A package of interventions to address inequity of access to urban green spaces and nature in Bordesley and Highgate Ward. Will inform
similar activity across the wider city.
Aligned with the East Birmingham Green Infrastructure Vision, this project will deliver improvements to 1-3 local green spaces as pocket
parks and/or local growing space via community-led activity.
A locally designed scheme of employment support, focussed on innovation in earlier support in schools for successful careers for East
Birmingham young people

EB014: Pocket Parks
EB015: Partnerships for
People and Place Pilot

Project Register
Project
Reference
and Title
EB001: USE-IT
Transfer
Network

Summary

Stage Outputs

Funding
Source(s)

Successor to the successful USE-IT
(Unlocking Social and Economic
Innovation) project in North-West
Birmingham this project seeks to
transfer the USE-IT methodology to
other parts of Birmingham and also to
other cities in Europe. This project is a
first phase of activity in the
workstream that will shape and inform
the overall Programme approach to the
delivery of inclusive growth. It will be
delivered in close association with
EB005 and EB008. This project is

• Support for NHS “I Can”
scheme to support at
least 100 local people
into jobs
• Creation of Local
Entrepreneurship Group
– working with 50 local
businesses to access
public sector contracts
• Community Wealth
Building Planning for
East Birmingham

URBACT
(ERDF)

Agreed
Budget
(‘000s)
£500

Stage

Update and Next Milestone

3

Business Case approved July
2021. Currently underway and on
track.

BCC
URBACT Local Group now in place
and employment and
procurement workstreams are
progressing.
“Springboard Plan” at late draft
stage
Next milestones will be:
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Primary
Objective
Ref
ECO
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focusing on local wealth building by
connecting opportunities identified by
the Birmingham Anchor Network with
local skills base and local
entrepreneurship.
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•

(Springboard Plan and
Investment Plan)
• Community Research
Hub established (with
EB005)
• Community Economic
Plan for Ward End codesigned with local
communities (informed
by EB008)

•

commencement of
support for the Ward
End Phase 2 project
through community
economic development
planning.
Engagement and
activation support for
EB014 Pocket Parks

EB002: Ward
End/Cole
Valley Skills
Hub

The project concept is to deliver green
recovery by creating a skills and digital
training hub at Ward End Park,
supporting local SMEs and social
enterprises. Further employment and
skills opportunities will be created
through a linked programme of
connectivity and green infrastructure
projects focussed on the strategic Cole
Valley green corridor.

• Designs and costs in
support of future Outline
Business Case

BCC

£82

2

Design and feasibility work
underway and expected to
complete during May 2022.
Project activities have also led to
linked funding bids for the
Dolphin Centre to Health
Foundation and GBSLEP.
Final outputs as follows:
• Feasibility report for
Ward End Park House
and Boat House
• Designs and costings for
Ward End/Cole Valley
active travel routes

EL

EB005:
Community
Engagement
Pilot

The City Council and Birmingham City
University have agreed to work
together on a programme of innovative
community engagement in East
Birmingham including an “Ideas
Factory” will engage and train
community researchers to build local

• Ward Planning support
• Engagement Toolkit
• Pathway into BCU
• Train community
researchers
• Capacity building

BCC

£118

3

The project is progressing well.
17 of a planned 25 Community
Researchers have been trained
and a toolkit on community
engagement/consultation has
been delivered.

PIP

BCU
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capacity to engage with the
Programme.

EB007:
Bordesley
Green Spatial
Pilot

EB009:
Dolphin
Centre Youth
Hub

This is a place-based to study which
seeks to establish a framework for
assessing the quality of local places as
Healthy Living Zones in terms of utility
and amenity in line with the theory of
the “15-minute city”.

A package of improvements to the
Dolphin Centre in Ward End Park to
include the creation of an inclusive
Youth Hub with full disabled access,
integrating Jobcentre Plus services with
the local East Birmingham Community
Anchor Network to deliver engagement
of young people after a period of not
being in employment and education
into healthcare and other key
employment sectors.

Community Research activities
will link in with EB001 and
proposed Community Research
Hub.
• Pilot study to inform
future transport and
development activities in
East Birmingham.
• Resident engagement
platform developed with
West Midlands
Innovation Fund to
improve co-design of
local solutions with
residents

BCC/Futur
e Parks
Accelerato
r

• A fully fitted-out social
enterprise café;
• A lift and WC for
disabled access;
• Upgraded digital
connectivity technology
(including secure closed
Wi-Fi for the Youth
Employability Coach and
a free public hotspot for
the use of the
community); and
• Internal building
infrastructure to enable
the effective functioning

BCC
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N/A

2

Initial stakeholder engagement
and analysis has been completed.

HWB

Draft study report has been
produced for internal discussion.
Next milestone is expected to be
commencement of public
consultation.

£1,490

3

Full Business Case approved and
project entering delivery phase.

ERDF
Milestones this period:
GBSLEP
•
•

Tendering of construction
contract
Start on site

ECO

East Birmingham Inclusive Growth Programme

EB010: Cole
Valley
Country Parks

EB011:
Housing
Delivery
Pipeline
Study

EB012: Net
Zero
Neighbourho
od Phase 1

Sub-programme to comprise activity
associated with Cole Valley including:
•
Support for River Cole
Community Commons project
(ERDF)
•
Improvements to walking,
cycling and ecology along River
Cole Valley
•
Further designation of Country
Parks and/or Local Nature
Reserves
Homes England is working with the City
Council to explore opportunities to
accelerate the delivery of affordable
housing in East Birmingham.

This project has been developed in
consultation with the East Birmingham
Community Heat Taskforce and is part
of the East Birmingham Low Carbon
Heating Innovation Zone concept.
This phase of work is the development
of a proposal for an exemplar net-zero
carbon neighbourhood at Castle Vale in
partnership with Pioneer Group.
To be submitted for consideration
under the WMCA Net Zero
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of the youth
employment coach.
• Glebe Farm design study
• Tyseley ERDF project
outputs
• Country Park/LNR
Designations

• Housing sites delivery
study

BCC

Environme
nt Agency

WMCA
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2

UoB

Homes
England

• Development Plan for
Castle Vale Net Zero
Neighbourhood

£10

Cole Valley Community Commons
project steering group
established and project is
mobilising.

ENV

Glebe Farm design study in
progress.

£80

£50

4

2

Next milestone will be
commencement of work on
Country Park/LNR Designations
Project substantially complete
and being finalised.
Due to reach completion this
period with final outputs as
follows:
• Housing sites delivery
study
Development Plan is under
preparation and will be
completed for submission to
WMCA on 30th June 2022.

ASC

ENV
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EB013: City of
Nature Pilot

EB014:
Pocket Parks

EB015:
Partnerships
for People
and Place
Pilot

Neighbourhood Demonstrator funding
programme.
This project builds on the Council’s
Future Parks Accelerator and proposes
interventions to address inequity of
access to urban green spaces and
nature.
Bordesley and Highgate Ward has been
selected as the pilot area for this
intervention. It is proposed to work
with local communities, undertaking
audit and quality assessment of green
spaces and then to develop and deliver
an action plan for their improvement.
Aligned with the East Birmingham
Green Infrastructure Vision and project
EB013, this project will deliver
improvements to 1-3 local green
spaces as pocket parks and/or local
growing space via community-led
activity.
A locally designed scheme of
employment support, focussed on
innovation in earlier support in schools
for successful careers for East
Birmingham young people
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• Bordesley and Highgate
open space audit.

CWG

£150

2

Project mobilising.

ENV

• improvements to 1-3
local green spaces as
pocket parks

BCC

£20

1

Project mobilising.

ENV

• 60 young people with
more secure pathways
ahead of them beyond
this transition
• 40 young people
successfully progressing
into employment from
this transition
• Partnership learning and
system change

DLUHC

£335

3

Project mobilising.

ECO

• Bordesley and Highgate
open space action plan
• Community engagement
and activation
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Projects in Development
Project
Reference and
Title
Green
Infrastructure
Action Plan
300-Home
Whole House
Retrofit Pilot
Green
Development
Zones
Tyseley Clean
Energy
Masterplan for
Growth Stage 2
Coventry Road
Local Centre
Environment

East
Birmingham
Heritage at Risk
Survey

Summary

Status

This work will progress the approach set out in the East Birmingham Green
Infrastructure Vision document.

Awaiting Board and partner feedback on Vision document.
Brief in preparation for Advanced Green Infrastructure Study to
inform Action Plan.

This project is aligned with the East Birmingham Low Carbon Heating
Innovation Zone concept. The project will deliver the 300-home Whole House
Retrofit Pilot Programme business case for BCC social housing in Bromford.
This policy development project will explore how the development of strategic
sites in East Birmingham can be delivered in line with the Green Development
Zones concept, creating a significant contribution towards the green recovery
agenda and just transition to zero carbon.
Taking forward the study delivered by project EB004, this proposal is to prepare
a Clean Energy Masterplan for Tyseley for adoption by the City Council. The
Masterplan will address both spatial and infrastructure planning and also the
proactive development of low and zero carbon assets to maximise the potential
of Tyseley at the forefront of the city’s response to climate change.
Linked with EB007: Spatial Pilot, and the proposed East Birmingham Business
Improvement Districts project, this proposal is for the delivery of co-ordinated
improvements to Coventry Road local centre through use of a range of
measures including environmental enhancements, community clean ups,
proactive use of enforcement powers and liaison with local stakeholders
including traders and residents.
This project will assess the condition of all Grade II and Locally Listed historic
assets in the East Birmingham area in order to create a Heritage at Risk register,
facilitating the prioritisation of interventions to safeguard and celebrate local
heritage and culture.
The aim will be to recruit volunteers from the community to conduct the study.
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Report in preparation to Council’s Cabinet expected Q2 2022/23
Under consideration in alignment with forthcoming review of
Birmingham Development Plan

Expected to mobilise during Q2 2022/23

In development in alignment with West Midlands Police Bordesley
Green 5-year plan. Expected to commence during Q2 2022/23

Awaiting Programme Team capacity. Expected to commence
during Q2 2022/23

East Birmingham Inclusive Growth Programme

Levelling
Recruitment

Ward End Park
Phase 2

Meadway Local
Centre Stage 2
USE-IT:
Community
Research Hub
Programme
Comms and
Engagement

East
Birmingham
Business
Improvement
Districts
Monitoring and
Impact
Framework

Implementation Plan Update May 2022

This proposal is to develop employment and skills interventions including those
which will enable young people, especially women, to choose a career in the
built environment to bring a new industry led curriculum offer to Birmingham’s
schools, and to support local people into entry level and professional roles.
This proposal is to utilise the outputs of project EB002 to develop business
case(s) and funding bids as required to progress the refurbishment and
improvement of the Ward End Park House and Boat House buildings are Ward
End Park, potentially as part of a skills and training hub, and in co-ordination
with the Dolphin Centre Youth Hub proposal.
Taking forward the outputs of project EB003 to deliver a Strategic Outline
Business Case for a service hub at Meadway, as part of a mixed-use
development including local centre uses.
Building on the community research elements of project EB005, this project
proposes the creation of a community research hub for East Birmingham as a
resource for the Programme and associated activities. This will include the
recruitment and training of 20 community researchers
To build on the work undertaken via projects EB001, EB005 EB007 and EB008 to
support all project and programme engagement through the development of a
programme comms and engagement toolkit. This will include approaches to
improve engagement with priority groups, for example working in collaboration
with local schools to create a schools engagement pack for boosting young
peoples’ engagement with projects.
To engage with businesses in local centres to include Alum Rock, Bordesley
Green and Coventry Road with a view to bringing forward the establishment of
Business Improvement Districts.

To develop and establish a monitoring framework to track the impact of the
programme activities over the lifetime of the programme (2021-2040). This
will be the basis of future reporting on programme outcomes to the East
Birmingham Board.
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Aspects of this proposal have been incorporated into EB001, EB009
and EB015, and are being delivered through wider collaborative
activity outsider the scope of the Programme including the NHS “I
Can” project and the WMCA / JCP Construction Gateway.
Awaiting completion of EB002. Expected to commence during Q2
2022/23

Strategic Outline Business Case for NHS element expected to
commence Q1 2022/23 in parallel with the development of
proposals for the wider site including circa 100 homes.
To be developed as a legacy activity for EB001 and EB005 and
implemented in alignment with emerging Community Led Health
Improvement agenda which also utilises Community Researchers.
Awaiting Programme Team capacity. Expected to commence
during Q2 2022/23

High Streets and BIDs team have offered support and advice to
businesses from Coventry Road and Alum Rock however there has
been no take-up to date.

To be progressed in alignment with corporate “city observatory”
concept.

OurFuture

Nature

CityPlan

East Birmingham Vision

East Birmingham
Green Infrastructure
Vision Document
May 2022
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Introduction
This document articulates a vision for the
transformation of East Birmingham’s green
infrastructure in the context of the Council’s
ambitious plans for inclusive growth and climate
change.

Over the next 25 years we
want to see Birmingham
recognised as a city of nature
where its parks and green spaces are
sustainably managed and funded
Source: Our Future Nature City Plan

2
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East Birmingham is a place of great challenges
and opportunities. With a population of 250,000
it is larger than the average UK city and its
communities include a higher proportion of
children and young people than anywhere else in
the country. However, deprivation is higher than
the city and national average across all domains,
and there is significant and entrenched health,
employment and economic inequality.
The inclusive growth challenge is to ensure that
this population benefits fully from the major
investments which are being delivered in the
vicinity in the form of HS2, the planned East
Birmingham to Solihull Midland Metro and all of
the development and activity planned for the East
Birmingham/North Solihull corridor including the
major growth nodes at Birmingham Curzon and UK
Central. This agenda is inextricably linked with the
need to deliver a robust climate change response,
which results in a ‘just transition’ to zero carbon -

PLAN 1 EAST BIRMINGHAM GREEN SPACES
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In February 2022 the City Council published Our
City of Nature Plan, building on Our Future City
Plan 2040, setting out how it will deliver a 25-year
City of Nature vision for the city, including the
improvement and ongoing management of parks
and natural spaces. This Green Infrastructure
Vision document addresses the implementation of
this City of Nature ambition in the context of the
inclusive growth and the climate change agenda
in East Birmingham. It is presented to the East
Birmingham Board for comment and response and
will be followed by a subsequent Masterplan and
Delivery Plan.
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in other words a transition which does not create
further deprivation. On the contrary, properly
implemented, the climate change response will be
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chain implications associated with the retrofit of
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The Case for Change
The East Birmingham area has historically faced
a number of economic, social and environmental
challenges including persistently high levels of
unemployment; low levels of academic attainment
and skills; poor transport connectivity; a shortage
of employment land and a weak development
market. Area based initiatives and programmes
across the area have delivered positive outcomes,
however persistent inequalities remain suggesting
that these entrenched challenges will require a
new approach.
Health inequalities are a major challenge, with a
12-year gap in healthy life expectancy between
residents of some parts of the area compared
with more affluent parts of the city. Rates of longterm conditions such as diabetes, circulatory and
respiratory illnesses are high, as are a range of

4
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mental health conditions. Other key challenges
include infant mortality and childhood obesity.
Employment outcomes are poor, with
unemployment levels more than double the
national average. In many cases worklessness is
linked with health conditions, and many people are
out of work either due to their own health, or the
need to care for others.
Each of these challenges is exacerbated by poor
connectivity. Traffic is heavy in many parts of the
area, and air quality suffers as a consequence.
Long journey times constrain the access of the
population to educational facilities and the major
employment opportunities, both existing and
emerging in the City Centre and elsewhere in the
vicinity.

PLAN 2 EAST BIRMINGHAM ENVIRONMENTAL
JUSTICE BY WARD

The role of green infrastructure
In total there is 667 currently hectares of green
space in East Birmingham, disproportionately
concentrated in the middle and outer Wards,
where population density and deprivation are
generally lower. The provision in the central
areas such as Alum Rock and Bordesley Green
is significantly lower both in quantity and quality,
coinciding with the highest levels of deprivation.
The improvement of the area’s parks, river
corridors and natural spaces in line with the Our
City of Nature Plan has the potential to make a
very significant contribution to outcomes including:
•M
 ental and physical health.
• I mprovement of air quality.
•A
 ctive travel connectivity.
•C
 limate change resilience, for example Flood
attenuation.
•C
 arbon sequestration.
•E
 cological diversity.
•E
 ducation, employment and skills.
• I nward Investment.

n

NORTH
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Context
The following section summarises the primary
policy and implementation activities which will
form the basis for the transformation of East
Birmingham’s green infrastructure.
East Birmingham Inclusive Growth Strategy
and Levelling Up
The East Birmingham Inclusive Growth Programme
has been established to deliver the vision and
objectives of the East Birmingham Inclusive
Growth Strategy (EBIGS) which sets out the
Council’s approach to the East Birmingham/North
Solihull Inclusive Growth Corridor in the context of
major planned infrastructural investments including
HS2 and the planned Midland Metro extension to
Solihull.
The Strategy makes a strong commitment to the
improvement of the natural environment, including
parks and green spaces such as the Cole Valley
Corridor and canal networks.

East Birmingham Inclusive Growth Strategy
The Council and its partners will make use of the unique opportunities and potential of East Birmingham
to create a clean, safe, prosperous, and well-connected place where citizens from all backgrounds have
access to excellent housing, education, healthcare, green spaces and employment opportunities. Local
communities will work together as part of the team to achieve their aspirations and will share a strong
sense of ownership and pride in their area. The main role of East Birmingham within the wider city
region will be as a desirable yet affordable residential area with excellent amenities which is particularly
suitable for families with children, and as a centre for low carbon and sustainable industries.
The Enhanced Business Case for the programme
contains the following investment objectives:
1. Improve performance across a range of key
socio-economic indicators corresponding
with the seven objectives set out in the East
Birmingham Inclusive Growth Strategy to at
least the national average.
2. Deliver 5,000 homes within the area, of which a
minimum of 35% will be at least affordable.
3. Create at least 10,000 jobs within the area
which will pay the Real Living Wage.
4. To support the Council’s aspiration to be net
carbon neutral by 2030, or as soon after as a just
transition permits.

The Council and its partners will make
use of the
opportunities and
potential of East Birmingham

unique
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In November 2021 the Council launched Prosperity
and Opportunity for All: Birmingham’s Levelling
Up Strategy. The report urges the Government to
support five ‘Levelling Up Accelerators’ including
the East Birmingham Inclusive Growth Strategy
as an integrated local place delivery model
demonstrator including the following key areas of
activity:
• Enhancing access to skills and employment.
• Delivering Net Zero.
• Extending Early Intervention and Prevention.
• Enhancing Connectivity.

The East Birmingham Programme will be the
primary vehicle for progressing the Green
Infrastructure Masterplan and the projects which
will deliver this vision.

East Birmingham Vision • OurFuture Nature City Plan
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Our Future Nature City Plan
Building on the Future Parks Accelerator ‘Naturally
Birmingham’ project the City Council has
developed Our City of Nature Delivery Plan which
sets out how it intends to transform the city’s
parks and green spaces over the next 25 years
working in partnership with the third sector. Its
key focus is on delivery of ‘environmental justice’
which is defined as;
“the fair treatment of, and the meaningful
involvement of all people, regardless of race,
colour, national origin or income, with respect
to the development, implementation, and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations,
and policies”.
To ensure environmental recovery it recommends
that new thresholds, which have been identified
from research, are established in five areas of
concern:
• The safety, cleanliness and sustainability of green

and blue infrastructure by establishing a new
model of governance.
• The accessibility of green spaces to all residents

for their health and wellbeing.
• The fairness of access to green jobs resulting

in a workforce that reflects the city’s diverse
communities by fast-tracking first those in
greatest need.
• The education of residents to know, love and

protect blue and green spaces.
• The development of commercial revenue and

innovative funding that invests in nature.

8
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The Plan sets out a new, fairer parks standard, and
has an ambition that all parks in the city should
meet this standard by 2047, starting with those
that score the lowest.
The key themes running through the framework
and which underpin the fairer parks standard
assessment are the delivery of; A Green City,
where our net zero ambitions are fulfilled; A
Healthy City; where people can find places to enjoy
nature safely to enable nature connectedness to
support their wellbeing; A Fair City, where there
is equality of access to and use of green spaces;
An Involved City, where our advocates of nature
will become our green champions, our children
become advocates of nature, and where our
citizens will be encouraged to bring their local
green spaces alive; and a Valued City, where the
City adopts a sustainable finance framework for
funding the cities blue and green spaces, and
make visible the invisible benefits to the city, of
blue and green spaces.
Wider activities to deliver the framework will be
undertaken by a new City of Nature Alliance third
sector partnership, the members of which will be
expected to deliver the initial 5-year action plan
within the 25-year strategy that will be focused
initially on the ward of Bordesley and Highgate in
East Birmingham.
The City of Nature plan follows the Our Future
City Plan: Shaping Our City Together document
which outlines how Birmingham intends to deal
with key challenges and maximise opportunities
within central Birmingham, including inner East
Birmingham.

In particular the City of Nature theme puts nature
at the heart of new development to reduce
inequalities in access, improve health outcomes,
and to fulfil an ambition for Birmingham to become
a Biophilic City, where people and nature are
integrated in all walks of life.
Route to Zero
On 11th June 2019, Birmingham City Council
declared a climate emergency and made a
commitment to take action to reduce the city’s
carbon emissions and limit climate change. The
ambition is for the council and the wider city to
become net zero carbon by 2030, or as soon as
possible as a just transition allows. This is the City
Council’s ‘Route to Zero’.
The Council has established a Climate Assembly,
made up of a multi partner membership and
produced a Route to Zero Action Plan - Call to
Action in December 2020, which echoes the
East Birmingham Inclusive Growth Strategy
and Birmingham Transport Plan in identifying an
ambition to improve East Birmingham’s existing
green corridors such as the Cole Valley Corridor
as key arteries for walking and cycling. The
Action Plan also identifies and a package of green
infrastructure improvements for Ward End Park,
improved connections to the Cole Valley Corridor, a
new access over the River Cole at Glebe Farm, and
amenity and biodiversity enhancements.

Birmingham Urban Forest Masterplan
With over 1 million trees, Birmingham is an
urban forest. Covering the period 2021-2051 the
Birmingham Urban Forest Masterplan sets out the
Council’s approach to managing and expanding
the urban forest as a crucial part of climate change
response. The plan identifies three main areas of
activity, including trees and urban forest structure,
the community framework, and a sustainable
resource management approach. One key
performance indicator is the relative tree canopy
cover on a Ward level. The implementation of the
Urban Forest Masterplan is closely linked with the
Route to Zero and City of Nature programmes.
Bordesley Park Area Action Plan
The Bordesley Park Area Action Plan was adopted
in January 2020 and sets out the strategic planning
framework for areas of Washwood Heath,
Bordesley Green, Bordesley Village and Small
Heath up to 2031.
The plan under Principle 3: Local Character,
commits to the development of a green
infrastructure network across the area, and
maximising the potential of the areas parks, open
spaces, and canals. Specifically, the plan sets a
number of objectives such as the utilisation of
new development to improve connections from
the city centre to the River Cole linear open space,
improving the usability and the environment
of Adderley Park, improving canal routes as a
facility for cycling and walking, and utilising Green
Infrastructure to mitigate against future flooding
events from the River Rea.
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Cole Valley Catchment Landscape Vision
Published in 2019 by the Environment Agency and
the Tame Valley Wetlands Landscape Partnership,
the Cole Valley Catchment Landscape Vision sets
out a landscape vision and masterplan for the river
Cole valley from Coleshill in the east to Moseley
in the west. The document identifies the following
strategic objectives:
• Create a high-quality blue/green corridor along

the river Cole through East Birmingham, North
Solihull and North Warwickshire that can be
used as an alternative travel route for local or
commuting journeys without the car.
• Enhance the natural and historic environment,

improve biodiversity and water quality, reduce
flood risk and highlight the opportunities for
natural capital and environmental net gain.
• Re-connect local communities and businesses

with their local public open space, help
them value what the river provides for them,
improving wellbeing and resilience through
social prescribing and identifying links between
behavioural change and flooding/environmental
improvements.
• Stimulate partnership working across multiple

stakeholders to coordinate approaches to
catchment-wide issues, deliver local policy
aspirations and unlock multiple funding
opportunities.
The document was developed in partnership with
stakeholders including the City Council and is
intended to provide a common vision which will
guide future investment. As such it will be a key
resource for the development of the wider Green
Infrastructure Masterplan
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Birmingham Transport Plan 2031
The Birmingham Transport Plan sets out what the
city needs to do differently to meet demand for
travel created by future growth while improving
air quality and tackling the significant contribution
made by vehicular transport to the city’s overall
carbon emissions. The document sets out an
approach which prioritises people over cars
through the creation of an active travel network to
facilitate walking and cycling for shorter trips and
an excellent integrated public transport system
for longer journeys. The implementation of the
Birmingham Transport Plan is an essential element
of the City Council’s delivery of inclusive growth
and the climate change response.
The Commonwealth Games
The Birmingham Commonwealth Games which
will be held later this year will bring £778 million
in Investment into the City, and with it a series of
grant funding programmes have been developed
to benefit all the people of Birmingham. The
Commonwealth Games Places and Spaces
Fund is open to sport and activity groups and is
aimed at creation of new active environments,
whereas the £3 million Active Communities Fund
is targeted at projects to help people get active in
their local streets and parks. A further scheme, the
Celebrating Communities small grants programme
is aimed at encouraging the community to get
out and active, deliver community projects
(which includes improving communal spaces),
and developing community led cultural events
and initiatives, all of which will be able to have a
positive effect on the quality and the use of our
green spaces.

Football Foundation
The City Council is currently developing a new
Playing Pitch Strategy (PPS) which will inform how
we utilise pitches and spaces, including working
in partnership with National Governing Bodies
of Sport and local clubs. The PPS will inform the
Football Foundation’s Local Football Facilities Plan
(LFFP) whereby it will form a list of priority sites
across the city, and is expected to come forward in
2023. This will act as the basis for an investment
package which will improve the city’s football
facilities.
The Football Foundation is also providing up to
75% investment in to ‘small sided facilities’ or
Playzones (such as 5-a-side/recreational outdoor
spaces) which will be identified using a range of
criteria including wards of highest deprivation,
lower socio-economic groups, minority ethnic
communities, as well as current usage/demand
data and alignment to other existing programmes.
The Council has mapped the areas of the city
which best meet the set criteria and has identified
several priority areas for East Birmingham. The
next step is to identify specific sites within the
identified wards and to develop proposals through
engagement with partners and community groups,
clubs and the public, and to ensure that these
sites are activated to increase participation and
sustainability.
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Existing Activities
This Vision will respond to the strategic drivers for
change but will also build upon the many existing
projects and collaborations which are currently in

Vision

progress. The following section summarises the
activities which are already underway.

The
will respond to the strategic
drivers for change but will also build upon the
many existing projects and collaborations
12 OurFuture Nature City Plan • East Birmingham Vision
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East Birmingham Programme projects
The following projects are managed within the
East Birmingham Programme governance.
1

Ward End Park

Ward End Park is the currently the focus of
significant ecology and leisure improvements
under the Ward End Lakeside Renewal project.
Funded activities also include the renovation of the
Dolphin Centre as a youth hub in partnership with
Norton Hall, and emerging proposals for the Grade
II listed Ward End Park House. These projects are
benefiting from the involvement of the Friends of
Ward End Park community group.
2

City of Nature Bordesley and Highgate Pilot

This project builds on the Council’s Future Parks
Accelerator and proposes interventions to address
inequity of access to urban green spaces and
nature. Bordesley and Highgate Ward has been
selected as the pilot area for this intervention.
It is proposed to work with local communities,
undertaking audit and quality assessment of
green spaces resulting in an action plan for their
improvement. As well as material improvements
to established public open spaces, the City of
Nature pilot will also engage with fundamental
questions of ownership, access and safety that
have prohibited residents from benefitting from the
nature around them.
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3

Bordesley Green Spatial Pilot

This is a place-based to study which seeks to
establish a framework for assessing the quality
of local places as Healthy Living Zones in terms
of utility and amenity in line with the theory of
the ‘15-minute city’. Work is currently underway
assessing the deliverability of this concept in the
Bordesley Green Area, looking at what services
and facilities are presently available in order to
inform a gap analysis that will then be supported
by a detailed community engagement programme
on what the ideal 15 minute neighbourhood would
look like to local citizens. A key aspect of this will
focus on access to and the quality of local green
spaces for those living within the pilot area to
ensure that appropriate provision is provided and
as such reduce the carbon footprint of citizens
wishing to access those facilities.
4

Glebe Farm

The East Birmingham Programme team is working
with the community to develop and implement
plans for the improvement of Glebe Farm
Recreation Ground including pathways, sport and
play facilities and wildlife interpretation. Design
works are in progress for improvements that will
complement a package of works to be delivered
via the LYRiC project (see below).

Partner projects
These projects and activities have been brought
forward by partner organisations with the support
of the East Birmingham Programme Team and
wider City Council.
5

Bordesley Green Allotments Youth
Engagement

West Midlands Police have established a project
to encourage young people to become involved in
learning in the context of the natural environment.
Ten local schools are engaged, and groups of
students take part in activities at Bordesley Green
Allotments on a weekly basis. The activities are
aligned with the prevention agenda and have been
supported and enabled by the City Council.
6

Love Your River Cole (LYRiC)

Part of the implementation of the Cole Valley
Catchment Landscape Vision, this partnership
project is facilitated by the Tame Valley Wetlands
Landscape Partnership (TVWLP) and funded by
the Green Recovery Challenge Fund. The work
includes improvements to green spaces in a
number of locations along the Cole valley including
tree planting, wildflower meadow creation and
wetland habitat enhancements, and access
improvements to paths and trails through the key
sites.

7

River Cole Community Commons

The University of Birmingham, Birmingham City
Council, the Active Wellbeing Society and the
Environment Agency are collaborating on a £1.2m
project seeking to bring a section of the River Cole
Valley at Tyseley back in to use as a community
commons; a natural, cultural and societal resource
that is available and accessible to all members of
the surrounding community.
Community Projects
The following projects and activities are those
of the many community-led initiatives currently
underway in East Birmingham in which the City
Council is currently supporting through advice,
assistance and support for funding bids.
8

Adderley Park

At Adderley Park in the Bordesley Green area the
Council has recently facilitated the development
of a new friends group known as Adderley School
Friends of Adderley Park (ASFAP). The group has
already secured £50,000 to improve park activities
and the local environment and is now working on a
community led masterplan for the park.
9

Bachelor’s Farm Playing Fields

Working with the MTF Coaching Academy,
the Council is supporting the local community
to explore options for the improvement of the
facilities at Bachelor’s Farm Playing Fields.
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10

Bromford Estate

Bromford and Firs Together have created a
community garden adjacent to the local community
hub and are seeking to secure agreement to utilise
further City Council land for a local heritage and
community centre.
11

Castle Bromwich Hall Gardens

Belonging to Birmingham City Council and
operated by the Castle Bromwich Hall Gardens
Trust, the formal gardens and parkland at Castle
Bromwich are the subject of improvements and
activity via the LYRiC project and are developing
long term plans for enhanced community access
and activity, including links with the Bromford and
Firs estates.

14

The East Birmingham Programme team has
assisted the Tile Cross Residents Association
to organise and secure funding for a number of
community projects including improvements to
the green space at Fastmoor Oval, which has
benefitted from a community clear up of the
park and Platt Brook, and improvements to the
community garden.
15

Castle Vale Leisure Gardens

The Castle Vale Community Environment Trust
and Castle Vale Leisure Gardens Association are
collaborating with the Council to further improve
the extensive facilities and community activities at
the Leisure Gardens.
13

Digby Park

Residents have come together to secure
Commonwealth Games funding for a new Friends
group for Digby Park with the support of the City
Council.
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Fairholme Allotments

The Council is working with the allotments
association to provide planning advice, discuss
funding for on-site and community projects and to
facilitate connections with external organisations.

17

Ideal Park

At the heart of the Ideal Village in Bordesley
Green is the Ideal Park. The local community have
come together to create a vision for their green
space with the support of the East Birmingham
Programme team. Funding is currently being
sought for community events, activities and
facilities. In the longer term the group aspire to
work with the Council to improve the physical
fabric of the park.

Kents Moat Park

Kent Moat Park has been transformed as part
of the redevelopment of the former Poolway
shopping centre, reopening in 2021 with new
landscaping and play facilities. A Friends of Kents
Moat Park group is being established to take
forward community activity and stewardship of the
park.
18

Lea Village Community Garden

The Lea Village Residents Forum has secured
space in the grounds of St Richard’s Church for a
garden which will be used for community growing
activities.
19

16
12

Fastmoor Oval

St Margaret’s Road Ward End

Local organisation The Unity Hubb and Birmingham
Open Spaces Forum are working with the East
Birmingham Programme team to create a new
village green for the use of local residents, linked
with the existing community allotments.
20

Small Heath Park

The Friends of Small Heath Park are working
to progress plans in the park including the
improvement of the Moghal horticultural gardens
and aspire to take on the operation of the disused
Lodge Building. The building is held on a charitable
trust and the Council is currently working with the
Charities Commission to explore the possibility
of offering the building for lease for charitable
purposes.

21

Welcome Community Garden

The charity Welcome Change operate a community
garden off East Meadway which is used by the
charity for social prescribing activities, gardening
clubs, school visits and events.
22

Westley Vale Millennium Green

The Millennium Green at Westley Vale is a wellestablished community park where residents have
benefitted from planning advice and guidance from
the East Birmingham Programme team - alongside
funding advice and signposting to both Council
departments and external organisations.
23

 ardley Fields and Manor Road
Y
Recreation Ground

The East Birmingham Programme team has
collaborated with the local community and
Birmingham Open Spaces Forum to establish
the Friends of Yardley Fields group which will
be working to activate Yardley Fields and Manor
Road Recreation Ground. The group has already
secured funding for both locations, including a
COVID memorial garden, and is becoming further
established.
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Vision

East Birmingham Green Infrastructure Vision
The City Council will work with partners and the community to transform East Birmingham’s green
infrastructure during the period 2022-2047. The result will be a network of well-connected, accessible
for all, and excellent quality green spaces which are well maintained and act as focal points for the
communities they serve, encouraging inclusive investment, supporting the physical and emotional
wellbeing of citizens, and creating a thriving natural environment.
This will be progressed as key workstream within the Council’s integrated approach to inclusive growth
and climate change, and will incorporate pilot projects and innovation which will support the accelerated
delivery of the Council’s City of Nature Plan and Urban Forest Masterplan.
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The City Council
will work with
partners and the
community to
East Birmingham’s
green infrastructure

transform

Key priorities for East Birmingham
To deliver the Vision the following actions will be
prioritised:
Develop a Green Infrastructure Action Plan for
East Birmingham
To guide the delivery of this Vision further work is
now required, comprising a green infrastructure
appraisal across the entire geography of East
Birmingham, and an Action Plan setting out the
specific measures and approaches needed to
address the full scope of the Vision.
Transform the river Cole valley as a green lung
and active travel artery for the city
Over the past twenty years the Cole Valley has

been transformed from rough riversides or bleak
open recreation grounds to two connected country
parks with 7 miles of walking and cycling route.
This major asset will be further enhanced as the
centrepiece of East Birmingham’s blue and green
infrastructure.

Establish a network of community gardens and
growing spaces
We will work with citizens to transform small local
green spaces into positive community assets
which supporting improved physical and mental
health and the healthy food economy.

Work with communities to accelerate the
improvement of their parks and green spaces in
line with the Fair Park Standard
Building on the City of Nature pilot in Bordesley
and Highgate Ward, and the many community
projects which are already underway or currently
emerging, extensive improvements will be brought
forward to local parks and green spaces with the
active participation of local communities.

Work with schools to engage children with
nature-focussed activities
Young people are East Birmingham’s most
important assets. We will work with schools and
other organisations to ensure that young people
are encouraged to become actively involved with
their green spaces.
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Objectives
The objectives for the delivery of the vision will
be those set out in the Birmingham City of Nature
Plan.
Specific local targets derived from the City of
Nature and Urban Forest Masterplan objectives will
be identified at the next stage and will be adopted
as KPIs within the monitoring arrangements for the
East Birmingham Inclusive Growth Programme.
Approach
This Vision will be progressed through the East
Birmingham Programme in conjunction with the
wider inclusive growth agenda and with the input
of the East Birmingham and City of Nature Boards.
The development of the Delivery Plan will be
managed as a project within the Programme, as
will the projects which will deliver the Vision and
Delivery Plan.
Existing and forthcoming East Birmingham
Projects which affect green infrastructure will be
aligned with the key priorities above, and the City
of Nature objectives in addition to the objectives
of the East Birmingham Inclusive Growth Strategy.
Relevant project outputs will be reported to both
the East Birmingham Board and City of Nature
Board.
The following table indicates the alignment of
existing East Birmingham projects with City of
Nature objectives. Future projects will be designed
to align with as many of the objective themes as
possible.
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Alignment with City of Nature Objectives:
Existing East Birmingham Programme and Partner Green Infrastructure Projects
Project

A Green
City

A Healthy
City

A Fair
City

An Involved
City

A Valued
City

East Birmingham Programme Projects
Ward End Park

3

3

3

3

City of Nature Bordesley and
Highgate pilot

3

3

3

3

Bordesley Green Spatial Pilot
Glebe Farm Recreation Ground

3
3

3

3
3

3

Partner Projects
Bordesley Green Allotments
Youth Engagement

3

Love Your River Cole (LYRiC)

3

3

3

3

River Cole Community Commons

3

3

3

3

3

Birmingham as a City

of Nature is:

A Green City

A Healthy City

A Fair City

An Involved City

A Valued City

Where:

Where:

Where:

Where:

Where:

• Net Zero ambitions are
fulfilled.

• People will easily find
places to enjoy nature
safely to enable nature
connectedness for their
wellbeing.

• There is increased
equality of access to
and use of green space
across our city, through
the Birmingham Fair Park
Standard.

• Our most passionate
advocates of nature
will become Green
Champions - recognising
the importance of their
work looking after our
blue and green spaces.

• The city adopts a
sustainable finance
framework and a circular
economy model for the
future funding of the
city’s blue and green
spaces.

• Our children learn about
the wonders of nature as
Little and Young Green
Champions.

• We make visible the
invisible benefits to the
city and citizen of good
quality blue and green
space.

• Sustainable, inclusive,
green and resilient
development is delivered.

• Growing in the
community will be
supported leading to at
least one community
garden in every ward of
the city.

• Citizens will be equipped
with the skills to fulfil the
future green jobs needed
to deliver this vision.

• Citizens will be
encouraged to bring their
local green spaces to
life using nature focused
activities.
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5

Next Steps

This document sets out the current position and
a proposed vision and approach for progressing
the improvement of East Birmingham’s green
infrastructure as an integral component of the
overall Inclusive Growth programme. To achieve
this vision it will be necessary to move forward
with a number of interrelated workstreams in
parallel. This section provides an overview of this
activity, taking in actions over the short, medium
and long-term future.
The next stage of activity will take in the following
workstreams:
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Development of a Green Infrastructure Action
Plan for East Birmingham
Building on this initial vision, a detailed action
plan will be prepared. Taking in an appraisal
of East Birmingham’s green spaces, options
for their improvement with outline costings,
and a plan of action including funding and
engagement strategies. The Action Plan will set
out a detailed approach to the delivery of the
City of Nature Delivery Plan and the Sustainable
Urban Forest Masterplan within the context of
the wider objectives of the East Birmingham
Inclusive Growth Strategy. This will include the

enhancement of those parts of the walking
and cycling network which are aligned with
green and blue infrastructure, and the active
travel connections between green spaces. The
development of the action plan will be led by the
City Council in partnership with key stakeholders
and the community. This work is expected to take
around twelve months.

Enhanced partnerships and co-ordination
The City Council will engage with key stakeholders
to align plans for East Birmingham’s green
infrastructure with collaboration and funding
opportunities. This will build upon the Future
Parks Accelerator work with the National Trust and
closely link in with the City of Nature Board and
Alliance, and the Route to Zero partners and will
include the consideration of sustainable finance
and impact investment opportunities. There will be
extensive engagement with Ward Members and
local and community organisations to facilitate and
co-ordinate activities and maximise funding.

Acceleration and intensification of existing
activities
Through the East Birmingham Programme, the
City Council will prioritise rapid delivery against the
identified Key Priorities, ensuring that outputs are
delivered in parallel with the development of the
green infrastructure action plan. This will include
the progression of the projects listed in section 3,
expanded support for community projects, and the
development of new project proposals aligned with
this vision document and the emerging action plan.
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Next steps: Draft Action Plan
Timescale		 Action
Short term
(12 months)

•C
 onvene key stakeholders and commence development of Green Infrastructure Action Plan.
•C
 ontinue the delivery of improvements to the River Cole Valley - starting with the development of proposals for Glebe Farm

Recreation Ground and the delivery of the Tyseley Community Commons and LYRiC projects.
•D
 eliver enhancements to Ward End Park including the Dolphin Centre.
•E
 xplore the potential for further Country Park and Local Nature Reserve designations in the Cole Valley and elsewhere.
•M
 obilise and begin delivery of the Bordesley Green and Highgate City of Nature pilot project.
•E
 xpand existing engagement with local communities to support and develop community projects.
•P
 repare a package of community-led proposals for submission to the Football Foundation under the PlayZones funding programme.
•D
 evelop understanding and policy for 15-minute neighbourhoods as Healthy Living Zones via the Bordesley Green Spatial Pilot project.
•P
 repare the Playing Pitch Strategy to inform funding proposals to the Football Foundation.

Medium term
(3 years)

•C
 omplete the Green Infrastructure Action Plan, and adopt it into the East Birmingham Programme.
•W
 ork with the Football Foundation to agree a package of improvements in line with the Playing Pitch Strategy and Local Football

Facilities Plan.
• I mplement funded PlayZones projects with local community partners.
•B
 ring forward improvements to Ward End Park House and the Boathouse at Ward End Park, informed by a Community Economic

Development Plan.
•C
 ontinue to improve the standard of parks within the City of Nature priority Wards, building on learning from the Bordesley Green and

Highgate pilot project.
•D
 eliver improvements to the quality and quantity of trees in East Birmingham’s urban forest in line with the Sustainable Urban Forest

Masterplan.
•M
 obilise a co-ordinated package of projects aligned with the Action Plan addressing the further improvement of the River Cole valley

and parks and green spaces across East Birmingham.
•C
 ontinue to work with communities to address key green space issues and aspirations, for example the community use of Small

Heath Lodge and the consolidation and improvement of Bordesley Green Allotments.
•C
 omplete the process of designating further Country Parks and Local Nature Reserves.
•D
 evelop opportunities to secure sustainable finance for green infrastructure improvements.

Long term
(10 years)

•C
 ontinue the delivery of the Action Plan, building upon and expanding the work undertaken at earlier stages to scale up delivery to

fully address the scope of the Vision set out in this document.
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Introduction

Tyseley Environmental Enterprise District (TEED)
is an area that covers over 100 hectares, located
2.5km southeast of the city centre between
the A45 Coventry Road and the A41 Warwick
Road, with close proximity to the Birmingham
International Airport.
With a strong industrial and rail legacy, the area
has been designated as the city’s Environmental
Enterprise District in the Birmingham
Development Plan (adopted 2017), defining TEED
as an economic zone for low carbon economy
in Birmingham, encouraging recycling, energy
production and renewables including manufacturing
and supply chain development. In 2017, a Local
Development Order was adopted to encourage
development by reducing costs and providing
certainty for potential developers and businesses
through a simplified planning process. It was
anticipated that the Economic Zone will ultimately
provide over 100,000sqm of new floor space as
well as 1,500 jobs.
Tyseley is also a designated ‘Green Travel District’,
which is a fully-funded programme to reduce the
use of private vehicles through schemes such as
car clubs, bike hire ,and freight consolidation.
Whilst there has been some recent redevelopment,
the area is in need of continued investment, to
tackle local socio-economic conditions, physical
barriers, and spatial constraints that undermine
community integration and site attractiveness.

4

is envisioned that the growth in TEED will spill
over to the adjoining areas, benefiting the wider
community. This vision is also guided by 5 key
policy drivers to:
• Reduce Emissions and Achieve ‘Net Zero
Carbon’;
• Promote Inclusivity and Accessibility to Ensure
Opportunity for All;
• Harness the Potential of the High Growth Clean
Tech Sector;
• Support the Recovery from the COVID19
Pandemic;
• Complement Ongoing and Committed
Activities Proposed for TEED.
When developing this vision, stakeholder mapping
was carried out at the outset, to identify key
stakeholders and understand existing relationships.
Key stakeholders were invited to one-on-one
interviews to help shape our approach. In addition,
an online collaborative workshop was held with
a wide range of stakeholders, ranging from
business representatives, community groups,
councillors, transport providers, to technical
experts. Their input has provided significant local
insights and an evidence base for our vision.
Continued engagement with stakeholders and
the wider community is endeavoured in the future
development of TEED to ensure the local concerns
and ambitions are taken on-board.

This vision aims to define a clear identity for the
area, reflecting Birmingham City Council’s overall
commitment to net zero carbon. It will leverage
key assets and initiatives already underway within
the area, such as the existing green and blue
infrastructure, long-established transport routes,
230 local businesses, and the low and zero carbon
businesses and energy systems driven by Tyseley
Energy Park and the University of Birmingham.

This document outlines the key ambitions and
challenges identified through an in-depth policy
review, socio-economic and spatial analysis, and
stakeholder engagement. It illustrates the vision
aspirations for TEED, through defining key themes
and objectives, benchmarking, and identifying
emerging interventions. It sets out the roadmap
for the development of TEED, explaining possible
governance structure, applicable planning tools,
key ingredients of a prospectus and a high-level
timeline that informs the next steps for TEED.

It illustrates the opportunities for growth beyond
the existing ambitions for the area, driving
inclusive growth and leading a green energy
revolution. It aims for an exemplary living and
working environment that complements the
objectives established by the East Birmingham
Inclusive Growth Strategy adopted in 2021. It

Along with the development of the emerging
Birmingham Plan, the recently published
“Strength in Common” document, and the
strong driving forces from the key businesses
and communities in the area, it is now the time
to make a change, and help define the area
together.

Introduction
Introduction

England

West Midlands
Walsall
Wolverhamton

Travel times from TEED to
Birmingham Moor Street

Sandwell
Dudley

Manchester

Birmingham

20 min
Solihull

Coventry

15 min

Travel times from TEED to
Birmingham International

West Midlands

Birmingham

40 min

London

30 min

100ha

Tyseley is at the forefront of clean energy and sustainable technologies.
There is an opportunity for this growth sector to be one of the ‘industries
of the future’ which will attract future investment to East Birmingham,
creating skills and employment opportunities for local people.

East Birmingham Inclusive Growth Strategy
5
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02 Case for Change
The immediate realities and longer term threat
posed by climate change necessitate a stepchange in economic development and growth at
the local, national and global levels. The transition
to clean and green energy, technology, industry
and social activity, underpinned by circular
economy principles, must be expedited to minimise
catastrophic impact on communities everywhere.
Industrial districts such as TEED provide an
opportunity to accelerate the movement towards
a low carbon, low waste economy through
encouraging recycling, energy production and
renewables including manufacturing and supply
chain development. However, TEED cannot be
considered independently and isolated from its
wider context area; it has the potential to transform
the socio-economic conditions of the local
communities within which it is embedded.

Context for Change
As documented in Section 1, TEED is already a
fully functioning, diverse and thriving anchor of
economic activity within Birmingham’s industrial
landscape, supporting c. 250 businesses, 8,000
jobs across 100 hectares of industrial and
employment land and many first-of-its-kind,
cutting-edge facilities (e.g. the UK’s first low and
zero carbon refuelling station). The economic
activity, widely distributed across many sectors
but with a growing focus on waste management,
low carbon energy production and manufacturing,
co-exists with a sizeable residential population of
c.7,750 within TEED and its immediate surrounds.
TEED is therefore much more than just an anchor
for industrial activity; it also supports a large
residential community.
Given the scale and focus of activity in TEED, the
area already acts as a principle driver of economic
growth and development in the city. Its designation
as Birmingham’s primary location for pursuing net

100

hectares
8

250

zero and decarbonisation aspirations means that
TEED benefits from the presence of significant
assets already. However, despite the presence
of major economic assets, the area is marked
by significant socioeconomic challenge, with
TEED and its immediate hinterland recognised
as performing poorly against a range of socioeconomic indicators including labour market,
employment, housing, wages and income, skills
and public health (see infographic on P.9).
The recent growth and success of TEED has not
transferred to its local community. A holistic
approach to planning progress at TEED is required
to ensure the benefits arising in the District can be
increasingly leveraged to support socioeconomic
development of the immediate local area.
This will benefit local residential and business
communities alike. Hence, whilst the presence
of existing major activity and future planned
proposals should provide firm foundations for the
area to play a more pivotal role in transforming
the socioeconomic landscape of East Birmingham,
it is critical that the local community are fully
integrated into TEED’s aspirations. This will allow
TEED to fully tap into Birmingham’s strategic
position as an innovative city and an enabler
of major societal change, emphasising the
leading role the City played in previous industrial
revolutions and could do so again
However, in order to realise the catalytic capability
of TEED for wider economic development and
regeneration, the area needs to increasingly
respond to the main local and national policy
drivers and break down the real and perceived
physical and psychological barriers that impede
full collaboration between economic assets and
social/community assets at present. Within this
context, there is a need to respond to the five key
policy drivers identified in Section 1.

8000

businesses jobs

c.7750

residents

Case for Change

Why Do We Need To Intervene Now:
• Respond to Policy Priorities: The East Birmingham
Inclusive Growth Strategy highlights the potential
opportunity to leverage the presence of Tyseley
Energy Park to position East Birmingham at the
forefront of the development of clean energy
and sustainable technologies, as part of the drive
towards net zero.
• First mover advantage: other locations are seeking
to develop similar industrial clusters, missed
opportunity for Birmingham to position itself at the
leading edge of resolving sustainability challenges.
• Time pressure of policy priorities: climate change
is already affecting communities globally, it will not
wait years or decades for TEED to progress with
growth and development aspirations.
• Capitalise on existing/committed development:
opportunity to build on momentum created
in TEED through developments such as the
Birmingham Energy Innovation Centre.
• Leverage economic recovery: utilise the response
to COVID and structural changes brought about by
the pandemic as a catalyst for growth in clean and
green energy/tech and a movement away from
traditional economic sectors (e.g. manufacturing,
retail) which have been more vulnerable to major
economic shocks.
• Fuel crisis: rapid growth in fuel prices are likely
to push many more people into fuel poverty,
highlighting the need for more resilient, alternative
forms of fuel to support UK energy security and
incubate against exogenous factors.
• Strong stakeholder support: Co-creation group
already set-up combining academic, commercial,
civic and residential stakeholders present in the
area.
• Harness BCC’s emerging Digital Strategy 20222025: potential for TEED to be integrated into
BCC’s wider digital transformation programme’s
including the Smart City Roadmap.
• Influence on key public procurement processes:
council fleet/ waste fleet contracts to be re-let by
2024.
• Investment appetite: demonstrable interest already
exists (e.g. Hay Hall Road EfW site); investment
interest is expected to increase as investment plans
increasingly take Corporate Social Responsibility
into account.
• Leverage emerging political climate and enhanced
focus on circular economy principles: – masterplan
provides an opportunity to provide clear political
direction/consensus, bringing the various discussion
points together in a live project/focal point.

Key socio-economic challenges
Labour Market

2.6times
higher than national average and 1.8
times Birmingham/West Midlands
Unemployment rate

Employment

Almost half of the
employment (48.6%) in the area

is low skilled occupation as compared

22%

26.9%

nationally and
to
in Birmingham/ West Midlands

Housing

6th (out of 533) most fuel poor
nationally, with 23.5% of households being
fuel poor, as compared to 13.4% nationally
and 21.2% in Birmingham/ West Midlands.
Ranks

Education

18.8% have no qualification
in the area, which is 3 times
the national average and almost

2 times that of Birmingham /
West Midlands.

Health

158.1

TEED
Birmingham /
West Midlands
UK

130.7

100

The local population have

higher likelihood
for acute medical conditions,
with

above average

standardised admission ratio of
emergency hospital admissions.
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Driving the Decarbonisation and the Net Zero Agenda: TEED has a crucial role to play in
placing Birmingham at the forefront of a Green Energy Revolution and contributing to a low carbon
living and working environment in East Birmingham.
Within this context, the council and the city aspire
to become net zero carbon “by 2030, or as soon
as possible thereafter”. Further, BCC’s ‘Our Future
City Plan’ seeks to position Birmingham as a
global leader in a Green Future. To achieve the
ambitious aims and objectives of local and national
policies in the relatively short time frame allowed,
there is a need for large-scale intervention across
sectors and industries immediately. TEED is well
positioned to perform this role given:

The existing climate emergency and the need to
reduce carbon emissions is at the top of the local
and national policy agenda.
At a national level, the UK’s is committed to a
legally binding target to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions to net zero by 2050 . However, recent
progress to reduce carbon emissions is driven
by the energy sector; most other sectors have
remained relatively consistent in terms of their
carbon emissions output.

•

These trends are echoed locally, with BCC
declaring a climate emergency in July 2019.
Further, BCC acknowledges that :
•
•

Million tonnes carbon dioxide equivalent (MtCO2e)

•

•

Decarbonisation efforts have been slow and
insufficient.
BCC emissions amounted to 417 ktCO2e
with city wide emissions amounting to 4,578
ktCO2e.
Key contributing sectors include residential
buildings, road transport and institutional
buildings and facilities.

•

•

LDO status which simplifies the planning
process for industrial and employment land
development, as well as environmental
technology and energy recovery uses;
The strength and presence of major existing
anchor assets (e.g. TEP) which will allow
outcomes and impacts generated at TEED to be
felt locally and ripple out to rest of city;
Potential for growth across key sectors (e.g.
hydrogen, waste management, vertical farming,
energy supply/heating – Section 4)
TEED’s current status as a pioneer for clean
growth could enable Birmingham, the
birthplace of the industrial revolution, to
become the home of the new Green Industrial
Revolution.

700.0

3%

2%

608.3
600.0

500.0

24%

21%
400.0

326.1

300.0

2%

200.0

18%

100.0

30%
2020

2015

2010

2005

2000

1995

1990

0.0

Figure 3: Sectoral Contribution to UK Carbon Emissions

Energy supply
Agriculture

Business
Industrial processes

Figure 4: Birmingham Emissions by Source (2020)

Transport

Public

Waste management

Residential
Total CO2

Within this context, Birmingham and TEED specifically, have a competitive advantage from both a legacy
perspective but also based on current sectoral strengths in clean energy/green technology. TEED can
therefore play a key role in facilitating the transition to a Net Zero economy and society.
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Case for Change

Addressing local socioeconomic challenges: via holistic integration with local residential

communities, development at TEED has the potential to deliver equitable/inclusive transformation
of East Birmingham underpinned by an exemplary sustainable working/living environment.
As noted in the introduction of this section, TEED
and its immediate environs are beset by significant
socioeconomic challenges. In particular, there is
an existing dichotomy between the area’s status as
an industrial ‘energy hub’ which seeks to generate,
distribute and develop clean energy and related
applications, whilst residential communities in
the immediate vicinity are some of the most
deprived communities nationally from an energy
perspective:
Birmingham Yardley suffers from acute

6th

out
incidence of fuel poverty, ranked
of all parliamentary constituencies nationally

At an aggregate level, the severe and diverse
socioeconomic challenges impacting TEED are
outlined by the Indices of Multiple Deprivation,
which demonstrates that surrounding
neighbourhoods fall within the 10% most
deprived areas nationally. In light of this position,
development at TEED needs to play a key role in
transforming socioeconomic outcomes for local
people.

DEPRIVATION INDICES
Living Environment Deprivation

Surrounding neighbourhoods fall within the

10% most deprived areas nationally

from a ‘living environment’ domain (which is
influenced by housing stock and availability of
energy saving devices).
Fuel poverty is not limited to Birmingham
Yardley, its an issue for the city of Birmingham
as a whole; so there is a need to look at ways
to resolving fuel poverty across the city via
generation of cheap and accessible energy,
as well as energy saving technology.

Education, Skills and Training Deprivation

Further, a key route to overcoming socioeconomic deprivation and supporting social
mobility is through education, skills training and
qualification attainment. Currently, areas to the
north and west of the site in particular suffer
from low educational attainment levels and skills
development, as illustrated in the deprivation
indices.
TEED should provide substantial opportunities
for skills development and learning in new
and emerging sectors, as well as the potential
for direct transition into employment in these
growth sectors. Such a strategy could be realised
through creation of a skills hub component;
the proposals for the National Centre for the
Decarbonisation of Heating include provision for
a Heat Skills Academy, which should be a priority
for upskilling the local population and supporting
the transition from learning into local, high value
jobs in growth sectors.

Multiple Deprivation

IMD 2019

10% Most deprived

10%Least Deprived
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Maximising local community engagement and collaboration: local communities do not
appear to be fully integrated with TEED, despite the best efforts of anchor organisations. There is a
need to create a culture of collaboration and partnerships to enable business and residents to work
together to deliver a neighbourhood built by and for the community.
A perceived disconnection between residential and business communities has emerge over a period of fifty
years of industrial decline. The lack of community integration in TEED is evidenced by employment patterns,
which demonstrate that few people working in TEED reside in the area and a tiny proportion of the local
working age population access employment at TEED.
of the workforce employed at TEED

<20% are sourced from local communities;

<5%

of local labour force is employed
at TEED

The lack of integration between industrial and
residential sectors could result from the physical
and spatial barriers that segregate TEED and TEP’s
industrial assets from the residential communities
these assets are embedded in, characterised by:
Dominance of road traffic in communities
where people are less likely to own a car.
Lack of accessibility to and through the site(s)
via walking and cycling.
Poor provision of public transport options,
despite presence of major arterial highway and
rail networks.
Barrier to movement created by A45 and rail
lines.

However, initiatives are emerging that seek to break down the real and perceived barriers that inhibit
integration of industrial and residential sectors. The co-creation partners arrangement seeks to create a
collaborative stakeholder group to represent TEED. It formalises a diverse and sector-leading stakeholder
ecosystem comprising a interests across academia, industry and civil society:
Academia: University of Birmingham,
Birmingham City University, ATETA
Industry: Webster & Horsfall, Siemens,
ITM Power, Cadent Gas Ltd, Cogen Limited,
E-ON, Engie, Veolia, Energy Systems
Catapult
Local Government and Public Bodies:
Birmingham City Council, TfWM, Severn
Trent, Environment Agency, National Grid,
GBSLEP, WMCA
Community Organisations/Civil Society:
Hay Mills Foundation Trust, Arts in the
Yard

Stakeholder engagement must also be extended
to capture the interests of local residents
themselves. Local, relevant precedent already
exists for successful integrated local community
engagement, which could act as a blueprint for
TEED:
•

•

Saltley Community Association: supported
500 vulnerable households in improving their
household finances through energy saving
advice and practical measures.
East Birmingham Community Heat Taskforce:
aims to position communities in East
Birmingham as pioneers for retrofit and heat
decarbonisation as well as supporting locally
focussed economic activity and employment
opportunities

Initiatives of this nature can help ensure a holistic approach to future growth and development opportunities
in the District.
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TEED’s diverse business base provides an opportunity as well as risk: although the range
of different sectors represented at TEED may diminish current opportunities for clustering and
agglomeration, they also provide wide-ranging potential for market penetration of clean energy,
green technology and circular economy principles across many sectors.
Although TEED’s designation positions the District
at the heart of Birmingham’s clean growth and
green technology sectors, there is limited evidence
of any significant business or employment
agglomeration in these sectors within the area
at present. The distribution of employment
and especially business across sectors broadly
mirrors national trends at present, with no specific
concentration of activity in clean growth and green
technology sectors at a broad sector level.

Various socioeconomic and policy drivers
emphasise the potential for TEED to make a
significant contribution towards sustainable
development in East Birmingham and across
the wider city by supporting three key pillars of
sustainability as shown below.
Pressure to Reduce Emissions and
Achieve ‘Net Zero Carbon’;
Promoting Inclusivity and Accessibility
to Opportunity for All;

On face value, this finding could undermine TEED’s
credentials as the hub for clean growth and green
technology in Birmingham, let alone across a wider
geographical area. However, given the presence of
a range of sectors of significant scale, all of which
need to transition to low carbon and ultimately
net zero practices over time, there are a number
of opportunities that TEED’s future growth and
development could exploit:
construction/property maintenance,
including plumbing and heating
engineers;
logistics, including freight transport
and retail trade of motor vehicles
heavy manufacturing, including metal
work and automotive
waste management, including
collection, recycling and recovery of
materials.
The diverse business base means there is no need
to focus on just one form of decarbonisation; a
more holistic approach can be followed looking
at various routes to net zero and applications
of low carbon technology in multiple sectors.
Further, sectoral diversity increases opportunities
for synergies between sectors to be leveraged
to create a circular economy. That said, a
combination of the strong existing presence of
waste management facilities in TEED and the
following planned developments in this sector,
imply that waste management could emerge as a
key growth cluster in the District:
•
•

New EfW plant at Hay Hall Road (26MW).
New facility; two options considered: a)
EfW CHP power plant(10 MW) b)Pyrolysis
plant(8.5 MW)

Key Socioeconomic
and Policy
Drivers

Harnessing the Potential of the High
Growth Clean Tech Sector;
Supporting the Recovery from the
COVID19 Pandemic;
Complementing Ongoing and
Committed Activities Proposed for TEED.
Decarbonisation (environmental pillar)

Sustainable
Development
Pillars

Economic growth (economic pillar)
Social good (social pillar)

Further, given TEED’s development, socioeconomic
and policy-based context, the District is strategically
positioned to emerge as a national exemplar
or pilot for what can be achieved in terms of
decarbonisation, circular economy, clean energy
and green technology, whilst simultaneously
meeting all three pillars of sustainable
development (i.e. economic growth, net zero
carbon emissions and social equality/justice). Within
this context, the case for change at TEED can be
summarised as leveraging the opportunity to:
•

Harness Birmingham’s historical context and
TEED’s existing strengths to drive a green
energy revolution;
• Enable sustainable and inclusive economic
growth and development in East Birmingham;
• Create an integrated neighbourhood with input
from local businesses and residents; and
• Facilitate exemplary sustainable living and
working environments.
These broad themes underpin the emerging Vision
presented in Section 3
13
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03 The Vision
Forming the Vision and Objectives
analysis for opportunities and challenges in the
area and wider context. These are supported by
local knowledge through stakeholder engagement
and a visioning workshop with BCC and key
stakeholders. It aims to bring forward local
residents’ and businesses’ voices and ambitions,
working together to create a sense of place,
community, and a platform for all to flourish.

This chapter will set out the key vision and
objectives for TEED (3.1), a vision statement (3.2)
that outlines our ambition, the initial key moves
required to achieve the vision, supported by best
practice examples (3.3) and spatial analysis(3.4).
We have also explored the emerging interventions
(3.5) that capture the wider relevant initiatives,
ongoing projects, primary focus areas and catalyst
projects that would support the development of
TEED.

This is the first step toward something new. The
vision would facilitate the growth of the area,
setting an example of clean growth in both living
and working environments. The benefit of the
growth would be extended to wider Birmingham,
West Midlands, and the UK. It will attract more
people to relocate to this area, along with
other major developments like HS2 and the
Commonwealth Games. The next page explains the
key themes and objectives in detail, which forms
the basis of the vision.

The vision aims to build an identity for the area, to
make Tyseley Environmental Enterprise District
(TEED) a Green Energy & Innovation Quarter,
building on the ambition of a low carbon future.
It will become a destination for like-minded
businesses and people, to create a place to live,
work, learn, innovate and be proud of.
The vision is underpinned by an in-depth policy
review, socio-economic analysis, and spatial
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Innovation Quarters, also
known as Innovation Districts,
are often referred as a placebased development that aims
to regenerate an urban area
to attract entrepreneurs,
start-ups, business incubators,
fostering a diverse community
and ecosystem that sparks
innovation and collaboration.
It is often driven by both
public and private institutions.
These quarters are usually
mixed-use, with employment,
residential, retail and leisure
units. For more details, please
refer to the governance
section.
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The Vision

THE BIRTH PLACE OF GREEN
ENERGY REVOLUTION
With increasing number of green energy
businesses established in TEED, and key driving
forces from Tyseley Energy Park (TEP), this
vision builds on this momentum to attract more
businesses to join the green energy revolution.
To be recognised as the UK centre for green
innovation
Leveraging existing links to academia and
industry to promote a clean energy cluster in
the area
Working together with the National Centre for
the Decarbonisation of Heat to tackle climate
challenges in Birmingham.
Supporting Birmingham’s route to net zero
initiative
Leveraging on existing and potential new waste
facilities on-site to promote circular economy.
Expanding the catchment area of TEED, linking
to Birmingham City Centre, HS2 stations and
Birmingham International Airport.
Building on waste and recycling activities in
the area, creating new markets for recycled

A NEIGHBOURHOOD BUILT BY &
FOR THE COMMUNITY
Collaborative approach is essential for the
success of any strategic vision. The community,
including both businesses and residents, will be
involved early in the process to create a desirable
environment for them to live and work in.
Developed through a collaborative and
participatory process that empowers
communities
Promoting social cohesion and a sense of
community
Providing a governance and policy framework
that ensures community involvement and its
deliverability
Empowering businesses and residents to work
collaboratively
Encourage local employers to employ locally

THE ENGINE FOR INCLUSIVE
GROWTH IN EAST BIRMINGHAM
Responding to the East Birmingham Inclusive
Growth Strategy, this vision aims to promote
inclusive growth in TEED, benefiting both local
communities and the wider Birmingham.
Linking skills and jobs for all

Tackling fuel poverty and emissions through
innovation
“Building back better” recovery from Covid-19
and pivoting away from vulnerable sectors
Supporting and building on local initiatives
(e.g. Birmingham community network, etc.)
Empowering and enabling small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) for a just transition
Generating social value whilst addressing local
needs
Addressing health and employment equalities,
improving social mobility
Providing careers guidance, relevant education
and training from early stages of education

EXEMPLARY SUSTAINABLE
WORKING & LIVING ENVIRONMENT
TEED as a recognised neighbourhood that
embeds a net-zero and sustainable approach
in all aspects of urban life creating a unique
ecosystem.
Creating the conditions for a vibrant mixed-use
urban environment that attracts and retains
talent
Maximising the integration of green & blue
assets maximising biodiversity net gain
Providing connectivity to and across Tyseley
Supporting Birmingham’s ambitions to modal
shift
Improving health and well-being for local
communities
Reduce local energy demand and increase
the share of their energy supply from local
renewable energy sources.
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3.2

Activating Grand
Union Canal

Vision Statement

Improved interface
between residential
and industrial uses

Improve
experience
Stati

Micro-mobility hubs
to improve last mile
connection to and
from site

Improving active
travel accessibility
along A45 and
to surrounding
communities

Tenneco Automotive Ltd

BCC Redfern
Road Depot

Royal Mail DO

Bestway Birmi
Vertical Farming in
Vacant Warehouses

Improving
access to the

Euro Packaging UK Ltd

18

Opportunities for
new businesses in
Vacant Sites

The Vision

Improving public
transport connectivity
with the city centre
and the airport

arrival
at Tyseley
ion

Placemaking in River
Cole Valley, improving
quality of life of local
residents and wider
community
Building a Business
Ecosystem across
site to encourage
innovation and
knowledge sharing

Street greening
and public realm
improvement

Vintage Trains Ltd

Tyseley Station
Hayhall EfW Plant

Hay Hall Business Park

ingham

Veolia Household
Recycling Centre

Birmingham Energy
Innovation Centre

River Cole Valley

Tyseley Energy Park

Integrated Water
Management at
Hay Hill

“

Tyseley Environmental Enterprise District (TEED) will
become a Green Energy & Innovation Quarter, building on
the council’s ambition for a low carbon future. The area will
attract like-minded businesses and people, to create a place
to live, work, learn, innovate and be proud of.
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INITIAL KEY MOVES

i

ii

CO

This principle responds to the lack of integration
between industrial and residential sectors, the
spatial barriers that exist on the edges in TEED
and the high levels of deprivation identified in
the wider area. TEED has the opportunity to
support local communities by providing high
value jobs, upskilling opportunities, as well as
high quality public space and leisure uses by
creating better connections to surrounding
neighbourhoods and creating an exemplary
sustainable working/living environment.

BENEFITS

+Inclusive growth

+Social value

++

+

+Job Creation

+Connectivity

+Sense of Community
+Maximising potential
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TEED is currently dominated by hardscaped
public space and large industrial warehousing.
There is a significant opportunity to better
utilise existing green assets, make them
more attractive and integrate them into the
wider site by greening additional streets.
This will provide a better living and working
environment and healthier spaces that
encourage dwelling as well as create a more
climate resilient quarter.

BENEFITS

++

+

+Placemaking
+Health and Wellbeing
+Alleviate air pollution
+Climate Resilience
+Quality of Life
+Opportunity to Dwell

The Vision

iii
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It is currently very challenging to navigate
through TEED as a pedestrian. Distances are
long without opportunities to rest the area
is dominated by private vehicle movements.
There is an opportunity to reconsider the
street pattern and urban fabric in TEED. Future
development and regeneration could unlock
opportunities for improved connectivity
that allows for better pedestrian and cycling
movements and better access to the existing
and future assets.

BENEFITS

++

+Legibility & Wayfinding
+Permeability
+Connectivity
+Active Travel
+Accessibility

+
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The Grand Union Canal cuts through the site
being the only direct east-west connection.
It links to surrounding neighbourhoods, the
city centre, and even to London. This makes
it a key active travel asset. Access to water
features can increase user’s mental health
and offers a space for social interaction.
Additional uses can be introduced to activate
the space and

BENEFITS

++

+

+Reduces Stress
+Health and Wellbeing
Resting
+
+Connectivity
+Opportunity to Dwell
+Active Travel
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3.3

Best Practice Examples

TEED could similarly
benefit from the
Commonwealth
Legacy Works

The symbiosis saves the partners
and the environment each year:
• 4 million m3 of groundwater by
using surface water.
• 586,000 tonnes of CO2.
• 62,000 tonnes of residual
materials recycled.

Kalundborg Eco-Industrial Park, Denmark
Type: Holistic Industrial District, industrial
symbiosis with a circular approach to production
Status: Operational since 1972
Description: Kalundborg Symbiosis is a partnership
between thirteen public and private companies in
Kalundborg, supporting the principle of circular
economy across three main resource streams:
water, energy and waste materials. The main
principle is that a waste stream in one company
becomes a resource in another, benefiting both
the environment and the economy. Through local
partnership, stakeholders can share and reuse
resources, thus both saving money and minimising
waste.
Lessons Learned:
•

•

•

•
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Creating symbioses requires significant input
from stakeholders, in the form of: time, data,
mutual trust, experience, skills and emerging/
developing knowledge.
There is a need to test circular economy
applications on a small scale/pilot scheme
before symbiosis between stakeholders can be
fully tested and understood.
Three cornerstones for symbiotic industrial
district creation: industry, universities and a
fertile regional business environment.
Provides a Symbiosis Readiness Level (SRL)
metric, which designates degrees of maturity
from ‘a good idea’ to a fully implemented
symbiosis flow as part of a resilient network.

Barcelona 22@, Barcelona, Spain
Type: Innovation District
Status: Completed
Description: The development stimulated by
the Olympic Games of 1992, Barcelona 22@
innovation district aims to connect technologically
advanced companies, universities, training centres
and research centres to increase productivity
and the sharing of ideas that facilitates economic
innovation in the city. It consists of five clusters
that are situated in close proximity to each other,
each with a different focus of innovation. It is a
knowledge centre that generates employment,
housing and live-work spaces.
Lessons Learnt:
•

•

•

•

The initial concept was started as a
governmental initiative to regenerate a former
industrial site in the city.
The project had a strong emphasis on place,
with new green spaces, shops, play spaces,
commercial and research spaces, residential
property (including social housing) and new
public facilities planned. It now houses more
than 3,500 businesses and almost 100,000
employees, while also showing an increase of
nearly 25% in residents.
Municipalities play a critical role in the
inception and development stage, but ongoing
involvement is important throughout project.
Collaborative leadership and governance
network comprising a strategic alliance of
leaders from key institutions, firms and sectors
who regularly and formally cooperate on the
design, delivery and marketing of the district

The Vision

Buiksloterham, Amsterdam, Netherlands
Type: Mixed-Use Circular Development
Status: Ongoing, some plots completed
Description: A prominent port environment
with many light and heavy industrial uses is
transitioning into a mixed-use development of
circa 8.500 houses with a circular economy that
acts as a testbed for innovation in energy and
building methods. The development incorporates
existing industrial warehouses and diversifies the
environment with small-scale mixed use plots
that includes (social) housing, self built plots,
employment space (including “new-industrial”
businesses), and community facilities. Key to the
development was to create a sustainable and
circular environment where each system benefits
from another, incorporating the following material
flows: water, heat, energy, food and waste.
Lessons Learnt:
•

•

•
•

The development of a 24 hour economy by
diversifying the area and providing additional
uses for local communities.
Extensive local engagement benefits the
concept of the circular economy where inputs
and outputs of processes are strongly linked
Industrial practices and residential uses are
mixed and co-exist
The industrial facilities provide opportunities
for skills development. A greenhouse-based
biorefinery recovering nutrients and resources
from waste is publicly accessible and serves as
a covered park

CopenHill, Copenhagen, Denmark
Type: Combined heat and power waste-to-energy
plant & recreational facility
Status: Completed
Description: Located on an industrial waterfront,
the power plant is capable of converting 440,000
tons of waste into clean energy that will deliver
electricity and district heating for 150,000
homes annually. It can also function as a public
infrastructure, with tree-lined hiking and running
trails, an artificial ski slope on its roof along with a
85m-high-climbing wall on its facade. There are
also other amenities such as a rooftop bar and
cross-fit area. An education centre is also provided
for academic tours, workshop and sustainability
conferences.
Lessons Learnt:
•

•

•
•
•

The design of the building not only focus
on its original functionality, it has provided
recreational use, allow local communities and
visitors to use the space.
At the same time, it also serve climate
adaptation purpose. It can absorb heat, remove
harmful air particles and minimise stormwater
runoff in the area
Iconic structure could create a landmark for the
area
Hedonistic sustainability combines sustainable
ideas, fun, and community.
Careful maintenance is required
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Legend
3.4

Major barrier
Flood Risk Zone 2 & 3
Bus lines
Heavy traffic
Private land
Residential / industrial interface
Landfill site
Hazardous site
Vacant & derelict site
Distance

Spatial Analysis

CHALLENGES
We live in challenging times, with prevailing global
pressures such as the COVID-19 pandemic and
climate emergency, which are causing unequal
impacts on our societies. Our urban environments
need to use the current momentum around policy
drivers to respond to these key challenges and
support local communities to foster an inclusive
recovery.
Alongside the previously identified socio-economic
challenges in the Case for Change section, TEED
also faces some considerable spatial challenges.
These include some major infrastructural barriers,
existing environmental impacts and derelict
sites. The following spatial challenges have been
identified that need to be considered as part
of the vision and further strategies to ensure it
will become a high quality place for people to
live, work, play and visit and to enable better
decision making around potential initiatives and
interventions to ensure these do not prevent TEED
to fulfil its full potential as a Green Energy &
Innovation Quarter.

08

Refuelling S

Veolia Recycling Centre

01

River Cole Valley
09

04

N
0

100

250

500m

01 There are 2 landfill sites at TEED, which

are potentially contaminated and therefore
need to be considered in any further spatial
developments on the site

The A45 Coventry Road is a three lane dual
carriageway which is a major barrier to the site

A hazardous site is located around Tyseley

02 Wharf.

Consideration needs to be given to the

03 close connection between industrial and
residential sites, to minimise negative
impacts to communities.

04
Wharfdale Rd in front of Tyseley Station is a pinch point
for heavy traffic HGV’s route
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Expansive derelict and vacant sites cover
large sites of the TEED, which could create
unsafe environments.

The Vision

Oaklands Recreation Ground
11
05

07

Tyseley Energy Park

03

04

Site
01

36
09

06
04

1km

10

02

03

950m

Yardley Cemetery

08

480m

11
03
Tyseley Train Station

A number of buildings to the north-west of

05 the site are located in flood risk zones 2 and
3 close to the River Cole.

06 Permeability is limited with large distances

between cross streets, creating an unfriendly
environment for pedestrians.

07 The A45 Coventry Road is wide and difficult
to cross walking, cycling or wheeling. Also,
there are limited crossing points along the
train tracks to the south of the site, limiting
accessibility to surrounding neighbourhoods.

08 Lack of high quality green infrastructure
and open public spaces across the site.

09 The only local public transport connection

crossing the site is bus line 36, and Tyseley
Station’s train frequency is limited. Despite
the road and rail connections into the city
centre, public transport in this area does not
offer good connections to many other areas
in Birmingham.

10 Few crossings points over the Grand Union
Canal limits permeability and accessibility
between the north and south of the TEED.

11 Heavy traffic and HGV’s create a dangerous
environment for pedestrians, particularly
children, and causes very high levels of air
pollution in inner East Birmingham and
around main roads.
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Legend
Major opportunity site
Mobility node
Public realm improvements
Facade activation
Sprint Bus Route and Stops
Additional connections
Access to Canal walkway
Development potential
Micro Mobility Hubs

OPPORTUNITIES
Cities and regions are developing long-term
strategies for a just and green recovery from the
pandemic and to promote long term sustainable
growth. TEED is well placed to help respond to
some of those challenges and is able to leverage
the strong position of some of its tenants such
as Tyseley Energy Park and the Veolia Recycling
facilities. These organisations are boosting the
energy, waste and power sectors to create more
sustainable environments and reduce the region’s
carbon footprint, playing a major role on the city’s
route to net zero.
Creating a high quality living and working
environment is a key step to stimulate a thriving
innovation ecosystem. An accessible and vibrant
environment can boost economic opportunities
for all tapping on the growth focus areas identified
in the following section. The below opportunities
are identified within TEED and can improve the
site’s position as a successful Green Energy &
Innovation Quarter.

5

A4

Refuelling S

Veolia Recycling Centre
07 River Cole Valley

06
N
0

100

250

500m

01 Increase the accessibility to one of the most
Opportunity to activate Grand Union Canal

important assets of the site - the Grand
Union Canal. Opportunities exist to activate
the canal by providing additional uses,
improve the public realm and creating active
façades along the walking and cycling route.
Birmingham’s new Sprint Bus will run along

02 the A45 Coventry Road providing a fast

and reliable service, which will significantly
increase accessibility from the site to the
city centre and the Airport as well as some
surrounding neighbourhoods.
Permeability can be improved by creating

Innovation ecosystem at Birmingham Energy
Innovation Centre (BEIC)
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03 additional connections through existing large
plots to increase pedestrian accessibility.
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Oaklands Recreation Ground
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Sprint Bus
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Tyseley Train Station

Development opportunities at vacant sites

04 and industrial facilities. Design guidance

can boost the development of pedestrian
connections and create new schemes that
provide vibrancy complementary uses.
As part of the Birmingham Walking and

05 Cycling Strategy new cycling routes are

proposed to cross the site through Kings Rd
and Redfern Rd as well as Waterloo Rd. This
can be aligned with the development of micro
mobility hubs to maximise a modal shift
to active travel patterns and deliver on the
objectives from the Green Travel Districts.
Building upon existing heritage assets

06 such as the Vintage Trains Museum and

07 Maximise the placemaking and wellbeing

potential of the River Cole Valley, linking
to the ongoing River Cole and Tyseley
Community Commons project. This could
improve quality of life of local residents and
increase attractiveness of the area.

08 Utilise and build upon strong innovation

ecosystem including the presence of
University of Birmingham and Tyseley
Energy Park with developments such as the
Birmingham Energy Innovation Centre (BEIC)
and incubation spaces to create a strong
clean energy sector that is on the forefront of
the Net Zero journey (please see the ongoing
projects section for more information)

monuments to strengthen Tyseley’s identity.
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3.5

Emerging Interventions

The following section outlines the wider initiatives
happening in Birmingham that complement the
development of TEED. It captures the ongoing
projects in the TEED area, that could contribute to
the vision aspirations. Primary focus areas are also
suggested for TEED to build on its designation as
an Environmental Enterprise District, building a
holistic ecosystem and potential for adoption of
a circular economy. A series of catalyst projects
have also been identified to initiate positive
transformations in the area.

Ongoing
Projects

Primary
Focus
Areas

+

Catalyst
Projects

WIDER REGIONAL INITIATIVES

HS2

TEED needs to ensure it capitalises on the benefits
brought forward through existing wider initiatives
over the coming years:

The first phase of the new high speed railway will
connect London Euston and Old Oak Common
with Birmingham Interchange and Curzon St, with
further phases connecting to northern cities such
as Manchester, Sheffield, Leeds, Glasgow and
Edinburgh. The development of this infrastructure
will significantly reduce travel times among these
cities and bring significant investments that can
unlock large social and economic benefits.

ROUTE TO ZERO ACTION PLAN
In December 2020 the council published the
document “Route to Zero Action Plan - Call to
Action”, building upon the previous declaration
of climate emergency on the 11th of June 2019,
committing to take action to reduce the city’s
carbon emissions and calling for urgent action.
The council is committed to reduce the city’s
carbon footprint, and is working together with a
large number of public and private organisations
to strengthen the low carbon sector that can
enable clean growth and prosperity.

WEST MIDLANDS NATIONAL PARK
In July 2020, the West Midlands Combined
Authority signed a memorandum of
understanding with Birmingham City University,
which formalised the Authority’s support for
the West Midlands National Park Project as part
of its post-covid green economic recovery. It is
envisaged that it will give the West Midlands a
brand new identity and position it as a sustainable
leader. With the Cole Valley, TEED is directly
linked to the potential future national park.
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Wider
Regional
Initiatives

++

SPRINT BUS
The ultimate vision for Sprint
is to deliver a network of seven bus routes
with segregated bus lanes. The first route is
completed between Walsall and Solihull/
Birmingham International Station and links up
with the Commonwealth Games sport facilities
and accommodation as well as the future HS2
stations and runs along the edge of TEED on
the A45 (Coventry Road). The development of
this infrastructure will significantly reduce travel
times, increasing reliability and accessibility along
the route.

HYDROGEN POWERED TRANSPORT
A part of Transport for West Midlands bus fleet
will be powered by hydrogen with the hydrogen
fuel developed at the Tyseley Hydrogen Fuelling
Station. Additionally, there is an ambition to
develop a Tyseley Train Depot for approximately
30 trains to be powered on Hydrogen linked to
the capabilities existing at TEP and the fuelling
station. TEED can built on existing capabilities to
respond to the local and national ambitions and
to drive a move to more sustainable transport.

The Tyseley Energy Park presents a unique
" opportunity
for the UK to commercialise low

The Vision

and zero emission refuelling technologies, and
waste to energy technologies. Professor Martin

ONGOING PROJECTS

River Cole and Tyseley
Community Commons project
will deliver a programme of
blue and green infrastructure
improvement interventions in
the Tyseley area of the River Cole
Valley.

Freer, Director of Energy Research Accelerator (ERA)

Hay Hall Bio Power Facility
A 25MW energy from waste
facility is committed on the
derelict site north of the rail
sidings at Tyseley Station, that will
process 248,000 tonnes of waste
per annum.

"

Integrated water management
at Hay Mills
A number of initiatives have been
proposed in Hay Mills by Severn
Trent Water that create a more
water resilient, attractive and
sustainable place to live and work.

TYSELEY ENERGY PARK ACTIVITIES
Current Activity - Phase 2 - Fuel and Vehicles
A number activities support the provision of more sustainable fuel options such as
Hydrogen (operational since April 2021, with provision of hydrogen for Birmingham
buses as well as establishing a trial lease system for truck operators), Liquid Fuel, BioCompressed Natural Gas and commercial scale Electric Vehicle Chargers
Phase 3 - Commercial and Demonstrator Site
A large Commercial and Demonstration facility with the following options under review:
1. Hydrogen for Heat 2. Advance Waste Processing. 3. Energy Storage. 4. Vertical Farm
Phase 4 - National Centre for Decarbonisation of Heat & BEIC
Facility which enables the integration of key value chain activities: design, manufacture,
consumer testing, financing, standards, consumer protection, skills and supply
chain development across the decarbonisation sector, to fast-forward innovation to
implementation. The Birmingham Energy Innovation Centre (BEIC) provides R&D,
modelling, benchmarking and validation services and is currently in operation.
Phase 5 - Energy Transition Centre, Commercial Space and SME Support
Various facilities offering work, workshop, industrial and laboratory spaces for innovators,
I&D activists, scientists and others working towards solutions that contribute to low
and zero carbon technologies. The SME Support programmes are designed to provide
businesses with packages of support to develop SME’s low carbon business offerings.
Community – Green and Blue Spaces
UoB, BCC, TEP and partners will start to deliver improvements along the river cole
corridor, including flood works and infrastructure improvements to the west of TEP to
develop it into an accessible and connected corridor and community commons with
improved water, woodland and grassland habitats.
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PRIMARY FOCUS AREAS
Recognising the broad mix of existing businesses
already operating in TEED and acknowledging
the forecast growth potential of various clean
energy and clean technology sectors, the following
primary focus areas are identified as having a key
role to play in establishing a strategic vision for
TEED.
• Decarbonisation of heat
• Waste management sector
• Clean energy
• Transport and mobility
These synergistic focus areas could intertwine
and build on TEED’s designation as a location
for energy innovation and a priority location for
the incubation, development and deployment
of activities linked to low carbon energy and
environmental sectors. This will provide firm
foundations for further, specialised growth and
development.
In addition, this will enable the area to support
the roll-out and embedding of decarbonisation
principles across multiple key sectors going
forward, contributing to establishment of an
increasingly circular economy within the Quarter.
Wide array of existing businesses within TEED
offers an opportunity to complement the proposed
focus areas. TEED could provide an opportunity
for embedding decarbonisation principles across
sectors going forward.

Existing Businesses in TEED
40
35

CO2

Decarbonisation of Heat

Provision of heating is a large contributor to
emissions nationally and locally, particularly
when considered in the context of residential
energy use with residential heating representing
21% of emissions nationally and 34% in
Birmingham. Along with significant financial cost
of energy associated with the residential heating
requirements (i.e. £1.9 billion of local energy
expenditure budget across the West Midlands each
year), there is pressure to develop affordable and
low carbon technologies for provision of heating.
The Siemens Energy Strategy suggests that
currently, heat generated by existing assets in the
area is not utilised (e.g. via EfW Plant and Biomass
Plant). There is an opportunity to utilise this heat
(and further heat produced at other power plants
and industrial assets planned and proposed in
the area) to increase efficiency of the local energy
system and potentially contribute to a District
Heating System. This could help alleviate key local
priorities including fuel poverty or support net zero
initiatives at new build development.
Further, local stakeholders including UoB and
TEP are looking to secure the National Centre for
the Decarbonisation of Heat (NCDH) within the
area. The NCDH will leverage the presence and
involvement of various key stakeholders in the
area, including:
• academic links with UoB;
• research institutions (ERA/Energy Systems
Catapult)
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Foundation of NCDH could incubate the
clustering/agglomeration of niche sectors
supporting the delivery of decarbonised heating
including construction activities.
A Skills Academy is a key feature of the NCDH;
this will respond to the need to upskill and train
the local labour force which currently suffers
a skills deficit compared to local, regional and
national benchmarks. It could also help to build
engagement/interaction between TEED, its key
assets and the local surrounding communities.
Excess heat from facilities to be guided into
district heating system to support fuel provision
and alleviate fuel poverty locally

The Vision

•

•

There is already a high presence of plumbing/
construction activity within area; TEED provides
a perfect pilot case for converting traditional
construction/maintenance skills towards
decarbonised heating systems – i.e. hydrogen
boilers, heat pumps, district heating etc.
Area could also focus on development and
deployment of technology related to
decarbonisation of heating – e.g. the Net Zero
Strategy sets a target for 600,000 heat pump
installations per year by 2028; technological
development to reduce costs and increase
efficiency required to realise this goal.

•

•

developing Energy from Waste and waste
processing technologies that utilise waste heat,
capture CO₂ and turn waste into products and fuels.
10MW Birmingham Bio Power Biomass
Gasification Plant processing 80,000 tonnes per
annum of waste;
New EfW plant at Hay Hall Road (26MW).

Waste Management
Waste management/recycling are defined as one
of the ‘industries of the future’. and the UK Net
Zero Strategy makes a firm commitment to move
towards a circular economy in the waste sector,
improving resource efficiency, and achieving near
elimination of biodegradable waste to landfill
Currently, waste management assets are already
found in TEED and more are planned or proposed
for delivery in the short term, which could give rise
to clustering and an agglomeration economy.
The importance of the waste management sector
is also articulated in the Birmingham Waste
Strategy which sets the following targets for 2040:
• Eliminate waste sent to landfill
• 70% recycling rate.; remainder used for EfW
To achieve such ambitious targets, there is a
pressing need to deliver infrastructure to support
an increase in re-use and recycling, for example,
through delivery of an Advanced Materials
Recycling Centre and through routes to support
symbiosis between connected firms and sectors
(i.e. sharing resources and internalisation of byproducts between industrial processes, in line with
circular economy principles)”
Relevant Initiatives
•

Veolia Household Recycling Centre and Energy
Recovery Facility, which takes 350,000 tonnes
of Birmingham’s rubbish each year and converts
it into electricity which is exported to the grid
(25MW). Currently, waste heat from the incinerator
is not utilised but future plans for Tyseley involved

•

Future EfW at TEP at conceptual stage; Next
generation of waste reprocessing technologies,
to include additional EfW capacity, Advanced
Materials Recycling Centre and/or Pyrolysis Plant.

Clean Energy
Responding to the UK Net Zero Strategy’s objective
of achieving net zero electricity supply by 2035 in
the power sector, there is a need to transition from
fossil fuels towards other low and zero carbon
energy sources.
Siemen’s analysis into current and future clean
energy assets demonstrates that the Quarter has
the potential to produce clean energy at scale,
including up to 515 GWh of electricity, 523 GWh
of heat energy, or 63 GWh (1900 tonnes) of
hydrogen per year. This scale of clean energy
production could meet:
•

100% of electricity demand and 75% of
heating demand for 50,000 residents in
Birmingham;
• 100% of Birmingham Airport’s electricity,
heating and cooling demand
• hydrogen production requirements to support
c. 50 hydrogen buses or 6 hydrogen trains”
Clean energy at this scale brings multiple
environmental and economic benefits. A diverse
clean energy supply can also reduce the reliance
on imported fuels and the associated financial and
environmental costs. An emerging clean energy
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vector gaining traction locally and more widely
is Hydrogen, which has multiple applications,
including in transport, heating for homes and
commerce, power and industrial processes. It is
believed that up to 100,000 jobs and £13 billion
of GVA could be generated from the UK hydrogen
economy by 2050.
Relevant Initiatives
•

ITM’s Hydrogen Refuelling Station is already in
operation at the site; this could provide confidence
to local fleet managers and logistics firms to
upgrade to FCEV in the knowledge that there is
guaranteed supply within the local area.

There is significant potential for the transport
sector to leverage the existing Low and Zero
Carbon refuelling station at Tyseley Energy
Park. At the same time, an emerging hydrogen
sector, linked to the ‘clean energy’ focus area
detailed above, provides multiple opportunities to
decarbonise transport and mobility across various
modes.
To this end, there are a number of applications
within the transport sector already implemented or
progressing towards implementation in the area.
Relevant Initiatives
•

•

•
•

•

•

Potential to build on existing presence of HRS
facilities to expand into these wider applications
of hydrogen.
Potential for development of a Hydrogen Hub
for motive and heating power – as per Kiwa’s
feasibility study.
Tyseley Solar Scope Project/Solar Mapping
Exercise - conceptual stage

Rail: proximity to Tyseley Rail Station and WMT’s
maintenance depot/sidings provide scope to
decarbonise rolling stock and operations. Further,
proximity to the rail network provides opportunities
to leverage partners’ expertise in hydrogen rail –
e.g. UoB’s ‘Birmingham Centre for Railway Research
and Education’. Siemen’s TEP Strategy proposes
conversion of six diesel trains to hydrogen trains as
part of a retrofit of cross city line rolling stock.
HGV: incentivise uptake and stimulate local
demand for hydrogen vehicles with high density
of manufacturing and logistics firms that may be
more suited to Fuel Cell technology given their long
distances and heavy payloads.
Bus fleets: BCC has purchased 20 new hydrogen
double decker buses as part of their Clean Air
Hydrogen Bus Pilot. This represents a first in the
deployment of hydrogen fuel cell double decker
buses in the UK and within Europe. It’s intended that
this pilot will be the catalyst for the next generation
of hydrogen buses, hydrogen production and refuelling infrastructure development. This could also
tie in with the introduction of Sprint bus along the
A45

Transport and Mobility
Transport is a large contributor to emissions
nationally and locally. Acknowledging this, the UK
Net Zero Strategy commits the Government to
ending the sale of petrol and diesel cars by 2030,
achieving full zero emissions capability for all
cars by 2035 and transition to a net zero railway
by 2050. Further, local energy expenditure in the
transport sector amounts to £3.3 billion in the
West Midlands, indicating the financial impact of
energy within the sector. Within this context, there
is significant pressure to develop new technologies
to support decarbonisation and improve value in
the transport and mobility sector
32

•

•

Refuse Collection Vehicles: BCC is currently
trialling alternative fuel vehicles within its waste
collection fleet and will move towards alternative
fuels in the next generation of vehicles.
Last mile deliveries – potential for TEED as a
stopping off/transition point for goods to move to
cleaner vehicles for last mile activities.
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Opportunities for Holistic Integration and Circular Economy in the Quarter
At a strategic level, the primary focus areas
identified have the potential to be closely
integrated into a holistic ecosystem covering
energy and materials, which contribute to the
development of a circular economy that benefits
the local business and residential community
alike. As already happens within the Quarter, waste
materials produced in the city of Birmingham
can be used to generate electricity and heat at
the existing (and proposed) Energy from Waste/
Biomass Plants on site. Going forward, the supply
of energy from waste could be supplemented by
renewable production (e.g. retrofitting of solar
panels on roof and wind turbines at strategic
locations) to enhance ‘green’ energy supply for the
site.
Currently, the majority of energy produced is
exported to the National Grid as electricity (a
small portion is delivered to Webster and Horsfall

Existing Users:
• ITM low carbon and zero carbon
refuelling station.
• Existing manufacturing base (e.g.
Webster and Horsfall)
Potential Future Users:
• Advanced Materials Recycling
Centre.
• Local residential and commercial
community via DHS and mini
grid.
•

Vertical Farming Firms.

Local mini-grid and private wire
to supply local businesses and
residents
Hydrogen production through
pyrolysis and electrolysis;
hydrogen storage to support grid
balancing
District heating system using
excess heat generated through
electricity generation

via private wire), with heat produced through
the electricity generation process not utilised
optimally. There is potential to maximise and
internalise this energy production and distribution
within the Quarter. With delivery of local mini
grid system connecting generating assets with
end-users, supplemented by a District Heating
System that captures and utilises heat produced
at power plants, there could be an opportunity
to provide energy to the immediate commercial
and residential community. This could support
improved energy security and potentially cheaper
fuel, thus simultaneously improving business
sentiment and locational attractiveness to
prospective occupants of the site whilst reducing
the propensity for fuel poverty that is entrenched
within local residential communities. Subsequently,
the resulting waste created through activities
at commercial and residential properties in the
Quarter can be fed back in to the system.

Renewable energy sources in
form of wind and solar power.
Waste management: reuse
and recycle of Birmingham’s
residential and commercial
waste;

End User
Applications

Energy & Heat
Vectors

Low and Zero
Carbon Energy
Sources &
Industrial ByProducts

Energy & Heat
Generation

Waste Management: utilisation
of EfW incinerators to dispose of
residual waste

Low carbon energy via
conversion of waste materials
to energy at EfW and Wood
Biomass Plant;
Renewable energy from solar
panels (retrofitted to industrial
units) and small-scale wind
turbines;
Heat generation as by-product
of energy generation activities
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That said, there is potential to leverage the principles of the circular economy that go far beyond the above
applications. This could involve a renewed focus on reducing, re-using and recycling of energy and
materials, as well as recovery via the EfW and Biomass activities documented above. It could also involve
enhanced collaboration between synergistic sectors to ensure waste from one industry becomes an input
resource for another. Following an approach of this nature, an aspiration to create complex closed-loop
systems between symbiotic sectors or activities across the commercial and residential community could
become established:
Leveraging hydrogen’s potential to act as a key part of the city’s energy mix, through production and
storage capabilities and the development of a Hydrogen Hub supporting power and mobility (as per
Kiwa’s feasibility study). This could leverage ITM’s existing refuelling station at TEP which provides access to
a range of low and zero-carbon fuels. It could also harness the strong existing presence of construction and
plumbing/heating contractors to support industrial fuel switch and transition towards hydrogen heating
for homes. The hydrogen itself can be generated using the recovery from waste process.
Utilising by-products of the Biomass Plant to generate biofuels for use at the ITM refuelling station.
Supporting revolution within the logistics industry through initiatives like Last Mile Delivery, Park and Ride,
Rail Decarbonisation, recognising the strong haulage and automotive industry in the area. Given the area’s
strategic location in proximity to Birmingham City Centre, there is potential for the area to act as a transition
point to green vehicles for travelling into Birmingham’s Clean Air Zone.
Harnessing the hydrogen and waste management sector’s role in recovering, re-using and recycling rare
earth elements, recognising the importance of such materials at the forefront of the transition to clean
energy and clean technology via their use in electric vehicles, aerospace, renewable energy technologies
and low carbon technologies. An Advanced Material Recycling Centre could use waste and hydrogen (via
the Hydrogen Processing Magnet Scraping technique) as key inputs to extract REEs for re-use in emerging
technologies that co-locate in the Quarter.

Utilising key inputs available in
plentiful supply within the Quarter
to support Vertical Farming and
support local food security:
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Hydrogen;
ITM Low Carbon
Refuelling
Station

2
CO

A high level concept diagram of
how vertical farming could become
a use-case for circular economy
in the Quarter is articulated in the
Figure to the right.
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• Electricity supply via a local
mini grid;
• Heat supply via district heating
system;
• CO2 as a by-product of the
Waste Wood Biomass Plant.
• Biochar as a by-product of the
Thermo-catalytic reforming
process
• Organic waste feedstock from
an Anaerobic Digester could
provide a nutritional digestate
that act as a fertiliser

H2
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CATALYST PROJECTS
A series of catalyst projects are identified through policy review, understanding of the site and initial
stakeholder engagement. They aim to build on existing assets, supporting both present and future use. A
combination of these projects would help deliver the vision holistically. The catalyst projects are categorised
based on:
•
•
•
•

•

Placemaking Opportunities: Optimising the diverse range of spaces within the area, providing a
safe and pleasant environment, driving a sense of place, connecting local communities.
Leveraging green and blue infrastructure: Maximising the opportunity of existing green and blue
infrastructure, such as Grand Union Canal, Cole Valley and other green spaces for recreational use.
Connectivity: Increase permeability, connectivity and accessibility within and to the site, linking
the site to the surrounding communities.
Business Opportunities: Working together with major players on site, supporting local businesses,
attracting more talent and businesses in the area, with reference to focus sectors and availability
of vacant spaces.
Residential Opportunities: Engaging the residential community to be part of this initiative, driving
clean and inclusive growth.
Some of the below initiatives have already been proposed externally, with ongoing
conversations, which are indicated through the icon on the left.

It is also important to note that these are some initial ideas that could be rolled out in early phases to
catalyse positive changes to the area, more initiatives are encouraged.

Placemaking Opportunities

•
•
•

•

Streetscape improvement
across the site
Tree planting to reduce air
pollution
Reprioritisng road space
allocation to create a better
pedestrian environment
Creating a more child and
family friendly location, linking
to the local schools, nurseries
and academies on site

•

•
•

Potential to recycle plastic
waste to provide circular
designed street furniture in
the area
Promoting circular economy
and raising awareness to public
Linking to waste and recycling
facilities, with community
participation

•
•

•
•

•

Lighting strategy along streets,
canals, green spaces
Use of energy efficient lighting,
possibly powered through solar
energy generated locally
Playful elements could be
introduced
Promoting safe and vibrant
environment, deterring antisocial behaviour
Promoting 24/7 economy
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Leveraging green and blue infrastructure

•

•

•

Activating green spaces
that are currently underused,
creating spaces of gathering
Potential for urban farming
in local areas, which could
encourage community
participation
Better connection to Oaklands
Recreational Ground across
Coventry Road

•

•

•

Canals provide great
opportunity for quality public
space
Currently, buildings turn their
back to the canal. There is
potential to create a new
interface with the canal to
create a more welcoming and
safe environment
Introducing more access points
and encourage active travel
along the canal

•

•
•

Promote safety and encourage
activities to maximise the use
of River Cole Valley, linking
to the River Cole and Tyseley
Community Commons project
Provision of lighting and
wayfinding in the area
Signposting and facilitation of a
walking route and access from
key destinations on-site, e.g.
Tyseley Station

Connectivity

•

•
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Careful design, implementation
and maintenance of cycle
routes, to ensure cycling is
accessible to all potential
cyclists
Clear segregated paths to
ensure safety of cyclists,
pedestrians and other road
users

•

•

•
•

Improving accessibility around
Tyseley Station and Sprint Bus
stops
Manage traffic along Kings
Road to create a better arrival
experience
Potential for improved rail
connection to London
Enhance permeability and
wayfinding schemes within site
and to surrounding areas

•

•

•

Introducing micro-mobility
hubs in the area - improving
last mile connection
Shared mobility e.g. e-scooters,
bicycles, electric car club
vehicles
Active travel support, including
wayfinding maps, cycle docks,
tool stations, digital public
transport information

The Vision

Business Opportunities

•

•

•

Creating a skills hub can provide
training and career advice to
upskill local communities
Programme to support lowcarbon transition for local SMEs,
providing them with appropriate
skills, knowledge, and resources
Leverage connection with TEP,
University of Birmingham, NDCH,
Energy Research Accelerator and
the UK Business Climate Hub.

•

Vacant large warehousing/
industrial premises present
within TEED area provide
possible location opportunities
for vertical farming
It allows reduction in food miles
and can be powered through
renewable sources. Also reduces
water use and increases crop
yield.

•

•

•

•

Solar energy can reduce carbon
emissions while making a longterm saving on electricity costs
Potential to install solar panel
on building roofs, particularly
on big box warehouses
Further potential to maximise
the use of solar energy on site in
future

Residential Opportunities

•

•

Improving interfaces of residential
and industrial land uses,
providing better quality of life to
local residents, attracting more to
relocate to this area
Identify facade treatment of
industrial buildings that is
appropriate for the residential
context, e.g. brick, whilst responding
to the industrial character

•

•

•

Decarbonisation of Heating
in residential areas through
installation of heat pumps,
district heating, hydrogen
boilers
Addressing fuel poverty
through provision of affordable
and clean energy
Linking to housing retrofit
programmes

•
•

•

Installing solar panels on
residential roofs
Potential for community to
benefit from profit for selling
the excess energy and alleviate
fuel poverty
Linking to Tyseley Solar Scope
Project and Community Energy
Birmingham
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04 Roadmap
4.1

A Collaborative Governance Model

The future success of TEED requires a strong and
long-term commitment of all the key stakeholders
involved. This commitment can be embodied
within a governance structure developed to
oversee development and growth of the quarter.
The academic and industry literature indicates that
a bottom-up (emerging from within the area itself
rather than being imposed by central government)
horizontal governance model reflecting the triple
(or quadruple) helix - involving (i) business, (ii)
academic and civic institutions, (iii) government
(and (iv) society) – is best positioned to realise an
innovation quarter’s vision by acting as the driving
force for:

Understanding the key assets
As defined in the Brookings Report (2014)1,
Innovation districts are built around three type of
core assets:
•
•

•

Economic assets – the firms, institutions and
organisations that create or support innovation;
Physical assets – the buildings spaces, streets
and infrastructure which support collaboration
and innovation
Networking assets – the relationships between
different organisations and people that
generate, develop and help commercialise
ideas.

•

optimising collaboration

•

establishing and pursuing vision

•

identifying shared and unique assets

One of key steps when creating a innovation
quarter, is to understand the existing assets and
build around them.

•

design, finance and strategic initiatives; public
space management

Leveraging existing networks

•

evaluating progress

To form a governance, it will require engagement
with local stakeholders and land owners to come
together. It is also important to collaborate
with existing networks in the area, such as the
Co-Creation group, Places in Common, East
Birmingham & North Solihull Project Board,
Greater Birmingham And Solihull LEP, and Arts in
the Yard.

Now is an ideal time for Tyseley Environmental
Enterprise District to establish a formal
governance model. It would maximise the
District’s opportunities to influence the new
spatial and connectivity plan for Birmingham;
to participate in and contribute significantly
to the city’s and the region’s plan for postCOVID19 recovery; and to harness the potential
of development opportunities such as HS2, the
Commonwealth Games, Sprint Bus, and the rapid
development of Tyseley Energy Park.

It is vital to integrate the various networks and
individuals across sectors in the planning of the
Innovation Quarter.

Engagement with local communities
To assure commitment to the local stakeholders,
the governing body should actively engage with
local communities, through methods such as
conducting regular surveys, forums for feedback
on the design and development of the Innovation
Quarter.

1 The Rise of Innovation Districts: A New Geography of Innovation in America, Bruce Katz and Julie Wagner, Brookings, May 2014.
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Potential Governance Models
Although there is general consensus on the broad, over-arching approach to governance of innovation
districts, there is variation in the formalisation of governance structures. In broad terms, there are four types
of governance models that are typically applied to innovation district implementation:
Networks are informal collaborations
where members exchange information
through conferences, meetings or
communities of practice. Such networks
can create some degree of coordination
through an advisory board.
Associations build relationships where
members interact on common themes
and interests. People and organisations
pool their interests, and sometimes
resources, to work towards an end result
that is often general in nature, such as
“improving digital skills in Birmingham”.
Examples include Steering Groups, or
trade bodies.
A strategic alliance is an agreement
between two or more parties to pursue a
set of specific, agreed objectives, such as
a joint programme of work between two
or more companies. The Alliance can hold
and disburse funds on behalf of member
organisation’s in their collective interest,
but these tend to be modest - sufficient
to run initiatives such as joint marketing
campaigns, or minor public realm
improvements, for example. Any more
significant expenditure of funds takes
place through joint actions by individual
members.
An incorporated venture/joint venture
involves formally established corporate
arrangements that cover governance,
management and accountability
protocols. They may require formation of
a corporate entity. This can take the form
of a public-private partnership. They give
effect to strategic partnerships between
parties where there are significant
resource commitments involved, and
delivery of outcomes is required. Such
joint ventures are often set up for major
property and regeneration programmes
and can acquire significant financial
resources.

KEY BENEFITS
The benefits to TEED of establishing a
formal governing body would include:
•

Greater political influence to secure
devolved and central government
support

•

Greater accessibility to private and
public sector funding opportunities

•

A stronger sense of identity and
visibility in the public domain,
contributing to a more impactful
presence at national and international
scale

•

More consistent planning and
oversight of developments within
the Quarter, and a stronger voice to
influence plans in the city

•

Greater potential for institutional
agglomeration to complement
physical and intellectual
agglomeration already in place,
leading to optimisation of:
• Economies of scale for better
community engagement
• Knowledge sharing, building and
development,
• Spillovers between industry and
academia,
• Specialisation and entry into
emerging sectors
• Supply of skilled labour between
educational and industrial occupiers
• Local, regional and national impact
on skills, innovation, research and
the economy
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Table 1: Governance structure attributes - Tailoring governance to an innovation
precinct’s development level2

Networks

Associations

Strategic
Alliance

Incorporated
Venture/Joint
Venture

Basis of
governance

Shared interest

Collective action,
membership

Joint action in deed
of agreement

Provisions of the
Corporations law

Level of
participant
commitment

Loose, casual,
voluntary

Decision
making
Processes

Consensual

Representative

Contractual

Corporate,
judgemental, expert

Basis of
operation

General
agreement, good
will

Statement
of Intent,
Membership fees

Agreed Business
Plan and budget

Legal Entity

Low

Moderate

High

Weak

Strong, committed

Cost of
operation

Minimal

Capacity to
deliver large
programs or
projects

Limited – small,
specific projects

Moderate – project
High – project specific
specific

High – project and
program specific

Accountability
for
stakeholders

Informal reporting
Project acquittal

Formal reporting in Formal reporting in
financial statements financial statements

Formal reporting
covered by law

2 Howard et al (2016) ‘Governance Models and Frameworks for Smart Specialisation’
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What are some of the key characteristics shared by many Innovation Districts?
Adoption of the Triple Helix model of governance (incorporating industry, research
universities, and government – sometimes extended to quadruple helix to incorporate society)
Active engagement and a central role adopted by a municipality or other form of local
government
An overseeing governance body that acts as a single point of contact for investors
Close cooperation with external partners:
⌀ sub-regional bodies and government agencies responsible for economic growth/
development (e.g. LEPs, Combined Authorities, BEIS, DCMS, etc)
⌀ national collaborators (e.g. Science and Technology Facilities Council, Innovate UK, Smart
Specialisation Hub)
Appointment of a Strong leader, or leadership team, that will be able to bring together the
different resources needed
Formulation of good policy to ensure adequate education and infrastructure is available to
support endogenous growth in the cluster
Presence of one or more anchor tenant, such as regional industry partners, headquarters. etc.

Key next steps
Below are some key steps to consider when building an Innovation Quarter.

FORMING A
GOVERNANCE

DEFINING
A BRAND

IDENTIFYING
FUNDING

INTEGRATED
DELIVERY

£

£
Identifying
appropriate
stakeholder to be
included in the
governance and
decide on the
governance model

Create an integrating
branding for the area
that is distinctive,
relevant and easy to
remember. It has to
reflect the overall
vision for the area.

Ensure access to
capital by leveraging
public and private
sector sources of
funding to support
the growth of the
innovation quarter.

Build a clear, flexible,
long term plan,
embedding this in
planning policy to
provide a clear and
consistent framework
for development.
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4.2

Guidance to achieve the Vision through the Planning Process

Planning policies in place provide guidance for
decision-making and for future development of
an area. The National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF)(2021) is the overarching policy framework
which sets out the government’s planning policies
for England and how these are expected to be
applied. The purpose of the planning system is
to contribute to the achievement of sustainable
development, which means achieving the three
overarching objectives - economic, social and
environmental, in mutually supportive ways.
On a city scale, Birmingham is currently in
the process of developing the “Birmingham
Plan”, which once it is adopted will replace the
Birmingham Development Plan (2017), Aston,
Newtown and Lozells Area Action Plan (2012)
and the Longbridge Area Action Plan (2009). This
document will guide how the city will develop
in the future and provide policies to guide
decisions on development proposals and planning
applications up to 2042. Until that time, the
Birmingham Development Plan (2017) is the City’s
statutory planning framework guiding decisions on
all development and regeneration activity to 2031.

TEED Local Development Order (LDO) (2017)
The Council adopted the TEED LDO in February
2017 with the aim of helping to provide
the conditions to stimulate new economic
development through reducing costs and
providing certainty for potential developers and
businesses, through a simplified planning process.
It was anticipated that the LDO would increase
investment via permitted development rights (by
allowing certain changes of use without the need
for specific planning permission) and support
development of the TEED, providing in excess
of 100,000 sqm of new floor space as well as
1,500 jobs. The LDO sets out general permitted
development for Use Classes: B1(b), B1(c), B2, B8,
and for environmental technology and/or energy
recovery uses deemed to be Sui Generis, under the
Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order
1987 (as amended) with some limitations in terms
of height and location within the district as well as
affecting listed buildings.
The LDO expired in February 2020 following the
end of its 3 year operation period.

Birmingham Development Plan (2017)
The Plan sets out how and where new homes,
jobs, services and infrastructure will be delivered
and the type of places and environments that
will be created. The Plan’s vision is that by
2031 “Birmingham will be renowned as an
enterprising, innovative and green City that has
delivered sustainable growth meeting the needs
of its population and strengthening its global
competitiveness.”

National Planning Policy Framework

BIRMINGHAM CITY COUNCIL

Tyseley Environmental Enterprise District (TEED) is
identified as an Economic Zone, in order to provide
a sectoral and spatial focus for investment and key
growth sectors as well as a Core Employment Area
so that the land will be retained in employment
use (i.e. research and development, light
industrial, general industrial, and warehousing and
distribution uses) and will be the focus of economic
regeneration activities and additional development
opportunities likely to come forward during the
plan period.
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LOCAL DEVELOPMENT ORDER (LDO)

TYSELEY ENVIRONMENTAL ENTERPRISE DISTRICT (TEED)

BIRMINGHAM

FEBRUARY 2017

BIRMINGHAM DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Part of Birmingham’s Local Plan

Planning for sustainable growth
Adopted January 2017
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NPPF

+

East
Birmingham
Inclusive
Growth
Strategy

+

Birmingham
Development
Plan

+

Supporting
Planning
‘tools’

Navigating the planning system to
achieve the vision
It is clear there is strong planning policy support
for the TEED as demonstrated through the NPPF’s
commitment to the transition to a low carbon
future and both the Economic Zone identity
and Core Employment Area designation in the
Birmingham Development Plan.
It is important to reflect on what further planning
‘tools’ can provide support, for example through
additional policy or guidance, to unlock the TEED
vision, encourage investment and simplify the
planning process.
There are a number of options available and
the following paragraphs set out the high-level
considerations.
The Emerging Birmingham Plan
The Council are in the process of updating the
Birmingham Development Plan (2017) and
according to the latest Local Development
Scheme, will produce an ‘Issues and Options’
(Regulation 18) document for consultation in
the Summer this year. This presents a prime
opportunity for stakeholders to engage at the
beginning of the plan-making process to influence
the policy and guidance for the TEED. The Council’s
intention is to produce a ‘Submission’ (Regulation
22) version of the plan in late 2024, with a view to
the new plan being adopted by the end of 2025.
Stakeholders could work with the Council to align
future growth ambitions, resulting in a robust new
Local Plan that serves to create innovation-led
regional growth, new high value jobs and skills
training in integrated waste, energy and transport
sectors, and new, green manufacturing and
engineering industry.

++

+

VISION

Area Action Plan (AAP)
Consideration should be given to producing an
Area Action Plan (potentially in the form of a
Masterplan) for the TEED. This could provide a
robust detailed planning policy framework, which
could align with either the existing Birmingham
Development Plan or be produced in parallel with
the emerging new plan. The latter would provide a
longer-term document, whereas the former would
provide a shorter-term framework, which could
be superseded following adoption of the new
Birmingham Development Plan.
Area Action Plans / Masterplans require substantial
evidence gathering and would need to go through
the examination process. As with the emerging
Birmingham Development Plan, the Council would
be the ‘owner’ and main driver of such a document,
with statutory consultation part of the process. An
example of an AAP is the nearby Bordesley Park
Area Action Plan (adopted January 2020).
Driver: Birmingham City Council
Benefits: Forming strong guidance and buy-in
for an area in which the city expects significant
change, developing a site specific vision and
policies
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD)
In terms of providing guidance, there is an option
to develop a Supplementary Planning Document
(SPD) which can provide guidance in line with
existing adopted policy. SPDs cannot introduce
new policy, however if an SPD was produced in
parallel with the emerging Birmingham Plan, this
would reflect the latest policy position. SPDs are
subject to statutory consultation, however there is
no examination.

Driver: Birmingham City Council

Driver: Birmingham City Council

Benefits: Integrating specific TEED policies and
ambitions in the Birmingham Plan can lead to
strong policy to support the vision from a city
level

Benefits: SPDs expand on the council’s
adopted policies to provide more detail and
can therefore give guidance to the public and
developers when making planning applications
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Local Development Order (LDO)
Local planning authorities are encouraged to use
Local Development Orders to set the planning
framework for particular areas or categories
of development where the impacts would be
acceptable, and in particular where this would
promote economic, social or environmental gains
for the area.
The TEED LDO expired in 2020, during which
time the LDO was to be monitored to assess any
new development and employment that had
been created through the LDO. Upon adoption
of the LDO it was noted that the LDO could be
modified during its lifetime to take into account
changing circumstances including impacts on local
residents. It is not clear whether this review process
was followed and whether a review has been
undertaken to assess its 3 year operation. Clarity
with regards to this is sought.
Before any consideration is given to extending
the LDO or the implementation of a new LDO,
the performance of the expired LDO needs to be
reviewed to determine if it achieved its aims.
Driver: Birmingham City Council
Benefits: LDOs can help enable growth by
positively and proactively shaping sustainable
development in their area. They can play an
important role in incentivising development by
simplifying the planning process and making
investment more attractive.
Neighbourhood Plan
Neighbourhood planning gives communities the
power to develop a shared vision for their area.
Neighbourhood plans can shape, direct and help
to deliver sustainable development, by influencing
local planning decisions as part of the statutory
development plan. Neighbourhood plans should
not promote less development than set out in the
strategic policies for the area, or undermine those
strategic policies.
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Any potential Tyseley Neighbourhood Plan would
have to be business led given its purpose and the
commercial land it would cover, it is essential to
encourage the residents in the area to get involved
and guide their neighbourhood. Neighbourhood
Plans can allow communities to establish general
planning policies for the development and use of
land within a defined neighbourhood area and so
influence the type, design, location and mix of new
development.
Similar to LDOs, Neighbourhood Development
Orders and Community Right to Build Orders are
able to grant planning permission. These require
the support of the local community through a
referendum. Local planning authorities should
take a proactive and positive approach to such
proposals, working collaboratively with community
organisations to resolve any issues before draft
orders are submitted for examination.
Neighbourhood Planning is demanding on
communities in terms of the resources required
and a strong community buy-in is essential. There
is the need to factor in the requirement that a
Neighbourhood Plan would need to go through
the examination process (similar to the Local Plan
and AAP approach), and would also be subject to a
local referendum. Depending on the timeframes, a
Neighbourhood Plan could be short-term solution
if the emerging Birmingham Development Plan
supersedes it shortly after.
Driver: Local community
Benefits: A neighbourhood plan enables
communities to play a much stronger role
in shaping their neighbourhoods with a
community-led policy document to steer
developments proposals

Roadmap

Next Steps
There is no preferred approach to unlocking the TEED vision through the planning process. The planning
‘tools’ as set out above contain many variables and necessitate open and frank discussions with Birmingham
City Council on their plan timescales and ability to support/resource any given approach. Discussions
between the Council and stakeholders should determine the most appropriate route, costs and timescales
involved.

National Scale

National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF)(2021)

City Scale

Replacing existing
Birmingham
Development Plan
once adopted

Birmingham Development Birmingham Plan
Plan (2017)
(in development)

East Birmingham
Inclusive Growth Strategy
(2021)
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Community Forum
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v

Area Action Plan (AAP)

TEED Governance
Structure
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Advisory Group

Planning Applications

Supplementary
Planning Document
(SPD)
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(LDO)
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Driver
Adopted Policy Document

Birmingham City Council

Local Level Planning Policy Option

Referendum Required

Local Community

v

Potential Boards / Formal Collaboration
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4.3

Developing a Prospectus

A prospectus is a key tool to communicate with
and attract potential investors and collaborators
in the development of the Tyseley Environmental
Enterprise District (TEED). It will communicate
the value and returns associated with delivering
the opportunities contained in this strategy,
and successfully harnessing synergies between
organisations and communities in the area.
This section outlines the key structure for a
potential prospectus for TEED. It should be a
concise and highly communicative document that
attracts the reader and shows the potential of
TEED. It needs to communicate the magnitude of
the opportunity and why this is so relevant for the
city, region and country. It will highlight the various
layers that can have an impact on the society.

Timeline
In the Case for Change section, we highlighted
the need for the TEED to act now in order to
harness opportunities driven by new economic
recovery and transport strategies at Birmingham
City Council, and by developments such as the
new Sprint Bus link and the River Cole and Tyseley
Community Commons project. A Prospectus
should therefore be set out at early stages in 2023,
building on the principles set out in this Vision.
The Prospectus should be developed once the
formal governance model has been established,
and a programme of joint activities are underway.
These steps will underpin TEED’s potential with
evidence that delivery is underway. Ideally, an initial
identity and brand for TEED should have been
established, and potentially a concept masterplan
undertaken. These will be fundamental in
informing the TEED Prospectus and can be further
developed in parallel to maximise the efficiency of
the progress.
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An effective Prospectus is often structured as
follows:
•

Setting the context - illustrating the
geographic and socio-economic background of
the area

•

Why TEED - illustrating TEED’s competitive
advantages. Showing the importance of the
clean energy and low carbon technologies in
the context of Birmingham, the West Midlands
and the UK. Setting how innovation can drive
growth and job creation in the West Midlands

•

TEED as a Place - demonstrating the impact of
developing TEED will have on communities and
the economy, and illustrating the opportunities
for growth and investment in the area with
evidence provided through a feasibility study or
concept masterplan

•

Development Opportunity Sites - capturing
the potential development sites identified
by the city council, which are primed to be
development to support the growth of TEED

•

Collaboration and engagement - showing the
wide support from public and local authorities
at different tiers of government alongside
the involvement of community and business
groups

•

Showcasing TEED - illustrating the robust
and long-standing assets that underpin this
opportunity, highlighting the achievement of
the existing institutions, manifesting what the
site will be capable of in the future

•

TEED as an institution - depicting TEED’s
organisational arrangement and support from
all institutions, showing their involvement and
ambition to achieve more than the sum of its
parts

•

Next steps - how further investment can bring
TEED to the next level and materialise its vision

Roadmap

Development Opportunities Sites
The below image shows the potential development sites (blue) identified by Birmingham City Council,
reflecting the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) and Employment Land Availability
Assessment (ELAA). This would be useful to indicate in the “Development Opportunities Sites” section of the
Prospectus, showcasing opportunities and attract potential businesses or developers to relocate to the site.

Format

TEES
VALLEY
PLACE

CONNECTING THE CITY REGION

The prospectus should be produced in both digital
and physical format to be able to reach out to
different audiences through different media.
The image to the left is an example from the
Prospectus for Tees Valley Marshalling Yards,
produced at a similar stage in the development’s
evolution. It shows different formats of the same
prospectus, digital and physical, which can
equally develop a range of configurations such as
brochures and foldable leaflets.
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Following this Vision, establishing a governing
structure will be one of the first next steps.
This will enable strong collaboration among
organisations and the community groups within
the TEED. This is a key step that unlocks various
opportunities for further decision-making for the
development of the quarter and can be driven by
the guidance in section 4.1. A single masterplan,
the development of a brand and identity, the
prospectus and a wider engagement programme
can pave the way to further growth in the area.
Wider stakeholder mapping and engagement
is essential to explore the potential for further
collaboration and partnerships. Engagement
should include key partners for the development
of TEED such as Greater Birmingham & Solihull
Local Enterprise Partnership (GBSLEP), Places in
Common, Birmingham Energy Institute, Tyseley
Energy Park, and University of Birmingham.
These decision-making steps need to be aligned
with the particular developments already taking
place in and in the direct vicinity of TEED, as well as
with wider city initiatives. It should also link to the
planning tools mentioned in section 4.2, subject
to agreement, to provide guidance for decisionmaking and future development of TEED. This will
create the opportunity to positively enhance the
ecosystem, identity and physical environment of
TEED by leveraging synergies with developments
such as the River Cole and Tyseley Community
Commons project, the Hay Hall Bio Power Facility,
the potential establishment of the National Centre
for Decarbonisation of Heat and the various
developments in Tyseley Energy Park.
Furthermore, the governing body should also
establish a programme to identify funding
opportunities utilising the TEED prospectus to
engage with public and private organisations.
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Creating a joint Vision for TEED
Defining a Governance Model
TEED Prospectus
Wider Stakeholder Mapping & Engagement
Single Concept & Spatial Masterplan
Brand & Identity Development
Identify Funding Opportunities
Planning Process
Placemaking Initiatives
Streetscape Improvement
Circular Designed Street Furniture
Lighting Strategy

CATALYST PROJECTS

The timeline in this section lays out some of
the key actions and initiatives that will drive the
future of TEED, underpinned by this vision and
the East Birmingham Inclusive Growth Strategy.
The timeline is structured in three main blocks to
highlight the synergies amongst:
• Decision Making
• Catalyst Projects
• Wider & Ongoing Initiatives

DECISION MAKING

Timeline

Leveraging green and blue infrastructure
Opening up Green Spaces
Green Union Canal Activation
Safety/ Wayfinding Improvement in Cole Valley

Connectivity
Cycle Lane Implementations
Accessibility Improvement to Tyseley Station
Micro-mobility Hub

Business Opportunities

Skills Hub
Vertical Farming
Solar Panel Installation on Business Roofs

Residential Opportunities

Interface Improvement between Residential & Industrial
Decarbonisation of Heating in Households
Solar Panel Retrofitting in Residential Areas

WIDER & ONGOING INITIATIVES

4.4

Route to Zero Action Plan
HS2
West Midlands National Park
Hydrogen Powered Transport
Sprint Bus on A45
River Cole and Tyseley Community Commons project
Hay Hall Bio Power Facility
TEP Initiatives
Fuel and Vehicles
Commercial and Demonstrator Site
Proposed National Centre for Decarbonisation of Heat
Energy Transition Centre, Commercial Space & SME Support

Roadmap

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2035+

2030

TBC

Start 2019

2031

Start 2015

HS2 line Birmingham - London opens to passengers

Phase 01 complete

Start 2020

Phase 02 2037
2031

Clean Air Hydrogen Bus Pilot

Potential Hydrogen Trains at Tyseley Rail Depot

TBC

Routes A45 and A34
June 2023
Extension

ITM Motive Hydrogen Refuelling Station Commissioned in 2021
Proposed in 2020

WE ARE HERE

TBC
Climate Innovation Platform (CIP)
Key Milestone
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4.5

Conclusions

THE VISION: TEED AS A GREEN ENERGY & INNOVATION QUARTER
Tyseley Environmental Enterprise District (TEED) will become a Green Energy & Innovation
Quarter, building on the council’s ambition for a low carbon future. The area will attract likeminded businesses and people, to create a place to live, work, learn, innovate and be proud of.
A NEIGHBOURHOOD BUILT BY &
FOR THE COMMUNITY

THE BIRTH PLACE OF GREEN
ENERGY REVOLUTION

Collaborative approach is essential for the success
of any strategic vision. The community, including
both businesses and residents, will be involved early
in the process to create a desirable environment for
them to live and work in.

With increasing number of green energy businesses
established in TEED, and key driving forces from
Tyseley Energy Park (TEP), this vision builds on this
momentum to attract more businesses to join the
green energy revolution.

THE ENGINE FOR INCLUSIVE
GROWTH IN EAST BIRMINGHAM

EXEMPLARY SUSTAINABLE WORKING
& LIVING ENVIRONMENT

Responding to the East Birmingham Inclusive
Growth Strategy, this vision aims to promote
inclusive growth in TEED, benefiting both local
communities and the wider Birmingham.

TEED as a recognised neighbourhood that embeds
a net-zero and sustainable approach in all aspects
of urban life creating a unique ecosystem.

WHY DO WE NEED TO INTERVENE NOW:
•

Respond to Policy Priorities

•

Harness BCC’s emerging Digital Strategy
2022-2025

•

First mover advantage

•

Time pressure of policy priorities

•

Influence on key public procurement
processes

•

Capitalise on existing/committed
development

•

Investment appetite: demonstrable interest
already exists

•

Leverage economic recovery

•

•

Fuel crisis

•

Strong stakeholder support

Leverage emerging political climate and
enhanced focus on circular economy
principles

h

INITIAL KEY MOVES (SPATIAL)

i

LINKING WITH
SURROUNDING
COMMUNITIES
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ii

UTILISING EXISTING GREEN
SPACES & GREENING
STREETS

iii

UTILISING GRAND UNION
CANAL AS A KEY PUBLIC
SPACE

iv

RATIONALISING THE
STREET PATTERN

Roadmap

KEY PRIORITIES & NEXT STEPS
The steps below are crucial for the evolution of TEED. They are key activities that sometimes can be carried
out in parallel towards an integrated delivery. More detail of each can be found above in this vision report.

Vision
Strategy

We are here

Creating A Joint Vision For
TEED
This document’s ambition.
Bringing together the Tyseley
Partnership initiative to show
the potential of TEED. An initial
step that starts to capture the
opportunity and aims to bring
everyone on board.

Wider Stakeholder
Engagement
It is essential to engage
wider stakeholder groups,
the community, residents
and businesses, to explore
the potential for further
collaboration in developing
this initiative. It is part of this
vision

Defining a
Governance Model
Identifying an appropriate
governance model that can
be most helpful in achieving
these ambitions. This is
essential to maximize impact
and collaboration. See p.40 for
more details.

Brand & Identity
Development
Create an integrating
branding for the area that is
distinctive, relevant and easy to
remember. It has to reflect the
overall vision for the area and
reinforce an unique identity.

Catalyst Projects

Defining a Route Through
the Planning System
Identifying the planning
mechanisms that will be
more appropriate to deliver
this vision. This will need
to consider ongoing policy
changes at local, regional and
national tiers. Multiple options
are described in page 44 of
this document.

A series of catalyst projects
are set out in this document
to kickstart the evolution of
TEED. These complement the
multiple existing and ongoing
initiatives in the area, such
as the River Cole and Tyseley
Community Commons project.
See p.35 for details.

TEED
Prospectus

TEED Prospectus &
Funding Opportunities
A prospectus is a useful tool
to convey the opportunity and
attract potential investors and
collaborators for the evolution
of TEED. See p.48 for details.

Defining a Spatial
Framework and Masterplan
Aligned with the selected
planning mechanism. A spatial
framework and following
masterplan will be the tools to
materialize this vision for TEED.

Integrated Delivery
Build a clear, flexible, longterm delivery plan. This
requires a good understanding
of ownerships, actions,
interdependencies and
timelines for the delivery of
this vision.

Planning & Design

Delivery
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1. Introduction
Study Context
Transport for West Midlands (TfWM), in partnership with Birmingham City Council
(BCC) and Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council (SoMBC), is seeking to review and
identify the most appropriate, short to medium-term options for transport
enhancements in the East Birmingham to Solihull (EBS) Corridor (Figure 1).
Figure 1 Corridor Area (East Birmingham Inclusive Growth Strategy)

Home to many industries important to the West Midlands economy, its population
of over a quarter-million people nevertheless have, on average, poorer life
outcomes than in many other parts of the region. Much of the EBS Corridor is in
the top 20% of the most deprived areas in England, as incomes, unemployment,
health, education, housing, crime, living environments and overall life chances here
are generally poorer than elsewhere in the region and the country as a whole. To
exacerbate this further, the Covid-19 pandemic is widely recognised to have had a
more disproportionate negative impact on more deprived areas1, and areas of
higher ethnic diversity; characteristics common within the EBS corridor.
Transport is not the only cause of these problems – the EBS corridor is wellconnected along the east-west axis, with fast local and national rail links including
to Birmingham Airport and the city centre, many Key Route Network road links and
good motorway access, and several of the region’s busiest bus routes.
Despite this, the volume of trips (including many just passing through the corridor)
in the area can mean slow journeys for private vehicles and public transport, with
congestion and overcrowding issues identified, whilst some find car travel or public
transport fares hard to afford. There are still pockets in the corridor and certain
times where public transport services are limited. The high level of motorised
travel, and infrastructure it needs, means problems relating to ongoing operating
and renewal costs, alongside negative externalities that impact the area’s
businesses and residents; not just congestion, but also accidents, severance,
noise and air quality. These externalities lower social and economic outcomes, as
well as contributing to carbon emissions and making active travel harder and less
attractive. Access to major employment areas and opportunities to the north
(including the A38 corridor, Sutton Coldfield and the Peddimore employment
allocation site), and to the south (including Solihull town centre) remains poor, with
physical barriers increasing severance and connectivity via sustainable modes in
particular not accommodated.
Transport enhancement options must answer the needs of the corridor. A longerterm Metro/Rapid Transit solution has previously been identified, which would

1

https://www.bmj.com/content/372/bmj.n376
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unlock transformational and inclusive long-term change, enhancing strategic
connectivity from areas of low employment in the centre to the job opportunities at
both ends of the corridor, benefitting the existing and future residents, employers
and visitors of the region. However, there is a need to support inclusive growth and
benefit realisation in the corridor now, in the short to medium term over the next 15
years, in advance of, and complementary to, this longer-term Metro/Rapid Transit
aspiration.
The purpose of this study is to identify transport options to unlock the short to
medium-term inclusive growth aspirations, thereby supporting future scheme
development and delivery for this corridor. This will contribute to earlier
enhancement of transport provision and local and strategic connectivity, whilst
unlocking of benefits now and aligning with and enabling the long term Metro/Rapid
Transit aspirations. Opportunities related to planned local employment and
residential growth will be considered, alongside committed investment in transport
connectivity, including local schemes (Sprint bus rapid transit, cross-city bus routes
(and infrastructure enhancements to support) and cycling routes in particular) and
HS2, with EBS well served by planned stations at either end of the corridor.
It is fundamental to realise the full potential of this incredibly vibrant, diverse and
important part of the region, supporting the inclusive growth agenda.

Study Background and Purpose of this Report
The overall study comprises five stages, as outlined in Table 1, culminating in a draft
Corridor Strategy and Action Plan. This report relates to Stage 5, the Strategy and
Action Plan. This stage draws together the baseline information and analysis
undertaken to help identify and prioritise where new and improved transport
infrastructure would benefit and support delivery of the wider corridor study aims and
objectives in the short to medium-term.
Table 1 Study Stages and Deliverables
Study Stage

Description

Stage 1: Evidence
Review

Explore existing evidence on, and objectives,
plans, commitments, and constraints for,
transport, land-use, and related issues in the area.
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Study Stage

Description

Stage 2: Analysis of
Scenarios

Development of potential future scenarios that
appraisal will be undertaken against, alongside
consideration of outcomes that would emerge
from a ‘do-nothing’ or ‘counter-factual’ scenario.

Stage 3: Rationale for
Investment Development
Report

Building upon previous stages to develop clear
corridor-wide and location specific Problem and
Opportunity statements and Logic Maps to assist
option appraisal.

Stage 4: Option
Development and
Appraisal

Creation, development and appraisal of a ‘toolkit’
of options and themed packages to address the
identified Problem and Opportunity Statements
and deliver outcomes for the corridor.

Stage 5: Draft Corridor
Strategy and Action Plan

Drafting of a provisional medium-term transport
strategy and associated action plan for the
corridor, that will remain a working version as it is
developed and amended with input and liaison
from relevant stakeholders.

Purpose of this Strategy and Action Plan
The EBS Corridor is integral to the West Midlands’ urban fabric; however economic,
environmental and social challenges, related to transport and nontransport drivers, are limiting opportunities. Transport for West Midlands (TfWM) are
seeking a holistic ground-up review, optioneering, appraisal and creation of an
Action Plan, suitable for engaging with stakeholders and driving forward investment
and positive economic, environmental and social outcomes in the medium term.
This report brings together the outcomes of the EBS Corridor study and the
stakeholder engagement to better understand the opportunities available to support
growth in the area, alongside net gains in regional economic output to identify
transformational short, medium and long-term outcomes, benefitting existing and
future residents, employers and visitors. The study culminates in a targeted,
investible Action Plan, with a Strategic Rationale for Investment at its heart. The
study has consolidated a robust evidence base to support mode-
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agnostic optioneering alongside considerations for different potential future
scenarios (in terms of economic and social change).
The Strategy and Action Plan provides guidance on the delivery of transport
interventions alongside an action plan, setting out the funding priority focus to guide
and secure transport measures that maximise benefits in the EBS corridor and
improve sustainable travel within a short to medium term, in advance of the longerterm vision connected to the rapid transit coming on-stream.
The remainder of this report is structured as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Section 2: Summary of Study
Section 3: Strategic Rationale for Investment
Section 4: Interventions and Packages
Section 5: Delivery Considerations
Section 6: The EBS Corridor Action Plan
Section 7: Summary and Next Steps
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2. Summary of Study
This study has comprised of five stages to develop a draft Corridor Strategy and
Action Plan. The Action Plan is the final deliverable and concludes the final stage of
the study.
The transport enhancement options put forward by this study answer the needs of
the corridor over the next 15 years, in advance of, and complementary to, a longerterm Metro/Rapid Transit solution for connecting Birmingham city centre with the
NEC, Birmingham Airport and HS2 Interchange, the latter of which will unlock a step
change in strategic connectivity for business and communities in the EBS corridor.
Likewise, the methodology has reflected best practice and knowledge from the
project and client teams, and has considered the latest local, regional and national
policy and aspirations regarding technology, growth aspirations, environmental
considerations, and innovative approaches. This will mean the investment brought
forward is effective and responsive in addressing the overall issues and challenges
in the corridor and is reflective of the aspirations and visions in the corridor. A
summary of the study is outlined in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Summary of Study Stages

1. Evidence
Review
Summary

2. Analysis of
Scenarios

3. Problem/
Opportunity
Statement
and Specific
Objectives

4. Option
Development
and
Appraisal

5. Draft
Corridor
Strategy and
Action Plan

Identified challenges to connectivity and sustainable travel within the study area which if not addressed, will
prevent an improvement in the standard of living. The key themes of the problems and opportunities required to
be addressed included:
• Improvement in the access to and between local centres and key employment centres by public transport,
walking, and cycling
• Bus priority at congestion hotspots
• Improvement to the walking and cycling provision through greenspaces and nature areas to reduce
severance between local centres
• Targeting locations which provide potential multi-modal interchange opportunities and strengthen these
services
• Ensuring easy and efficient connections to new HS2 infrastructure for residents in the study area
• Building upon, linking into, and complementing schemes as part of the DfT’s Active Travel Fund

This stage revised the existing alternative futures that may be realised in the context of the evidence considered
and the issues demonstrated in the Evidence Review. The scenarios analysed were: the TfWM Covid-19 Response
and Recovery Scenario Planning, the Midlands Connect Alternative Futures and the WMCA Transport PlanReimaging Transport in the West Midlands. A ‘Do nothing’ scenario was also identified to support the appraisal of
interventions in Stage 4 of this study.
Having demonstrated the likely outcomes of potential future scenarios that will impact the corridor, potential
outcomes were identified, and alignment with regional ‘Motives for Change’ ambitions and sustainability, has been
demonstrated. Exploring the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario highlighted the importance of investment in the corridor to avoid
a worsening of outcomes in line with existing trends and the personas that dominate the corridor.

Stage 3 provided a compelling and coherent Rationale for Investment for the EBS Corridor, drawing out key
elements from Stages 1 and 2 of the study. The summary of issues within the corridor, in the form of Problem and
Opportunity Statements were developed to provide a high level, non-technical summary for the 16 ‘places’ identified
from the four areas and four primary typologies across the corridor.
Corridor- and typology-specific objectives and Logic Maps were also developed to support the next stage of the
study which looked at option generation, sifting and packaging the interventions. Although the specific inputs and
outputs were unknown during stage 3, the Logic Maps did highlight the benefits and outcomes of all interventions,
and therefore could be used to test the chosen interventions to ensure they helped deliver long-term impacts and
inclusive growth aspirations for the EBS Corridor.

This stage developed and appraised options for the study. An initial longlist of options was identified, with potential
interventions shortlisted, packaged and appraised against an approved Appraisal Framework. This framework
considered alignment against corridor objectives and deliverability to determine the likely scale of benefits that could
be expected.
Initial consideration of how packages may be impacted by funding and policy realities was also considered,
alongside delivery timescales and where interventions would likely be most impactful, in terms of aligning with
different segments of the population and propensity to Avoid, Shift and Improve travel choices.

The Action Plan addresses the economic, social and environmental objectives of the corridor and reflects the needs
and characteristics of the local community and transport-users. Likewise, the draft corridor strategy compliments
future interventions in the corridor and meets the overarching ambitions set out in the Inclusive Growth Strategy.

Copyright © 2021 Arcadis. All rights reserved. arcadis.com
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3. Strategic Rationale for Investment
As the region looks towards a more inclusive, resilient and sustainable future, we
must harness and optimise the full potential of the EBS corridor. The previous stages
of the EBS Corridor Study have involved a comprehensive review of evidence and
identification of issues and consideration of potential future scenarios to understand
better and present the Strategic Rationale for Investment.
The development of, and the summary Strategic Rationale for Investment is
summarised within this section.

Evidence and Policy Review
The Evidence Review (Stage 1) provided a comprehensive review of existing
information regarding the objectives, plans, commitments, and constraints for
transport, land-use, and other related issues in the EBS Corridor. A range of national,
regional, and local transport strategies were analysed to determine the planning
policy framework in which the study must meet through the delivery of the proposed
interventions in the EBS Corridor.
The review looked at a range of WMCA policies to determine the investment priorities
across region, these included:
• The Inclusive Growth Framework, a deliberate and socially purposeful model of
economic growth which measured not only by how fast or aggressive it is; but
also, by how well it is shared across the whole population and place, and the
capacity of our environment to sustain it.
• The WM2041, responded to the pressing climate emergency and outlined an
ambition for the region to be carbon neutral by 2041 and principles for
decarbonisation.
• The West Midlands Local Industrial Strategy outlined the need and opportunity to
enable and encourage innovation in the transport sector to align the products and
services of industry to the needs of society, WMCA has placed ‘Future of Mobility’
at the heart of its new local industrial strategy.
• Recharge the West Midlands: In response to the social and economic challenges
the region now faces, WMCA has adopted a plan to build back better and
accelerate economic recovery in the West Midlands.

2

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/city-region-sustainable-transport-settlements-developingproposals/city-region-sustainable-transport-settlements-guidance-for-mayoral-combined-authorities
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• Motives for Change: These are intended to support emerging policy and focus on
creating a fairer, greener, healthier, happier, and more prosperous West
Midlands.
• These region-wide policies also aligned with the aspirations and objectives of the
two Transport Strategy documents adopted by the Local Authority’s within the
corridor; the Birmingham Transport Plan 2031 and Solihull Connected.
Since the inception of the EBS Corridor Study, the government has launched a new
City Regional Sustainable Transport Settlement (CRSTS) 2, which seeks to invest in
local transport networks. This fund seeks to reduce issues identified by the National
Infrastructure Strategy; namely that poor local transport networks are affecting
productivity in city regions when compared to London and counterparts in Europe.
The objectives and ambitions of CRSTS and the EBS Corridor Study (and other local
and regional policy as detailed above) are strongly aligned, with a desire to enhance
local transport to drive economic growth and decarbonise transport networks.
The WMCA CRSTS prospectus submitted to Government 3 included the ”East
Birmingham North Solihull” corridor as a key package of schemes to support
inclusive growth. This package included:
•
•
•
•

Development work to progress the Metro/Rapid Transit corridor
Package of sustainable transport improvements
Cross-city bus priority routes
Segregated cycle schemes

Funding allocated for the EBS Corridor for 2022-2027, including the longer term
Metro/Rapid Transit development funding ask, is still to be confirmed.

Identification of Issues and Travel Patterns
The review of travel demand data demonstrated the complex travel demand
relationships; within the EBS Corridor, travel generated by the corridor travelling
elsewhere (and vice versa), and other trips travelling through the corridor. The
PRISM data presented a clear pattern of shorter distance trips, while Mobile Phone
Data identified key clusters of travel demand around big trip attractors such as
hospitals, major employment sites like Birmingham Airport and Jaguar Land Rover
and at leisure sites such as the NEC. Overall, this highlighted the disperse travel
patterns and behaviours of all users that interact with the corridor.
3

https://governance.wmca.org.uk/documents/s5992/Appendix.pdf
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A review of the connectivity in the study area noted a high proportion of trips
remained internal to the corridor, and there was poor connectivity to major
employment growth areas and higher education sites outside of the corridor. This
prevented many residents from accessing key opportunities, including Birmingham
city centre, around Birmingham Airport, the NEC and HS2 Interchange, and others
to the north and south of the corridor; contradicting the Inclusive Growth agenda.
The transport constraints not only include physical barriers such as greenspaces and
nature areas but also public transport issues too, as buses are limited, unaffordable
and unreliable for many residents in the area. Likewise, the issues of traffic
congestion at pinch-points across the corridor is detrimental to public transport
reliability, particularly to the buses making north-south movements around Bordesley
Green, Stechford, Bromford and Washwood Heath.
Similarly, additional barriers to active travel are also prominent, as there are plans
for new cycle route infrastructure in the southern and north-western areas of the EBS
Corridor study area but the central and north-eastern areas lack planned or
committed cycle infrastructure. Likewise, a review of population segmentation data
and Datashine data showed that although car ownership within the corridor was low,
private car-use was the dominant mode of travel.
The segmentation data also helped target interventions to different segments of the
population that would be most receptive to them and help support a meaningful,
long-term behavioural change. This included interventions such as greater access
to sustainable and alternative modes of transport and road space reallocation to
provide public transport greater priority across the network. This would increase
access to employment and education opportunities and help tackle some of the
biggest transport issues on the corridor.
The Evidence Review identified and summarised the challenges faced by residents,
businesses and commuters within the corridor, in the context of the existing situation.
These challenges can be summarised into seven key areas:
1. East-West and North-South connectivity; to growth and employment locations
in Birmingham City Centre and Solihull Town Centre, and at HS2 Interchange
and Peddimore
2. A lack of provision of segregated and formal cycle lanes and associated
facilities
3. Unreliable bus routes, with actual journey times often much longer than
timetabled
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4. Severance between residents and economic opportunities and the public
transport network, related to canals, railways and major roads (including the
M6, Key Route Network roads and the West Coast Main Line)
5. Specific congestion challenges at a number of locations across the corridor
6. Specific demographic challenges, including high ‘indices of multiple
depravation’, life expectancy, obesity, lower employment and education levels
and poor living environments
7. Traveller segmentation challenges, with many residents within the corridor less
likely to travel by sustainable modes including cycling and a dominance of
private car use
These challenges need to be considered in the context of the longer term proposals
for Metro/Rapid Transit scheme in the EBS Corridor. The first of the challenges
identified above in particular is exacerbated by the Metro/Rapid Transit proposals
being a longer term aspiration, with a need for any investment in the shorter term to
avoid conflicting with these proposals or harming the case for investment in strategic
connectivity. While the Metro/Rapid Transit solution will provide a step-change in
transport connectivity and link the corridor to the major economic hubs of
Birmingham city centre and the area around HS2 Interchange (including the Airport,
NEC and UK Central), a need to support inclusive growth in the short term through
delivering a range of transport and non-transport interventions to unlock beneficial
outcomes is clear.

Areas and Typologies
The Stage 1 Evidence Review Report details the challenges and opportunities that
currently exist within the corridor. It notes the variability across the corridor in the
types and the scale of these challenges and opportunities, with four key areas
identified (and shown in Figure 3):
• Area 1: East Birmingham to River Cole – Area of densest urban form, typically
traditional Victorian terraced houses with high residential density and areas of
frequent parking activity on key routes due to employment and retail uses
• Area 2: River Cole to Lea Hall – Urban area of predominantly residential use,
developed in the post-war era with distinct neighbourhood centres, with generally
wider routes and decreased on-road parking activity
• Area 3: Lea Hall to Chelmsley Wood – Dense urban area with 1960s style
residential development, and distinct neighbourhood retail centres (e.g.
7
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Chelmsley Wood and Kinghurst). Increased parking activity on carriageway
compared with Area 2, typically due to residential and educational uses at certain
times of day

Table 2 Typologies and Areas of the EBS Corridor
Places and Typologies

• Area 4: Chelmsley Wood to Birmingham International/ NEC – Light urban/ semirural area with low residential density and higher proportion of employment at the
Airport, NEC and Resorts World retail park area, in addition to key rail/ air
transport links at Birmingham International

Older Urban
Neighbourhood
Modern
Suburban
Neighbourhood

The Evidence Review stage also identified a number of different and contrasting
urban forms, or ‘typologies’. It is recognised that, in addition to contrasting issues in
different areas of the corridor, interventions to support long term inclusive growth will
differ according to the different typologies. To support the development of the
Corridor Strategy and Action Plan, that are specific and reflect the wide variety of
places within the corridor, several typologies have been defined.

Rural Living

These typologies have been identified from different places that are presented in the
Local Transport Plan (LTP) Green Paper4, which reimagines a potential future vision
for each of these places. The typologies that are present in different areas of the
EBS corridor are outlined in Table 2.

Business / Industrial / Retail
Parks

Area 1

Area 2

Area 3

Area 4

External

Residential
Streets

Local High Streets
Main Roads

City and Town Centres

Problem/ Opportunity Statements
Following the Evidence Review, the problems and challenges were organised into
specific ‘areas’ and ‘typologies’ of the different places throughout the corridor. Once
the area and typology-specific challenges were established, opportunities were
identified to create holistic Problem and Opportunity statements. This helped identify
interventions that would support change and produce long-term impacts and
outcomes across all the different fragments of the corridor.
Each area and typology had differing challenges and opportunities, for instance:
• Area 1, on the western end of the EBS corridor is a dense residential urban form,
with homes typically in the form of traditional Victorian terraced houses. While
this area does not form part of the KRN, its several local high streets are key
transport routes, such as Bordesley Green and Alum Rock Road
• Area 2 is also predominantly a residential area with semi-detached and detached
houses, wider residential roads and distinct neighbourhood centres. Main routes
4

https://www.tfwm.org.uk/media/tcgf3ik2/local-transport-plan-green-paper-final.pdf
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in the area include the A4040 passing north-south and small sections of arterial
routes at the edges of the corridor
• Area 3, spanning from Lea Hall to Chelmsley Wood in the east and Jaguar Land
Rover in the south, is a dense urban area with 1960s style residential
development and has a mix of distinct neighbourhood retail centres and local
clusters of community centres. The northern edge of the area borders the A452
(and the M6), while the A45 cuts across the southern extent, with a large part of
this section of the KRN also acting as a local centre for Sheldon
• Area 4, at the eastern end of the EBS Corridor is much less developed, with some
areas of suburban residential development similar to Area 2 (Marsden Green)
and other semi-rural areas with low residential density, such as Catherine-deBarnes. The is also dominated by Birmingham Airport, the NEC and Birmingham
Business Park, with significant development forecast at HS2 Interchange and
Arden Cross. The area has two main roads that are part of the KRN; the A45 and
the A452, linking to other areas of the corridor. The M42 also passes through the
eastern edge of the corridor
The longer term aspiration to deliver a Metro/Rapid Transit scheme through the
corridor will benefit all Areas of the corridor. Therefore, there is a consistent
opportunity across all areas and typologies to deliver interventions in the short to
medium term that will complement any longer term scheme that is developed, and
support benefit realisation sooner and maximise the benefits of any Metro/Rapid
Transit scheme in the future.

Future Scenarios

The use of future scenarios within transport planning is critical in aiding appraisal of
interventions; through a consideration of what the future may be like, so the success
of proposals can be more robustly evaluated.
The consideration of Future Scenarios as part of defining the Strategic Rationale for
Investment is important to provide confidence that the case for investment is not
unduly harmed as a result of economic and social changes. In addition, a strong
Strategic Rationale for Investment can also outline how beneficial economic and
social outcomes could be generated through investment in the EBS Corridor, despite
a less positive future scenario coming to pass.
Different scenarios within transport planning were analysed during the EBS Corridor
study to inform the overall option development and appraisal work. This identified
potential future scenarios, how different trends related to different future
‘uncertainties’ could impact how we live and travel in the future, and subsequently
what their impact would be on the benefit realisation of different interventions. The
following documents were evaluated as part of this:
• TfWM - Covid-19 Response and Recovery Scenario Planning
• Midlands Connect - Alternative Futures5
• WMCA - Transport Plan - Reimagining Transport in the West Midlands: A
Conversation about Change
The findings of this evaluation was used to define a range of future scenarios for the
EBS Corridor. In addition, potential future scenarios were used to identify
interventions that would facilitate the most positive scenario (‘Hoping’) within the
EBS Corridor, while also generating positive impacts and benefit realisation
regardless of the future scenario (‘low regrets’ investment).

When outlining the justification for investment, forecasting is traditionally based on a
continuation of trends currently being observed. However, this approach can
introduce risk into appraisal, with reduced benefit realisation possible if an
intervention or scheme has not been developed to provide benefit regardless of the
future economic and social situation. Recent significant changes brought on by the
Covid-19 pandemic, alongside technological advances and a more digital economy
are all examples of factors that can influence future scenarios and subsequently
benefit realisation.

5

Summary report available online: https://www.midlandsconnect.uk/media/1700/alternative-futuresreport-december-2019.pdf
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Figure 3 EBS Study Area
Key Location References:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.
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Custard Factory
Birmingham City FC
St Andrews Shopping Park
Bordesley Green Allotments
Heartlands Hospital
Bordesley Green Recreation Ground
John Henry Newman College
North Solihull Sports Centre
WMG Academy for Young Engineers
Birmingham Business Park
Birmingham International Park
Bickenhill Trading Estate
National Exhibition Centre
Elmdon Trading Estate
Birmingham International Station
HS2 Interchange
Resorts World
South & City College Birmingham Digbeth Campus
The Richmond Primary Care Medical
Centre
Garretts Green Industrial Estate
Ace Business Park (Mackadown Lane
Industrial Estate)
Chelmsley Wood Shopping Centre
South & City College – Bordesley Green
Campus
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The economic and social factors explored were placed along two ‘axis of uncertainty’
as detailed below, with four scenarios arising as seen in Figure 4:
Figure 4 Final Scenarios and Potential Outcomes

The strength of economic recovery
+ All economic growth within the corridor and at the periphery (Birmingham city
centre, Birmingham Airport and UK Central) is unlocked within previously
assumed timeframes (and aligned with the 15 year Action Plan). Associated
strength in factors such as consumer spending (returning to pre-pandemic
levels), and unemployment rates (returning to pre-pandemic levels).
- Economic growth is slower, and concentrated on existing regional centres and
the periphery of the corridor. Limited growth associated with local
development sites within the corridor. Associated lower consumer spend for
residents and those visiting and working in the corridor, and recovery of
unemployment rates taking twice as long as the positive scenario.
Society recovery from Covid-19 and level of state support
+ Supported public transport encouraging use for those travelling from, to and
through EBS Corridor returning to pre-pandemic levels. Higher remotesubstitution, and enhancement of skills within the workforce that resides in the
EBS corridor increases the proportion that are employed in the new skilled
jobs created within and on the periphery of the corridor.
- Ongoing reluctance for public transport use, alongside less remotesubstitution. Skills levels of EBS Corridor workforce remain the same as
present, with less opportunity for local residents to benefit from the new skilled
jobs created in the economy.

Corridor Specific Objectives
Corridor-specific objectives were also developed to inform the effective appraisal
and evaluation of corridor options, and the overall monitoring and evaluation of
investment in the EBS corridor. The objectives were built up following the findings of
the policy review undertaken in Stage 1.
These objectives aimed to promote high-level, inclusive growth, support the
levelling-up of growth and overall, ensure consistent growth throughout the corridor.
The corridor- wide objectives are summarised in Table 3.
Following the setting of the corridor objectives, the Option Appraisal stage used
these objectives to assist in guiding and identifying a range of intervention measures.

Copyright © 2021 Arcadis. All rights reserved. arcadis.com
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Table 3 Corridor Specific Objectives
Objectives
1. Enhance
opportunities to
support the
creation of new
jobs and skills.
2. Supporting
inclusive
growth and
empowering
communities to
contribute to
the creation of
a healthier and
fairer society.
3. Reduce the
negative
impacts that
transport has
on the
environment.

4. Support future
growth through
early
intervention to
promote
greater inward
investment.

Further Information/ Metrics
Increasing the connectivity between local centres to enable
people to access new skills and employment opportunities.
A consideration of transport related factors that contribute to
the inequalities that occur across the corridor to reduce
barriers to opportunities.
Equal and fair access to transport to deliver better connected
places. A transport network that is accessible, safe, and
affordable for all and supports greater social mobility to
provide fairer access to opportunities across the region.
A community centred approach, where people feel
connected without cars.
Enhanced health and wellbeing of the community and
improved indices of multiple deprivation for inclusive growth.
Support the delivery of a well-connected transport system,
that moves away from single-occupancy car travel and
prioritises public transport use, micro-mobility and active
travel.
A reduction in harmful vehicle emissions and pollutants such
as CO2 to help tackle climate change and support
Birmingham City Council’s commitment of achieving carbon
neutrality by 2030.
Improved air quality will also increase the health and
wellbeing of the community and the environment.
Support the population growth that is forecast in the region
and minimise the negative impacts that this could have on
the transport network (e.g., greater congestion due to an
increase in the number of journeys).
Provide transport infrastructure that promotes the corridor
(and the region) as an attractive place for investment. This
would include accommodating the future demand on the
network with increased opportunities for sustainable
transport.
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Logic Maps
To clearly demonstrate the linkages between objectives, inputs (in terms of
resources and investment), outputs (arising from investment) and outcomes (short,
medium and long term benefits arising from investment), a series of logic maps (for
each typology) were developed. These provide an insight into the benefits of
investment and to link objectives with the quantifiable outcomes and impacts, and
tangible outputs.
These outputs and outcomes, and the objectives that underpin them will not be
achieved through investment in transport alone. Some of issues and challenges
(related to wider social, economic and environmental issues) along the corridor are
not specifically related to transport interventions, highlighting the need for a
comprehensive inclusive growth strategy and coordinated delivery across numerous
delivery partners. Furthermore, objective 2 (Table 3) acknowledges that inequality is
multifaceted and is influenced by a range of different factors, and therefore cannot
be wholly overcome by mitigating transport barriers and challenges. Nevertheless,
transport issues are a significant contributing factor to inequality and by improving
the transport choices for local people, the outcomes of this Action Plan will be to
enhance opportunities for residents to access services and facilities to help reduce
inequality and deprivation, support inclusive growth and overall, empower
communities across the region.
The logic maps worked backwards to identify the outcomes required to realise the
desired benefits (referred to as ‘impacts’ in the TfWM Monitoring and Evaluation
Framework, and used below) and consequently, the inputs and outputs necessary
to achieve the aspired outcomes. Although the overall desired impacts remained
consistent across the different geographical typologies (residential streets, local high
streets, main roads and Business / Industrial / Retail Parks), there was some
variation among the desired outcomes. This was a result of the different problems
and opportunities specific to each typology. At this time, the Logic Maps are relevant
to all identified interventions and packages; the appraisal process tested each
intervention to ensure that a successful implementation would support the required
outcomes to meet the EBS Corridor vision and long term aspirations.
In addition, the logic maps also highlight the committed changes and major plans to
create new jobs and homes throughout the corridor and the wider West Midlands,
reiterating why now is the critical time to invest and achieve long-term, inclusive
growth. Figure 5 provides an example of the sequencing used to create the logic
maps.
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Figure 5 Logic Map for Local High Streets Typology in EBS Corridor

Study Objectives

Outcomes

Inputs and
Outputs
1st Order

1. Enhance opportunities to
support the creation of new jobs
and skills.
Ensure connectivity to local
centres that provide
resources and support
skills-development
initiatives, such as local
libraries, schools, colleges
and community centres.
2. Supporting inclusive growth
and empowering communities to
contribute to the creation of a
healthier and fairer society.
Improve connectivity to
community centres and
other locations with
initiatives to support
inclusive growth to broaden
their reach and successful
outcomes.
3. Reduce the negative impacts
that transport has on the
environment.
Support sustainable travel in
local centres, linking with
other initiatives in residential
areas, networks between
local centres, and strategic
connectivity via the KRN.

4. Support future growth through
early intervention to promote
greater inwards investment.
Improve the availability and
accessibility of community
services in local centres,
creating more attractive
places to live and work and
supporting inward
investment.
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Increased reliability and
attractiveness of bus
services

2nd Order

Improved cross-city and
strategic connectivity

Impacts
3rd Order

Access to greater
economic opportunities
and benefits

Increased productivity

The specific Inputs and
outputs are yet to be
determined for the study,
and will be identified in
Stage 4 of the study.
Likely Inputs will be in
terms of resource; both
time, and capital and
revenue funding, and any
local policy that may be
required to implement
proposals and secure
change.
Inputs and outputs will
differ depending on the
intervention (or package of
interventions), area and
typology within the EBS
Corridor.

Improve the public
transport connectivity to
local transport hubs.

Greater connectivity to
local centres.

Improved attractiveness
of local high streets

Broader active travel
network and improved
cycle and walking
infrastructure between
local centres and
transport hubs

Greater connectivity to
jobs, skills and
education opportunities

Greater uptake of
community resources
and initiatives promoted
by libraries, schools,
colleges and community
centres

Public transport
becomes more attractive

Reduced barriers to
travel

Greater connectivity to
jobs, skills and education
opportunities

Better air quality,
reduced congestion and
emissions

Achieving WMCA's goals
and ambitions
Achieving BCC's and
SoMBC's goals and
ambitions

Happier, healthier and
more attractive place to
live

Increased walking and
cycling
Empowered local
businesses and service
providers

Future Metro/Rapid
Transit route
safeguarded or
futureproofed

The overall aspiration is to
achieve long-term,
inclusive growth for
everyone in the corridor.
By achieving this, the
scheme aims to provide
equal access to socioeconomic opportunities to
help residents live
healthier, happier lives
and create an attractive
place to live, work and
socialise.
In achieving long-term
inclusive growth, prevalent
deprivation and lost
opportunities will be
reduced, supporting
sustainable, inclusive
economic success.
Long term aspirations for
a Metro/Rapid Transit
route through the corridor
is supported, with
alignment of outputs with
the proposed route
provided where
applicable.

Reduced car use
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Rationale for Investment Statement
The EBS Corridor Study has identified how enhanced transport infrastructure will be
used as an enabler for investment throughout the corridor, to deliver positive
outcomes and support easy accessibility, efficient connectivity, reduced car use and
overall, better community wellbeing. In conjunction with physical enhancements, a
comprehensive inclusive growth strategy and coordinated delivery across numerous
delivery partners will be required. Social engagement across many providers,
including health, employment, leisure, education, and retail rely on transport
connectivity to enable their function in society This function will be strengthened
through behavioural change (via Travel Demand Management (TDM) measures)
and enhanced digital connectivity, to enhance opportunities for residents and meet
the aspirations and objectives outlined for the corridor.
Through addressing the long-standing issues, transport infrastructure can help
transform the area into a place where people are happier, healthier and have greater
access to economic opportunities.
The short and medium-term investment outlined in this Action Plan focuses on
improving places, communities, and transport connectivity in the corridor to generate
valuable, long-term growth and support the wider vision to transform the corridor into
a better place to live and work.
A ‘Rationale for Investment’ statement has been developed to present the ‘Golden
Thread’ that has been identified through this study, summarising the reasons for
investing in infrastructure within the corridor in the context of identified problems and
opportunities. This statement can be used going forward to illustrate the importance
of Inclusive Growth clearly and succinctly in the EBS Corridor. The significance of
the long term impacts that could be realised following investment, across both future
economic and transport opportunities in the corridor, and their role in achieving longterm inclusive growth, are also clearly illustrated.
The Rationale for Investment is a positive, effective and concise statement
promoting change and investment in the corridor that has emerged from the issues
identified with Stage 1 (Evidence Review) of this study. The Rationale will also
remain relevant regardless of the future economic and social trends, including
relating to travel habits, general economic growth and changing behaviours as the
country and economy emerges from the Covid-19 pandemic.
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Rationale for Investment
As we emerge from the global pandemic and the region looks towards a more
inclusive, resilient and sustainable future, we must completely harness and optimise
the full potential of the EBS Corridor as an incredibly vibrant, unique and diverse
area.
Investment in the short and medium term within the area will support the vision for
the EBS corridor, making it a great place to live, work and grow up, where people
are healthy, successful and filled with community pride. Investment into this
corridor focuses on improving places, communities, and transport connectivity to
generate valuable, long-term growth.

opportunities in the corridor; a commitment and commencement in 2020 to High
Speed 2; the Government’s continued focus to the ‘Levelling up’ agenda. Likewise,
Birmingham’s Transport Plan (Delivery Plan) and Solihull Connected will herald a
new approach and will double down on initiatives to address structural inequalities
that currently impact on the success and quality of life outcomes within the corridor.
Similarly, the East Birmingham Inclusive Growth Strategy recognises key challenges
and outlines a way to enable local people to fully benefit from both new and existing
opportunities. Key themes covered in this strategy include:

Throughout this corridor, enhanced transport infrastructure will be used as an
enabler, where investment delivers positive outcomes to support easy accessibility,
efficient connectivity, reduced car use and overall better community wellbeing.
Harnessing the full potential of the EBS corridor
With committed changes and major plans to create new jobs and homes throughout
the corridor and the wider West Midlands, now is the critical time to invest and
propel the area towards long-term, inclusive growth.
Enhanced connectivity will harness the full potential of the EBS Corridor - maximising
the benefits of regeneration, enhanced skills initiatives, and new job and education
opportunities. Better connecting the corridor to key destinations internally, as well as
to jobs and skills at major national and regional growth sites – including at
Birmingham city centre, Peddimore and at UK
Central (including both West Midlands’ HS2
Stations), supports the levelling up agenda and
aligns with the inclusive growth agenda; both for
residents within the corridor and across the
region.
Rapid, greener connectivity to new jobs and
business opportunities will ensure as many
growth benefits are felt in the corridor, as well as benefitting employers with
enhanced access to the skilled workers they need to succeed.
New investment proposed by the outcomes of this study will also align to the key
policy drivers. For instance, the launch of ‘Our Future – City Plan’ by Birmingham
City Council presents an ambitious vision for the future, one that aligns well to the
Copyright © 2021 Arcadis. All rights reserved. arcadis.com

Summary
The purpose of investment within the EBS Corridor is to support inclusive growth
and align with the aspirations of residents, businesses and the region as a whole.
By acting now, in advance of the potential delivery of long-term Metro/Rapid Transit
aspirations in the corridor, we can support the reduction in, and severity of several
issues which limit opportunities for residents and businesses, these include:
●
●
●
●

Poor health
Increased carbon dioxide emissions and air quality issues
Increased poverty and high levels of multiple deprivation
Poor accessibility to jobs, education, retail, leisure

The Action Plan and Corridor Strategy, outlining and prioritising short- and mediumterm interventions illustrates how enhanced transport connectivity can support
Inclusive Growth and not compromise, but encourage a greater benefit realisation
of future schemes, such as Metro/Rapid Transit expansion.
Now really is the time for the EBS Corridor to achieve its potential and play its crucial
role in the success of Birmingham, Solihull and the West Midlands. This approach
will deliver long term, inclusive growth and ensure the transport enhancement
options answer the needs of the corridor.
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4. Interventions and Packages
A comprehensive Option Development and Appraisal process was undertaken as
part of Stage 4 of this study, with the process followed presented in Figure 6.
Figure 6 Optioneering and Appraisal Process
International
case studies
and
experience
Options
Workshop

Best
practice

Stage 1
Evidence
Review

Stage 2
Scenario
Analysis

Options Longlist

Client
Team

The six shortlisted packages are outlined below in Table 4, alongside a general
description of the type of interventions contained within each themed package. A
summary ‘Plan on a Page’ for each package can be seen in Appendix A.
Table 4: Six Shortlisted Packages
Package

Package Intervention Description

Limited
Physical
Infrastructure

This package focuses on smaller scale interventions, with
limited physical infrastructure required to reduce embedded
carbon and construction costs. Some interventions build upon
existing schemes, as well as new interventions for the corridor.

Strategic
Connectivity

This package supports greater connectivity between modes of
public and active transport at strategic hubs and centres through
larger, more strategic interventions. This package also focusses
on providing safer, more accessible transport connectivity for
public transport users and active travel users. Interventions are
aligned with current strategic schemes for the corridor that are in
advanced stages of development or delivery, including Sprint,
Cross City Bus and segregated cycle lanes.

Revenue

Noting some risks and opportunities around revenue – both as a
requirement of an intervention, or an additional output, a
package has been created to combine interventions with
revenue implications.

Technology
Focused

Technology focused packages aim to capitalise on current and
emerging future mobility and technological advances to improve
connectivity, and cover all types of interventions (Avoid, Shift
and Improve).

Stage 3 Sifting Criteria,
Objectives and Logic Maps

Sifting

Subject
Matter
Experts

Following the finalisation of the shortlist of interventions, themed packages were
identified. This packaging process was undertaken to enable reflection of a different
range of scales of intervention and delivery programmes to support the creation of a
corridor action plan.

Rejected options
Packaging
Workshop

Identification of themed packages

Stage 2 CounterFactual
Funding Horizon
Scanning

Qualitative
Assessment

Option Development and Appraisal

Stage 3 Sifting
Criteria, Objectives
and Logic Maps

A longlist of potential interventions
were developed to address the challenges and
Report and Gateway Meeting
capture the opportunities within the corridor. To sift these longlist options, a bespoke
Appraisal Framework was used; this reflected the corridor-specific objectives and
highlighted any deliverability issues that would challenge the implementation of the
intervention.
Copyright © 2021 Arcadis. All rights reserved. arcadis.com
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Package

Package Intervention Description

Travel
Demand
Management

This package focusses on working with residents, businesses
and schools to promote a long-term behavioural change and
increase the reliability of the transport network through reducing
peak periods, minimising the need to travel, and supporting more
local employment opportunities to reduce long distance trips.

Development
Led

Development-led packages focus on placemaking and
delivering long-term socio-economic change through local
regeneration. This package aims to decrease the need for
mobility through better land use planning and improving skills
and employment opportunities for local people and includes
factors such as transit-orientated communities.

Having identified the ‘theme’ of interventions that would fall within each of the six
packages, Table 5 outlines the specific interventions that were discussed, identified
and shortlisted from the Option Appraisal Framework and Option Appraisal
workshops. A single page summary of each package can be seen in Appendix A.

Shortlist
Packages

Car pool / 2+ lanes

Strategic
Connectivity

Revenue

Table 5 Interventions within Packages
Shortlist
Packages
Do Minimum

Limited
Physical
Infrastructur
e

Interventions included within the packages
Mobility as a Service (MaaS) and Integrated Ticketing
Revise bus network to
A45 Cycling and Sprint (Phase 1)
account for Sprint
Road Safety
Demand
Enhancement of existing
Review and
Responsive
crossings and
enhancements
Transit
underpasses
Places for
Improved personal
Mobility Hubs
People
security
(neighbourhood)
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e-Scooters

Clean Air Zones

Cycle route
maintenance
Road space reallocation
scheme
On street cycle
Further bike hire roll CAV for public transport
parking
out
Damson Parkway
Multi-modal junction
Bus lanes and
Junction
improvements
priority
Improvements
Cross City
Cross City Bus
Bus
Packages 5&6 East:
A45 Sprint Phase 2
Packages
Metro/Rapid Transit
5&6 East
Futureproofing
Integrated
Enhanced bus
New cycle routes /
interchanges
routes to rail and
corridors
between modes
Sprint
Real time
CAV for public
Off-peak links to
information roll out
transport
major trip attractors
Further revenue funding for
Cycle route maintenance scheme
bus network
Mobility Credits
Means-tested subsidised public
Scheme
transport travel
Car park charges, incl on street / residential parking policy
Freight consolidation centres
Electric vehicle (EV) car-share
for local electric vehicle
schemes
deliveries
Electric Vehicle
Demand Responsive Transit
Charging
5G / Digital
e-Scooters
CAV for public transport
Connectivity
Hydrogen
Real time information roll
fuelling for
e-Bike hire scheme
out
freight
Mobility Credits
TDM Social media push
Scheme TDM
communications on travel choice
e-Bike hire
scheme

This appraisal process also considered potential delivery timescales and alignment
with different places (typologies and areas) within the corridor. The outcomes from
this element of the appraisal is presented in Appendix B.
The interventions also include a set of ‘Do Minimum’ schemes, which are assumed
to be funded and/or currently under development or implementation.

Interventions included within the packages

Technology
Focussed
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Shortlist
Packages

Interventions included within the packages

The total cost of all six packages has been estimated using a broad range of
assumptions. For each intervention the following has been calculated:

Behaviour change
focus with local schools
Other TDM, including
Travel
Staggered school start times to flatten
residential travel
Demand
the AM peaks
planning
Management
TDM plans School
Car park
5G / Digital
for large
Travel
charges
Connectivity
employers Review
Local regeneration
Business to residential land use change
Development Transit orientated
Local skills centres aligned to updated
Led
communities and
local plans
development

• A ‘low’ and ‘high’ cost per intervention has been provided (either capital or
revenue costs)
• A ‘low’ and ‘high’ number of implementations of each intervention across the
corridor
• The frequency of implementation during the 15-year programme, from 1 (once in
the programme) to 15 (on an annual basis).

It can be seen that there is an extensive range of interventions that would address
the issues and capture the opportunities in all identified places (typologies and
areas) found within the corridor,

or revenue neutral (any implementation costs will be covered through increases
in revenue)
** Some costs only cover revenue expenditure to facilitate an intervention; private
sector costs are excluded

Other potential interventions that align with the latest policy documents (such as the
Local Transport Plan Green Paper) but are too vague or high level, have not been
included in the intervention list. This includes the 20-minute neighbourhood concept,
which is based around the idea that residents can access a wide variety of daily
goods and services within 20 minutes of their home without using a car. It is
considered that the concept is more related to a desirable outcome of the
interventions that have been identified and included, rather than a specific
intervention in its own right.
The delivery of a 20-minute neighbourhood concept may differ across the corridor,
depending on the area and typology, existing local amenities, challenges and
opportunities. The development of interventions and packages within the EBS
Corridor study reflects this, accepting that no single intervention of package of
interventions will work everywhere. For example, BCC are currently developing a
‘Healthy Living Zone’ concept that will be piloted in the Bordesley Green area. The
interventions delivered as part of this concept may differ if other Healthy Living Zones
are rolled out across the corridor or other areas of the city.
A high level costing exercise was undertaken for each of the interventions,
considering capital or revenue costs, and also reflecting the number of times an
intervention may be implemented over the lifetime of the Corridor Strategy.
Copyright © 2021 Arcadis. All rights reserved. arcadis.com

These elements have been combined to calculate a cost range, with a low cost of
£149.3m and a high cost of £930.4m, with an average cost of £449.7m. A breakdown
of the interventions and associated costs are presented in Table 6 to Table 11. The
following are applicable to some of the costs presented where denoted:

* Schemes with no cost (£0) have been assumed to be fully private sector funded,

Table 6 Package 1 – Limited Physical Infrastructure. Total cost £25,743,750
Ref Intervention

Explanation

Road space
reallocation
Enhancement of
2 existing crossings
and underpasses
Road Safety
18 Review and
enhancements
Demand
34 Responsive
Transit
Mobility Hubs
33
(neighbourhood)

These responds on the three main
objectives around climate, sustainability,
health by reallocating road space
towards walking and cycling over a 5year period
This responds to the objectives around
sustainability and health by improving
and enhancing road safety for all user,
but with a focus on improving the
environment for walking and cycling trips
over a 5-year period.
Enhancing options for sustainable travel
and access to mobility solutions across

1

Cost
(average)
£937,500
£3,150,000

£ 4,125,000

£2,250,000
£1,500,000
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Ref Intervention

Explanation

the corridor within neighbourhoods
(away from existing transport nodes)
This is a long terms aspiration to
CAV for public
14b
promote more autonomous vehicle use
transport
for public transport.
This does not respond directly on the
main objectives as still very much
Car pool / 2+
41a
focused on private car travel over more
lanes
sustainable options and would require
infrastructure investment.
This responds on the objectives around
climate through the introduction of
managed zones, to restrict or charge for
41b Clean Air Zones
high polluting vehicles in areas that have
been identified as having an air pollution
impact.
This reflects the objectives around
41c Places for People
climate, sustainability and health with the
introduction of managed areas to reduce
Cycle route
the impact and use of private vehicles on
43 maintenance
and around sensitive areas.
scheme
This responds on the objectives around
sustainability and health through the
Improved
introduction of improved lighting and
47
personal security surveillance both natural and through
CCTV by removing and upgrading
known areas of concern.
This responds in part on the objective of
sustainability, as enabling people to
52a e-Scooters
access sustainable transport through the
introduction of an e-scooter service.
This responds on the objectives around
Further bike hire sustainability and health by increasing
52b
roll out
the availability and coverage of bicycle
hire across the EBS corridor.
e-Bike hire
This responds in part to the objective of
52c
scheme
sustainability as enables the roll out of
Copyright © 2021 Arcadis. All rights reserved. arcadis.com

Cost
(average)

Ref Intervention

£0*

63
£468,750

On street cycle
parking

Explanation
an e-scooter hire network to encourage
people to undertake short trips without
private car use.
This responds on all three main
objectives and compliments other
packages such as road space
reallocation and further bicycle hire, by
increasing the availability and coverage
of bicycle parking across the EBS
corridor.

Cost
(average)

£525,000

Table 7 Package 2 – Strategic Connectivity. Total cost £257,257,625
£0*

£7,500,000
£4,500,000

£412,500

£0*

£375,000

£0*

Ref Intervention

Explanation

This responds on the three main
objectives around climate,
sustainability, health by reallocating
road space towards enabling and
promoting public transport. Aligns with
Bus lanes and
6a
Cross-City Bus and A45 Sprint (phase
priority
2) proposals, with potential
interventions on other main roads or
key bus corridors either away from, or
feeding into the interventions as part of
6b and 6d.
Alignment with progressed proposals to
Cross City Bus
improve bus reliability and enable
6b Packages 5&6
introduction of cross city bus services
East
on the A47 and Bordesley Green.
Consideration of a potential larger
Cross City Bus scheme now, to deliver Cross City Bus
Packages 5&6 aspirations and future proofing for
East:
longer term Metro/Rapid Transit
6c
Metro/Rapid
aspirations, would mitigate risk, likely
Transit
be more cost efficient and reduce
Futureproofing disruption for local residents and people
travelling through the area.

Cost
(average)

£26,250,000

£10,291,000

£5,000,000
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Ref Intervention

Explanation

Opportunities would also look to make
gains for active travel provision where
possible to use future-proofed space
positively in the short term.
Enable full benefit realisation of Phase
1 (currently being delivered) and
A45 Sprint
6d
enhance north-south connectivity from
Phase 2
the EBS Corridor to Solihull town
centre.
Multi-Modal
Improving junctions for capacity related
7a Junction
to private car use would not directly
improvements respond on the objectives. Junction
improvements would need to be
focused on sustainability and health,
Damson
through infrastructure upgrades to
Parkway
improve and actively increase walking,
7b
Junction
cycling and/or public transport use.
Improvements
Larger scale schemes likely to be
targeted on Main Road typologies.
This responds on the objectives of
Real time
health and connectivity by prioritising
8 information roll
public transport and enabling people to
out
make informed choices of travel.
This responds on the objectives around
sustainability, health, growth and
Integrated
connectivity for all users, by actively
10 interchanges
promoting and identifying locations that
between modes create travel hubs to assist people to
easily connect between different modes
of sustainable modes.
This responds on the objectives around
climate, sustainability and connectivity
Enhanced bus
through the introduction of enhanced
12a routes to rail
public transport routes connecting
and Sprint
directly to the future rapid transit
network.
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Cost
(average)

£27,400,000

£94,031,250

£9,000,000

£2,250,000

Ref Intervention

Explanation

This responds on the objectives around
growth and environment by reducing
CAV for public
14b
the negative impacts of vehicles with
transport
the introduction of autonomous vehicle
fleets.
This responds on the objectives around
the environment and connectivity by
New cycle
identifying and creating active travel
24 routes /
networks focused on enabling people to
corridors
access key destinations by walking and
cycling. Aligns with aspirations for HS2linked cycle infrastructure.
This responds on the objectives around
growth, connectivity and sustainability
by ensuring improvements connect and
Off-peak links to
enable people to travel for all journey
42 major trip
purposes those journeys often made
attractors
off-peak such as leisure and shopping
trips, without the need for private car
use.

Cost
(average)

£0*

£20,000,000

£22,912,875

Table 8 Package 3 – Revenue. Total cost £19,575,000
Ref Intervention
39

Bus network
revenue
funding

43

Cycle route
maintenance
scheme

49a

Car park
charges

£40,000,000

£122,500**

Explanation
This responds on the objectives around
growth and sustainability by supporting
bus revenues.
This responds on the objectives around
sustainability ,health, climate and growth
by putting in place measures to ensure
that the maintenance of walking and
cycling routes is in place to prevent these
falling into disrepair.
This is responds on the objectives around
climate and environment by putting in
place measures to encourage reduced
private car ownership and potentially raise

Cost
(average)
£8,550,000

£4,500,000

£0*
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Ref Intervention

Explanation

revenue to more sustainable modes of
travel.
This responds on the objectives around
growth and climate by putting in place
Car park
measures to manage the impacts of
charges - On
private car ownership and promote more
49b street/
sustainable travel measures. Reducing
residential
opportunities for people to simply park
parking policy
private cars on the public highway free of
charge.
This responds on the objectives around
Means-tested
local growth and health by identifying
subsidised
50
vulnerable people who require assistance
public
to make journeys in a more sustainable
transport travel
way.
This does not respond on the objectives
Mobility
directly but does offer opportunities to
64 Credits
identify and manage essential car
Scheme
journeys for those people in most need.

Cost
(average)

Ref Intervention

27

£0*

30

£4,275,000
32

8

Real time
information
roll out

CAV for
14b public
transport

65

Changing
land use and
digital
connectivity

Explanation
This responds on the objectives of health
and connectivity by prioritising public
transport and enabling people to make
informed travel choices.
This responds on the objectives around
growth and environment by reducing the
negative impacts of vehicles with the
introduction of autonomous vehicle fleets.
This responds on local growth and
connectivity by promoting a more flexible
land use approach to respond on the
changing job environment into more
digitally driven areas.
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Freight
consolidation
centres for
local electric
vehicle
deliveries
Electric
vehicle (EV)
car-share
schemes

£2,250,000
34

Demand
Responsive
Transit

51

5G / Digital
Connectivity

Table 9 Package 4 – Technology Focused. Total cost £8,302,500
Ref Intervention

Electric
Vehicle
Charging

Cost
(average)
£2,250,000

52a e-Scooters
£0*

52c
£262,500**

e-Bike hire
scheme

Explanation
This partly responds on environment and
climate at local level by providing
infrastructure to support EV use. Ensuring
electrical supply is from sustainable and
environmental sources is a challenge to
fully comply with objectives.
This responds on climate, growth and
environment by providing opportunities to
minimise and reduce the impacts of
essential construction and servicing
vehicles and a move away from fossil
fuelled vehicles.
This only partly responds on the wider
objectives as this continues to promote
private car use through car-share schemes.
This partly responds on the objectives
around connectivity and growth by
identifying areas within the EBS corridor
that would benefit from an on-demand
transit system in parallel to a wider set
public transport network.
This responds on growth and connectivity
by ensuring the infrastructure is in place to
support a more digitally driven
environment.
This responds in part on the objective of
sustainability, as enabling people to access
sustainable transport through the
introduction of an e-scooter service.
This responds in part to the objective of
sustainability as enables the roll out of an
e-scooter hire network to encourage people
to undertake short trips without private car
use.

Cost
(average)

£0*

£2,610,000

£0*

£2,250,000

£180,000**

£0*

£0*
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Ref Intervention

Explanation

Cost
(average)

This responds on the objectives of
environment, climate and growth by
62
minimising and reducing the impact of
£750,000**
essential construction and servicing fleet
vehicles on the network.
Table 10 Package 5 – Travel Demand Management. Total cost £44,578,500

Ref Intervention

Hydrogen
fuelling for
freight

Ref Intervention

5

13

38

40

53

37

Explanation

This responds on the objectives around
climate, sustainability and health by
actively encouraging journeys to be
undertaken outside peak network times
and preferably by sustainable modes.
This responds on the objectives around
sustainability, growth, health and climate
School Travel
by engaging with schools around
Review
improvements that can be identified to
encourage more sustainable travel
choices for both staff and pupils.
Responds on objectives around growth
TDM plans for
and connectivity by identifying and
large employers promoting opportunities to access jobs
by modes other than private car.
TDM Social
Responds on objectives around growth
media push
and connectivity by promoting and
communications encouraging journeys on sustainable
on travel choice modes through use of digital platforms.
Responds on objectives around growth,
TDM Behaviour
environment and connectivity by
change focus
promoting and encouraging journeys to
with local
be made to local education providers by
schools
sustainable modes.
Responds on environment, growth and
Other TDM
connectivity by seeking to identify
measures that can be adopted to
Staggered
school start
times
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49a

Car Park
charges

51

5G / Digital
Connectivity

64

Mobility Credits
Scheme

Cost
(average)

£90,000**

£9,243,750

encourage journeys to be made by
modes other than private car.
This is responds on the objectives
around climate and environment by
putting in place measures to encourage
reduced private car ownership and
potentially raise revenue to more
sustainable modes of travel.
This responds on growth and
connectivity by ensuring the
infrastructure is in place to support a
more digitally driven environment.
This does not respond on the objectives
directly but does offer opportunities to
identify and manage essential car
journeys for those people in most need.

Cost
(average)

£0*

£180,000**

£2,250,000

Table 11 Package 6 – Development Led. Total cost £94,282,500
Ref Intervention

£,321,000
11
£16,875,000
23
£9,243,750

£3,375,000

Explanation

65

Local skills
centres
aligned to
employment
plans

Explanation

Cost
(average)

This responds on one of the key
objectives of local growth, by providing
access to local jobs and matching skills for
those jobs from within the EBS areas.

£270,000**

Responds on growth and connectivity by
promoting sustainable regeneration that is
Local
focused on the EBS areas. This could be
regeneration
focused on neighbourhoods, High Streets,
Business / Industrial / Retail Parks (B/I/R)
or a combination of all typologies.
This responds on local growth and
Changing land connectivity by promoting a more flexible
use and digital land use approach to respond on the
connectivity
changing job environment into more
digitally driven areas.

£93,750,000

£262,500**
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Ref Intervention

36

58

Explanation

Transit
orientated
communities
and
development

This responds on objectives around
connectivity, growth and health by
promoting sustainable communities and
development located to maximise access
by walking, cycling and public transport.
This responds on local growth and
connectivity by promoting a more flexible
Business to
land use approach to respond on the
residential land
changing job environment and creating
use change
residential communities in identified EBS
areas.

Cost
(average)

£187,500**

5. Delivery Considerations
To develop a programme and a prioritised, sequenced Corridor Strategy, a number
of delivery considerations were reviewed. This ensured the Corridor Strategy is
reflective of known constraints and opportunities, and is developed in a way that
maximises the benefits realised from investment.
This section summarises some delivery considerations that have been developed
and reviewed during the EBS Corridor Study, including:

£ 17,500**

• Future economic and social conditions, and how this may affect benefit realisation
• Funding sources and alignment to identified packages
• Delivery Timescales and initial considerations for the development of a
programme

Future Economic and Social Conditions
As noted above, different scenarios within transport planning were analysed during
the EBS Corridor study to inform the overall option development and appraisal work.
This identified potential future scenarios, how different trends related to different
future ‘uncertainties’ could impact how we live and travel in the future, and
subsequently what their impact would be on the benefit realisation of different
interventions.
Uncertainties evaluated generally considered changes in economic and social
conditions, with impacts on the EBS Corridor considered, as summarised in Table
12.
Table 12 Future Uncertainties and the Impact on the EBS Corridor
Uncertainty

Description

Higher growth as the economy emerges from Covid-19, through
Economic – achieving the growth ambitions for the region. In the event of a
growth
poorer economic recovery from Covid-19, and reduced consumer
spend, increases in unemployment are likely to be greater.
A more even spread of job creation (or safeguarding) across the
Economic – corridor can support communities and align with other priorities
location of
around sustainable travel and reduce vehicle-miles travelled to
job growth work. Conversely, employment opportunities may only emerge at
larger regional centres, supported by national investment in HS2,
Copyright © 2021 Arcadis. All rights reserved. arcadis.com
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Uncertainty

Economic productivity

Social –
public
transport
use

Social –
remote
substitution

Social –
increase in
city living

Social –
continued
trend for
rural living

Description
and many of the new or safeguarded jobs internal to the corridor
would be lower-skilled and lower paying.
A shift to automation and innovative working practices could
misalign with the skills of the resident population. Likewise, a
clustering of economic growth within existing regional centres will
reduce opportunities for poorly connected areas of the EBS corridor
and therefore, not provide the same access to the city centrefocused jobs, in comparison to the western areas of the corridor.
Different rates of public transport demand recovery as a result of the
Covid-19 pandemic will impact benefit realisation of public transportorientated interventions. Lower support for public transport may not
have as a significant impact on the study area compared to the
wider West Midlands, due to an increased reliance on bus and rail
networks, and lower car ownership within the Corridor.
The more traditional employment opportunities within the corridor
are less likely to support remote substitution, or working from home.
Lower levels of digital connectivity within the EBS Corridor may
reduce the threat to local communities from online shopping. The
compact, densely populated nature of the corridor would lend itself
to society-based changes around active travel, increased
community engagement and concepts such as the ’20-minute
neighbourhood’.
A future more aligned with city living would result in a shift in travel
behaviours, with more people living in dense urban environments,
using public transport, walking or cycling. This could encourage
more growth within the EBS corridor and support the shift to more
urban living and working.
The Covid-19 pandemic saw an increase in the number of people
moving out of cities and into more rural areas, with factors such as a
daily commute no longer as important when considering a living
location. A continuation of this shift could see greater demand for
more strategic travel connecting major economic centres such as
Birmingham, Solihull and UK Central to rural areas. Despite
potential linkages to the enhanced connectivity that would be
required between urban and rural places, these links will impact
those passing through, but not connecting with the EBS Corridor. In
addition, increased flows through the area could increase
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Uncertainty

Description
congestion on the KRN and motorway network and reduce capacity
on public transport networks for those within the corridor, further
exacerbating the existing inequalities further.

These findings indicate that, as intended through the optioneering and appraisal
stages, the potential different future scenarios that could arise from economic and
social changes are unlikely to have a major impact on benefit realisation or the
timing, scale or scope of the delivery of interventions and packages.

Funding Horizon Scanning
Innovative approaches to financing transport in the West Midlands is important, due
to increased pressure on traditional sources of financing caused by the reduction of
national and local government budgets, and increased population growth and
urbanisation. Funding streams to deliver the EBS Corridor Strategy have not yet
been identified or confirmed. However, the Transport for West Midlands prospectus
for the CRSTS included the East Birmingham and Solihull corridor as a key corridor
in the ‘Supporting Inclusive Growth’ theme3. An internal prioritisation process and
cost review is underway, however it is likely there will be an element of capital
funding available as part of the 2022-2025 CRSTS investment programme. In
addition to this, it is likely a range of funding opportunities will be available, which
may vary based on government policy at the time. These funding opportunities may
include, but are not limited to:
• Funding from central government allocated to regional bodies – for example
– New or additional devolution agreements
– Transforming City Funds
– Additional round of the City Region Sustainable Transport Settlement
(CRSTS)
– Major Road Network or Large Local Major schemes
– New regionally focused competitive funding pots, similar to the Local Growth
Deals / Funds (LGF) allocated from 2015 to 2017
– Single business case to Treasury for investment into this specific area
• Funding from central government allocated to local bodies – for example
– Levelling Up Fund
– Community Renewal Fund
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– Transforming Cities Fund
– Bus Service Improvement Plan (BSIP)
– Local Cycling and Walking Improvement Plans (LCWIP)
– Shared Prosperity Fund
• New competitive ‘challenge’ funds based on current government priorities – for
example Housing Infrastructure Fund, Net Zero Carbon or Future High Street
Fund
• Funding linked to HS2, including related to mitigation of construction and
demand associated with accessing stations that link to the HS2 network
• Funding linked to specific strategic and/or local growth sites – for example
developer contributions linked to housing or employment sites such as
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL), Section 106 planning obligations or
Section 278 highway agreements
• Funding linked to WMCA’s Single Commissioning Framework (SCF), with a
range of available funds that developers within EBS could access (if funding is
for infrastructure linked to specific jobs or homes) including:
– Housing Deal Land Fund
– Brownfield Land Fund
– Brownfield Land & Property Development Fund
– Residential Investment Fund
– Commercial Investment Fund
– Advanced Methods of Construction Fund
– Affordable Housing Fund
– Urban Transformational Fund
• Private investment into infrastructure, not specifically related to planning
obligations, including:
– Carbon ‘insetting’, where carbon emissions are ‘offset’ within the study area
through investment in carbon-saving projects
– Land value uplift associated with transit orientated development
– Funding from public-private partnerships, from UK Infrastructure Bank or
other green infrastructure funds from investors
• Revenue spend, based on local charging initiatives (including arising from
interventions within the Revenue package)
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In addition, there may be potential to unlock new funding streams due to the
importance of the EBS Corridor in terms of inclusive growth and regional aspirations
within the Study Area.
Identifying and gaining access to a ‘cocktail’ of different funding streams will help to
mitigate risks around delivery, and ensure the Corridor strategy is not over-reliant on
a single source of funding.
Table 13 summarises how each individual package may align to the categories of
potential funding streams.
Table 13 Potential Available Funding Routes for Packages
Limited
Physical
Infrastructure

Strategic
Connectivity

Revenue

Technology
Focused

TDM

Development
Led

Regional

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Local

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Challenge

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

HS2
Growth
Sites
WMCA
SCF
Private
Investment
Revenue

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

The six packages identified along with the associated interventions within each
package, set out in Table 5, would cost in the region of £373m to deliver in full to
meet the objectives of the EBS corridor study.
To assist in delivering interventions and securing benefit realisation in the shortest
possible timescales, a level of prioritisation and funding rationale is required to direct
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available funding to the most appropriate package and interventions. This will help
achieve the wider objectives in the EBS areas release the most benefit.
As noted above, there is potential funding available through the City Region
Sustainable Transport Settlement (CRSTS) allocation. Although this has not yet
been confirmed, this is an option that could be utilised to support the delivery of the
packages and individual interventions within the EBS corridor. Therefore, we
welcome the CRSTS, which goes some way to providing greater funding
opportunities. Yet, this will only go so far and would not necessarily relieve revenue
funding pressures. For instance, CRSTS funding is generally for capital spend only
and therefore, would be a risk to include as part of package 3 (revenue). However,
TfWM and constituent Local Authorities have access to the CRSTS Preparatory
fund, which is intended to support development and delivery of settlements.
The funding currently noted for improvements required to deliver any the EBS
strategy is more than the funding likely to be available through CRSTS. As
development activities progress, the assembly of additional funding through
government support and local contributions including the private sector will be
required. Outlining broad aspirations now (as detailed within the Action Plan) will
help illustrate the vision for the corridor, and inform a coordinated, focused and
planned approach to assembling a funding package. This includes collaboration with
local developers within the corridor, who will need to understand CIL, Section 106 or
Section 278 agreements/obligations at the earliest stage to inform their viability
assessments.
As part of the Action Plan, early collaboration with key stakeholders connected to
the EBS Corridor should commence to establish ways in which local contributions
could contribute towards the vital transport investment that is needed. Having a
source of local funding would also help the EBS Corridor Strategy to secure more
funding from the government and other sources for transport improvements.

year of funding confirmed, either due to their simplicity or previous development
work. Other schemes may take longer to develop and implement due to complexity,
an early stage of design, or requirement to align with other constraints or
interdependencies.
Figure 7 Critical drivers and other key interaction in the EBS corridor

These may include:

As noted within the Rationale for Investment Statement, there are numerous drivers
to accelerate implementation of interventions within the EBS Corridor, as presented
in Figure 7.

• Other major infrastructure, including HS2 and A45 Sprint (Phase 1)
• The build out / completion dates for major development sites within or close to
the corridor
• Delaying interventions to maintain network resilience due to other roadworks or
schemes, or major events such as the Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth
Games
• Completion of technology trials, proof of concept or evaluation of similar or
complementary interventions to increase confidence around benefit realisation
and deliverability
• Long term alignment with Metro/Rapid Transit

However, funding and resource challenges will mean that phasing and prioritization,
including different delivery timescales for different interventions and packages has
been considered as part of this Action Plan and Corridor Strategy. Some
interventions can be delivered in the short term (‘quick wins’); potentially within a

To align with the above considerations and current and future core funding
allocations for TfWM, which have been provided through CRSTS for the next 5 years
(2022-2027), the Action Plan and Corridor Strategy will consider delivery timescales
for packages in three five-year delivery blocks.

Delivery Timescales
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6. The EBS Corridor Action Plan
The preceding report sections set out the various stages that have been undertaken
within this study to help develop the action plan, that sets out to deliver
transformational change for the EBS Corridor over a 15-year period.

Delivering an inclusive and de-carbonized transport system
To meet the aspirations of the corridor and deliver an inclusive and decarbonised
transport system, complete delivery of all six packages detailed in Chapter 4 would
see interventions delivered that fully align with the aspirations and vision of the
WMLTP, Birmingham’s Transport Plan 2031 and Solihull Connected. This level of
investment will generate the greatest benefit realisation in the context of a ‘hoping’
future economic and social scenario, however the full delivery of the Action Plan will
deliver enhancements with ‘low regrets’ regardless of the future scenario that is
realised. In the event of the ‘Hoping’ scenario not coming to pass, this level of
intervention within the EBS corridor may also support a shift in economic and social
outcomes towards the ‘Hoping’ scenario as benefits from the Action Plan are
realised.
The strength of the EBS Corridor, in terms of many local community centres and
proximity to regional economic and growth hubs will be built upon to deliver inclusive
growth that locks in benefits for local communities and businesses. The interventions
and packages detailed above align with the 20-minute neighbourhood concept
(detailed within the WMLTP), which is based around the idea that residents can
access a wide variety of daily goods and services within 20 minutes of their home
without using a car (Walk and Wheels Approach). Enhancing existing links to
regional hubs will broaden opportunities for both employers and employees, and
pave the way for longer term investment in Metro/Rapid Transit to realise aspirations
for a step-change in strategic transport connectivity in the region.
Funding remains a constraint to development and delivery of interventions and
although this action plan supports the longer-term aims and objectives of the EBS
Corridor Strategy, consideration is required on how best to prioritise and guide
delivery within the six themed packages over the short to medium term, that would
support and complement the longer term Metro/Rapid Transit aspirations. To deliver
the complete delivery of all six packages in full, the level of funding availability and
certainty would need to be much greater than currently forecast. However, the
outcomes that such investment would support would contribute the most to achieving
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transformational change, and support achieving the EBS Corridor objectives over
the longer 15-year timeframe.
Other uncertainties in the future, including economic and social changes following
the Covid-19 pandemic, have also been considered in terms of delivery of the EBS
Corridor Action Plan. Subsequent sections present initial considerations for potential
variations in approach before proposed approaches are detailed. In particular, the
Action Plan has focused on what could be delivered within the first five years of the
delivery programme (2022-2027), aligning with the CRSTS investment programme.
The success and outcomes of the Corridor Strategy and Action Plan will be
influenced by proactive support or influence to generate the changes predicted, or
investment in strategic or local transport infrastructure influencing the way people
live and travel. This is also likely to be more comprehensive than just transport
interventions, with influence from the below all potentially contributing (in alignment
with each other and transport) to positive outcomes:
•
•
•
•

Land use strategies
Local education / skills development
Promotion of beneficial employment proposals
Neighbourhood policies, community engagement and regeneration proposals,
including non-transport elements of ’20 minute neighbourhoods’

Funding Availability
Despite the strong Rationale for Investment (as presented in Stage 3 of this
study), funding realities may require identification of interventions or packages that
are more affordable and require a reduced level of capital investment, such as
budgets identified through CRSTS. While this would reduce the level of outputs and
transformational change, it would make packages more deliverable (instead of an
‘all or nothing’ approach to investment) and reflect the budgets available from
different funding streams.
Variations in funding availability could alter the packages in several different ways,
including:
• Delivery of a more complete package of interventions, at a greater level of
investment at individual locations, but focusing (initially at least) on areas and
typologies that are prioritised, to target available funding to where maximum
benefits could be realised, or where greatest alignment to the inclusive growth
agenda is found
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• Delivering fewer interventions or packages with lower cost , such as a focus on
one package of interventions (for example the highest scoring package) or a
combination of interventions from the top three scored package of measures,
for the whole of the EBS corridor
• Prioritising less expensive packages or interventions specifically for a single
area or across the EBS Corridor
• Refining the contents of packages and/or specific interventions to exclude the
more expensive interventions (which could become standalone packages in
their own right or revised to reflect reduced design)

Table 14 sets out each objective and the score attainted by each of the packages
against the objectives.
Table 14 also adds a further objective that takes into consideration the deliverability
of each package based on cost, funding availability, support from stakeholders and
alignment with the long-term Metro/Rapid Transit aspiration.
Table 14 Package Appraisal Scores

Care would need to be taken to ensure that the objectives and overall vision for the
corridor is still met. In addition, some funding streams may have pre-requisites over
the level or standard of intervention.
For example, when considering cycling interventions, proposals are required to meet
LTN 1/20 guidelines to receive funding from the Department for Transport. If the
scope of a scheme moves away from this level to reduce costs, funding risks may
increase.
Variations in funding availability will undoubtedly impact the scale of change and
therefore the scale of benefits that would arise. Generally, the outcomes would be
expected to be lower, as there is a strong relationship between higher levels of
investment (in terms of funding and resource) and greater levels of benefit realisation
and
long-term
impacts,
in
terms
of
meeting
aspirations
and
delivering transformational change.

Consideration of Appraisal
An approach to transport investment in the EBS Corridor could vary according to
appraisal outcomes. Following further stages of development, interventions and/or
packages could be prioritised based on the outcomes of standard economic
assessment, the strength of a strategic case, or a bespoke approach that combines
the two.
Initial analysis was undertaken using the outcomes of the package appraisal process
that was undertaken for the EBS Corridor study. This utilised a scoring-based system
to identify how each package of interventions most closely matched and aligned with
the wider EBS Corridor objectives (as presented in Table 3).
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Using the appraisal scores obtained from the analysis against the objectives, results
in the following ranking of packages:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Scenario

Outcome

Impact

residents regionally,
including through (and not
necessarily to) the EBS
corridor.

returns, however there will be
proportionally fewer benefits for
local residents. Strategic
connectivity from the EBS corridor
to economic hubs will still be
required.

Local centres within the EBS
corridor diminish in
attractiveness, reducing the
social value generated for
communities and resulting in
conflict with the concept of
’20 minute neighbourhoods’

Lower footfall in local centres may
reduce benefit realisation, however
may also enhance justification for
intervention

Coping,
Roasting

Weaker economic growth,
concentrated in existing
regional centres, increases
vehicle km

Fewer opportunities for local
residents, with increased need for
strategic travel to reach economic
growth areas. May strengthen the
case for investment in strategic
transport schemes.

Coping

Local communities supported
through active travel and
public transport use

Stronger community centres and
faster progression towards the ’20
minute neighbourhood’ concept

Roasting

Local centres and
communities in decline,
reflective of economy and
lack of support.

Reduced demand for travel within
and to the EBS corridor, with
greater challenges around and
reducing deprivation.

Limited Physical Infrastructure
Strategic Connectivity
Development Led
Travel Demand Management
Revenue
Technology Focused

The total score obtained by each of the packages, considering deliverability has
resulted in a rank, which helps to define the packages that may be prioritised in terms
of funding opportunities, as these most closely align with the overall EBS objectives.
This approach may have strengths in terms of aligning with overall objectives,
however there will be further deliverability and benefit realisation considerations. For
example, while the Strategic Connectivity package has the highest score, it will take
the longest time to develop and implement, reducing the benefits realised over the
duration of the Corridor Strategy and missing opportunities for ‘quick wins’ in shorter
timescales.

Consideration of Future Scenarios
As detailed within Section 5 (Delivery Considerations), different potential future
scenarios have been appraised when reviewing the potential variations of approach.
As detailed above, the Transformational Approach Action Plan assumed a ‘Hoping’
scenario, where strong economic growth and greater remote substitution provide
beneficial outcomes in terms of employment opportunities, active communities and
more sustainable travel.
Different future scenarios would have an impact on the EBS Corridor and on the
benefit realisation of proposed interventions. Table 15 presents initial considerations
of these impacts.
Table 15 Impact of Future Scenarios
Scenario

Outcome

Impact

Coasting

Strong economic growth, but
increase in vehicle km and
distance travelled by

Packages that enhance transport
connectivity on the Main Roads
typology will generate greater
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In summary, while the different scenarios are likely to affect the outcomes of the
Action Plan (and potential variations), it is considered that the overall case for
investment will not be radically altered. Poorer economic and social outcomes will
provide new and greater challenges, although this may also strengthen the strategic
rationale and support the Strategic Case for investment in both local and strategic
interventions.
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Shorter-term, ‘limited physical infrastructure’ measures are still likely to provide the
greatest impact when prioritised for short-term delivery, being effective and providing
Value for Money regardless of different economic and social changes in the future.
Other packages contain interventions that have strong strategic and economic
justification for implementation, based on local and national evidence, such as
revenue-raising interventions, technology and TDM.
The Development-Led package has a strong potential to significantly change from
the aspirational Action Plan, as developments and investment in residential, retail or
other economic sites is more dependent on a strong economy.
If funding opportunities are more limited as a result of poorer economic performance,
or public transport remains unattractive to many people, elements of the Strategic
Connectivity package in particular may be more difficult to justify due to high initial
cost and lower expected returns in terms of transport benefits. However, it is unlikely
that any changes in these uncertainties would be significant enough to remove the
strategic rationale for investment in strategic connectivity for the EBS corridor,
including:
• If economic growth is more limited, it may be more likely for it to be clustered in
existing regional centres. Enhancing strategic connectivity for residents of the
EBS Corridor therefore will ensure these opportunities remain accessible.
• Due to wider decarbonisation ambitions and air quality concerns, the need for
public transport investment will not decrease, even if revenue and ridership
numbers have not fully recovered following the pandemic. In this instance, the
strategic case for investment can be emphasised, while other measures such
as road space reallocation and parking changes (as outlined in the WMLTP and
Birmingham Transport Plan) can encourage higher public transport use.
Therefore, even in a ‘Roasting’, ‘Coping’ or ‘Coasting’ scenario, it is considered the
packages detailed within this Corridor Strategy and Action Plan will still generate a
positive return on investment, realise benefits and progress the corridor towards the
overall vision, including Metro/Rapid Transit aspirations, as outlined.

Core Delivery Programme (First Delivery Period)
As noted in Chapter 3, £25m has been provisionally identified for investment in the
EBS corridor as part of the region’s CRSTS allocation, supporting local transport
priorities between 2022 and 2027. In conjunction with other considerations detailed
Copyright © 2021 Arcadis. All rights reserved. arcadis.com

earlier within this section, a proposed ‘Core Delivery Programme’ for the first delivery
period (CDP-1) of the Action Plan has been identified.
The proposed prioritised list of interventions is presented in Table 16.
Table 16 CDP-1 Proposed Interventions
Ref
1
6b
6c
7b

Package
Limited Infrastructure
Strategic Connectivity
Strategic Connectivity
Strategic Connectivity

Title
Road space reallocation
CCB Packages 5&6 East
CCB Package 6 East future-proofing
Damson Parkway Junction
Improvement
CAV for public transport
Mobility Hubs (neighbourhood)
Clean Air Zones
Places for People
e-Scooters
e-Bike hire scheme

Cost
£93,750+
£10,291,000
£5,000,000
£9,000,000

14b Limited Infrastructure
£0*
33
Limited Infrastructure
£150,000+
41b Limited Infrastructure
£0*
41c Limited Infrastructure
£375,000+
52a Limited Infrastructure
£0*
52c Limited Infrastructure
£0*
Total
£24,909,750
*Private sector led / revenue neutral
+Number of interventions reduced in scope for CDP-1 to meet identified budget.
The ‘Limited Infrastructure’ Package forms the basis of CDP-1. This is to mitigate
risks around deliverability and available development funding, with these
interventions more likely to be ready for construction within the required timeframes.
They can also be seen as ‘quick wins’, with benefits for local residents, businesses
and travellers realised sooner, delivering outcomes, outputs and beneficial long term
impacts in a shorter timeframe.
Other interventions from the Limited Infrastructure package have been excluded
from CDP-1 following initial consideration of Value for Money; while individual
interventions have not been appraised in isolation as part of the EBS study, a high
level benchmarking exercise and consideration of interventions that would unlock
greater outcomes and impacts in the long term was undertaken. This identified a
number of interventions that should be prioritised and were subsequently included
within CPD-1, as presented in Table 16.
CDP-1 also contains two Strategic Connectivity interventions linked to the Cross City
Bus proposals. This broader, region-wide programme is relatively well developed,
with enhancements identified along two key routes in the EBS Corridor (A47 and
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Bordesley Green) to improve bus reliability and journey times, along with enhanced
connectivity beyond Birmingham city centre.

Enhanced Delivery Programme (First Delivery Period)
To reflect aspirations of the EBS Corridor and the identified benefits (in terms of
outcomes and longer term impacts) that would arise from a greater level of
investment, an Enhanced Delivery programme for the first delivery period (EPD-1)
has also been identified. This more aspirational package of interventions would build
upon CPD-1, but deliver a wider variety of interventions across both the Limited
Infrastructure and Strategic Connectivity Packages.
As above, the interventions included within EDP-1 are considered to have a stronger
alignment to the corridor objectives, the CDP-1, and would be likely to have a
stronger Value for Money and therefore a stronger case for investment. The
interventions that form the EDP-1 are detailed within Table 17.
Table 17 EDP-1 Proposed Interventions
Ref
1
2

Package
Limited Infrastructure
Limited Infrastructure

6d
10

Strategic Connectivity
Strategic Connectivity

12a Strategic Connectivity
18

Limited Infrastructure

24 Strategic Connectivity
41c Limited Infrastructure
47 Limited Infrastructure
52b Limited Infrastructure
63 Limited Infrastructure
Total

Title
Core Delivery Programme
Road Space Reallocation
Enhancement of existing crossings
and underpasses
A45 Sprint Phase 2
Integrated interchanges between
modes
Enhanced bus routes to rail and
Sprint
Road Safety Review and
enhancements
New cycle routes / corridors
Places for People
Improved personal security
Further bike hire roll out
On street cycle parking

Cost
£24,909,750
£843,750*
£3,150,000
£27,400,000
£10,000,000+
£122,500
£4,125,000
£20,000,000
£7,125,000*
£412,500
£375,000
£525,000
£100,338,500

* Balance of budget originally identified following some investment in CDP-1
+Number of interventions reduced in scope for EDP-1 to reduce budget
implications.
EDP-1 will deliver a broader and more holistic set of interventions from both the
Limited Infrastructure and Strategic Connectivity packages, building on CDP-1 to
deliver outcomes and align with longer term desired impacts in the corridor.

Value for Money Benchmarking
A high level ‘benchmarking exercise was undertaken, comparing the components
of the CDP-1 and EDP-1 against other sustainable travel schemes and
programmes. This has provided an indicative ‘Benefit to Cost Ratio’ of 2.5 and 3.1,
respectively, suggesting investment of every £1 would result in benefits of £2.50
and £3.10. According to DfT criteria, these figures suggest a ‘High’ Value for
Money’. These findings generally align with broader research that suggests
sustainable transport schemes such as bus priority6 and programmes delivered
under the Local Sustainable Transport Fund 7, typically offer ‘Very High’ Value for
Money following in depth economic appraisal. The scale of benefits within these
suggest the benchmarking exercise undertaken could be a conservative estimate
of the true economic benefits of CPD-1 and EPD-2.

Further Considerations
As noted above, the Limited Infrastructure and Strategic Connectivity packages
performed the best following appraisal, and have been prioritised for delivery in CDP1. They also contain more ‘traditional’ transport schemes that closely align with
CRSTS funding and objectives. However, the other packages presented within
Chapter 4 are still an integral element in achieving the overall ambitions and
aspirations of the EBS Corridor.
In particular, as presented within the objectives for the EBS Corridor, enhancing
transport connectivity is only one strand that will unlock inclusive growth. The current
issues identified within the EBS Corridor, alongside some provision of bus and rail
connectivity to local and strategic destinations suggests that access improvement
alone will not necessarily deliver the aspirations sought for the corridor. Therefore,

6

7

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/5038
24/Value_for_Money_Assessment_for_Major_Bus-Related_Schemes.pdf

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/3478
94/vfm-assessment-of-lstf.pdf
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critical to the success of the Action Plan is a broader mix of interventions across all
packages, including TDM but also Social Engagement across health, employment,
leisure, education, retail providers that rely on transport connectivity to enable their
function in society and support a good quality of life. Therefore, as a priority, to
support CDP-1 and EDP-1, in the first delivery period and beyond, resource and
funding should be identified to integrate both the physical interventions with TDM
and Social Engagement activities. The inclusion of TDM and requirement for broader
engagement within the Action Plan underlines their importance to the Corridor
Strategy and maintain the holistic and rounded approach to resolving transport
issues and supporting inclusive growth in the corridor.

Further study work would be required, in part to link individual interventions to
specific areas of need, produce a more robust scope, and appraise based on this
increased level of detail to provide a robust Value for Money statement.

These elements have not been included within CDP-1 or EDP-1 due to the nature of
the interventions. Greater requirements for revenue funding (not generally included
within CRSTS) and often requiring support and coordinated delivery with the private
sector, means they are not applicable for CRSTS funding.

An initial programming and sequencing exercise has been undertaken to produce a
draft, or baseline ‘Living Sequencing Strategy’. This is a programme of development
and delivery of infrastructure in the EBS corridor that will achieve the successful
delivery of the Action Plan and the six packages within.

It is anticipated that a blended ‘cocktail’ of funding provision could be identified
(including from sources listed in Chapter 5) as the Action Plan and Corridor Strategy
matures. This will support delivery of all the packages, across all delivery periods,
providing a truly sustainable and integrated transport network that focuses on
helping residents to access their local facilities and services whilst promoting efficient
access and enhanced connectivity to key hubs in EBS and surrounding areas for the
wider region.

The baseline for the Living Sequencing Strategy has been developed centred on the
delivery considerations as set out in Chapter 5, the initial proposals for the first
delivery period as presented in this section, alongside broader understanding of
development and implementation timescales for different types of interventions. It is
broken down into three 5-year delivery timescales to align with likely core funding
grants, and is also cognisant with long term Metro/Rapid Transport aspirations for
the corridor. Development activities relating to these aspirations are not explicitly
identified within the baseline Living Sequencing Strategy, however these activities
were identified separately within the TfWM CRSTS Prospectus Error! Bookmark not defined..
It is assumed this will continue in parallel, with full coordination with the development
of interventions within the EBS Corridor Strategy and Action Plan to avoid conflict
with longer term aspirations, abortive works or reduced benefit realisation.

This Action Plan has been developed to maintain flexibility, with regard to funding
availability, changes in economic and social trends, and to reflect what is
developed or committed as part of the CDP-1 or EDP-1. Complementary schemes
or proposals may also be identified and delivered in or adjacent to the corridor, or
region-wide initiatives. These could include:
• Cycle routes linked to HS2 or other Active Travel proposals progressed through
local authority programmes
• Further bus enhancements linked to Cross City Bus aspirations or Bus Service
Improvement Plans (BSIPs)
• Region-wide initiatives that may emerge from the West Midlands Local
Transport Plan or private sector-led schemes, in a similar way to e-scooters and
Mobility Hubs
• Outcomes from the ongoing Metro/Rapid Transit development for the EBS
Corridor which may change assumptions around routing and long term
aspirations
Copyright © 2021 Arcadis. All rights reserved. arcadis.com

While not explicitly covered by this study, the initial CRSTS allocations includes
£25m to support development of the long term Metro/Rapid Transit aspirations in the
EBS corridor. This parallel activity to the EBS Corridor Action Plan will enable a
considered approach to delivering short term enhancements while remaining
cognisant of the longer term aspirations.

Programming and Sequencing

The baseline Living Sequencing Strategy is included within Appendix C. A summary
programme can be seen below.
The Living Sequencing Strategy will remain a live document, and costs alongside
intervention timescales and phasing can be updated to reflect further development
activities and greater levels of certainty over timescales and funding requirements
and availability. This includes dates of development and construction, alongside any
constraints or inter-dependencies which can be adjusted and modified as the
Corridor Strategy is developed and delivered. Sequencing of interventions can also
be adapted to reflect funding or policy realities. Available information is also used to
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flag any funding gaps to support the targeting of new funding opportunities to achieve
delivery.
Interventions that may be funded outside of CRSTS and outside of the Limited
Infrastructure and Strategic Connectivity packages are also presented for
consistency and to maintain the holistic approach utilised within the development of
the Corridor Strategy and Action Plan.

The Risk of Not Investing
The Action Plan, and potential variations, outline a positive, proactive approach to
transport investment that will deliver inclusive growth and enhanced outcomes for
the EBS Corridor. However, there is a risk of a future scenario that could emerge
due to a lack of investment or support, or through broader economic trends.

This demonstrates that in the event of no significant investment in local or strategic
transport infrastructure (continuing the trend from 2015 to 2019), there is unlikely to
be any significant positive change in outcomes for local residents or businesses.
It is considered that an ongoing ‘Do Nothing’ scenario will be an exacerbation of the
issues already observed, and the prominent inequalities surrounding health,
transport and employment will continue to worsen. The aspirations of the WMCA’s
Inclusive Growth Framework and Motives for Change (as well as key non-transport
policy documents including Birmingham’s ‘Our Future City Plan and EBS Inclusive
Growth Corridor) would not be met, and there would be a continuation in negative
trends around IMD, resulting in poor quality of life outcomes for many living and
working within corridor.
Figure 8 Change in IMD (2015 to 2019)

A detailed evidence review completed during this study identified current issues and
constraints related to transport, demographics, and the economy. There are
numerous issues and adverse outcomes for local residents noted, and can be
summarised through consideration of the personas that are dominant within the
corridor, and consideration of current Indices of Multiple Depravation (IMD) and
trends related to this.
If there is no investment in the transport network and connectivity within the EBS
Corridor, there are likely several negative outcomes for residents and businesses.
Increased demand on the transport network as a result of forecast growth in the
region will increase journey times, congestion and air pollution beyond what it is now,
harming the outcomes for all residents and businesses significantly. However, as
many communities within the corridor are already among the most economically
deprived social groups and tend to rely heavily on public transport, any increases in
congestion and reduction in the attractiveness of the corridor to investment is likely
to impact on these groups to a greater extent.
Indices of Multiple Depravation (IMD) have also been considered within this study.
The trend, or change in IMD in the EBS Corridor between 2015 and 2019 is
presented in Figure 8. It can be seen that in this time period, there generally was
little change in depravation within the corridor. Some areas in blue became less
deprived than other areas of the corridor (in grey or red). The areas in red are
generally in areas where there is poorer accessibility (by car or public transport) to
employment, although the areas around Sheldon are generally less deprived at
present.
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Figure 9 Baseline Living Sequencing Strategy
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Summary and Next Steps
The Action Plan and overall corridor strategy has outlined short- and medium-term
interventions to enhance transport connectivity. It has illustrated how a combination
of different interventions can support inclusive growth and not compromise, but
encourage a greater benefit realisation of future schemes, such as the Metro/Rapid
Transit expansion. The packages presented can optimise and harness long term
growth in the EBS corridor and align with the aspirations of residents, businesses
and the region, as a whole. However, now really is the critical time for the EBS
corridor to achieve its potential and play its crucial role in the success of Birmingham,
Solihull and the West Midlands. This approach will deliver long term, inclusive growth
and ensure the transport enhancement options answer the needs of the corridor.
As Birmingham, Solihull and the wider West Midlands look towards a more
sustainable, successful, and resilient future, investment in the EBS Corridor
presents an opportunity to transform the corridor into a thriving, well-connected
place to live and work, where people are healthy, happy and have equal access
to opportunities.
These are unprecedented times in terms of emerging from the Covid-19 pandemic
and tackling climate change, but this also presents a unique opportunity to deliver
positive change for the region and work towards climate change commitments and
the levelling up agenda. Investment into this corridor focuses on delivering positive
economic, environmental, and social outcomes that will benefit existing and future
residents, employers and visitors and now is the critical time to invest.

quality in the inner-city locations will have numerous social benefits and significantly
improve the quality of life the residents currently experience.
New investment in the options proposed by the outcomes of this study will also align
to the key policy drivers. These include Birmingham Transport Plan’s ‘Four
Principles’, Solihull Connected and WMCA’s Local Transport Plan Green Paper
Motives for Change, which present an ambitious vision to create a more prosperous
and sustainable region and which the opportunities within the corridor align closely
with.

Next Steps
Successful delivery of the EBS Corridor Strategy and Action Plan will need
resources, good management and the right partnerships in place. The development
of the Corridor Strategy and Action will provide an essential, robust evidence base
of issues and opportunities for which specific interventions and packages can be
brought forward for further development and implementation.
To facilitate further development, of the overall Corridor Strategy but also to unlock
development funding for interventions, it is recommended to complete a Strategic
Outline Case (business case) document, thus formally entering the Corridor Strategy
into the WMCA Single Assurance Framework.
Additional next steps will be reliant on development funding made available through
CRSTS or other funding streams.

Enhanced connectivity across the corridor and the wider city region via sustainable
transport will help to unlock economic opportunities by improving access to jobs,
skills initiatives, and educational centres, encouraging inward and external
investment and improved economic prospects. The rapid, greener connectivity to
new jobs and business opportunities will ensure as many growth benefits are felt in
the corridor, as well as benefitting employers with enhanced access to the skilled
workers they need to succeed.
Improvements to active travel and public transport infrastructure will not only act to
reduce the corridors impact on carbon emissions and climate change, but will also
work to reduce congestion along the KRN and help to create safe, liveable
neighbourhoods for communities to live in. Developing the sense of place within
these locations as well as protecting the natural environment through improving air
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